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Editorial: Too Little, Too Late?
Chris Allen
As this issue is being completed, the floods in Mozambique dominate the news from
Africa, combining both familiar images of seemingly helpless Africans being rescued
from disaster and a more recent but now no less familiar complaint, that of the
tardiness and inadequacy of the response of the international community. The image
is misleading; perhaps the complaint is also?
Mozambique's disastrous floods had their origins in three linked but separable
phenomena: seasonal, but exceptional, rainfall in Mozambique itself; heavy rain
across the whole region; and the impact of a cyclone (Eline) soon after flooding began.
Early in February the whole region began to suffer from the effects of unusually heavy
rain, and then from flooding. Initial reports were indeed more concerned with
flooding in northern parts of South Africa than with that in Mozambique, where areas
around Maputo and along the Save River were the first to be affected.
100,000 were made homeless in and around the capital, the main roads to the north
and to South Africa were closed and industrial sites in nearby Matola destroyed,
while farmland and crops washed away alongside river banks. By the 8th of February
2000 it was dear that this was an emergency, and on the 10th the government made its
first emergency appeal, $2.7 million for rescue operations. It was equally clear that
with roads and bridges badly damaged, rescue and relief would have to be delivered
by water and air. More flooding, too, was inevitable, as the region's rivers funnelled
rain than had fallen on neighbouring states into Mozambique.
The rains continued into February, their effect compounded on the 22nd by the arrival
of Cyclone Eline preceeded by winds of 125 kph north of Maputo, and by water
released from Zimbabwean dams, themselves unable to cope with the worst rain in
two generations. More roads, bridges, factories, schools and healthcare facilities were
destroyed in Gaza, Sofala and Inhambane provinces, as were the houses and crops of
up to 300,000 Mozambicans. On the 23rd the government issued a second appeal, for
$65.5 million, mainly to repair roads and bridges, but also for food and emergency
health care, as the flooding threatened to result in outbreaks of cholera, the spread
and intensification of malaria, etc. By this point up to a million people had been
affected (of Mozambique's 19 million), with 300,000 homeless, and 100,000 hectares of
crops and 40,000 head of livestock destroyed. Over the next two weeks most of these
figures doubled, even though the floodwaters began at last to retreat.
Both the scale and nature of the disaster called for an international response.
Although local rescue activity began immediately, Mozambique itself possessed little
that could be used for rapid and substantial reaction, and much of what was available
was in private or NGO hands. That international response came in several phases.
Within a few days of flooding in and near Maputo several governments reacted with
token sums or small, shipments, Portugal being an exception, immediately providing
some $2 million in assistance - but thereafter very little. Most NGOs and international
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organisations reacted similarly, and for nearly two weeks little overall assitance
arrived.
A second phase began with the arrival of South African helicopters (7), planes (5), and
their crews (82), paid for in part by the World Food Programme (WFP), but used
almost entirely for rescuing families and individuals trapped on islets, roofs and trees
(along with hordes of insects and poisonous snakes). These missions, saving up to a
thousand people a day, made for dramatic television, unlike the more modest but
more significant boat-based rescue by Mozambicans that had been going on for a
fortnight. With the television coverage came, at last, some sense of real urgency from
outside Mozambique. Slowed further by interdepartmental bickering over costs and
administrative barriers in Mozambique and South Africa, substantial international
aid began to arrive, such as helicopters first hired by the UK and then from the UK, or
to be promised, like troops and materials from the US. The final phase began as the
floods first receeded, and as relief activity replaced rescue as the first priority.
Promises of longer-term development assistance to help recovery and rebuilding
began to be made early in March, like Britain's offer of $25 million of additional
funding over the next two years, part of a total of $100 million in pledges.
Criticism of the international response from Mozambican officials, NGOs and the
press has focused on three aspects: timing, nature and strategy. It was undoubtedly
slow: four weeks from the first severe floods to the arrival of significant numbers of
aircraft, boats and other non-food supplies from outside the region, with the US last to
arrive. By the time these had arrived too much of it was inappropriate, designed for
rescue rather than relief, or seemingly not designed for any clear purpose, as with the
thousand or so troops sent from the US, Germany and other states. As with a number
of private rescue and disaster relief teams, these spent days, even weeks, unable to
contribute for want of prior planning and of coordination in Mozambique.
The rescue orientation of much of this effort distorted the strategy adopted in early
March, as camps filled up with the rescued but without corresponding medical
supplies and facilities, clean water, or even sometimes food being available on site.
Later, as the emphasis switched to relief and recovery, UN officials decided to
distribute relief supplies to camps in preference to towns and villages where the
floods had receeded, in an attempt to dissuade inhabitants from an early return. The
threat of further flooding was real enough, but the officials' patronising attitude is
revealed in a statement that not wishing to abandon homes was a 'very human
reaction', ignoring the need of residents and returnees to protect what little remained
from further damage or from looting - one of the more distressing features of the
floods has been the emergence of boat-borne groups of 'pirates' looting deserted
properties.
How valid are such criticisms? Was it 'too little, too late', and is the weakness of the
rescue effort the most significant issue? Flooding is not new to Mozambique. In
modest amounts is occurs seasonally and is an essential part of the farming cycle.
Severe flooding has also occurred in the very recent past, in 1997 and 1999. The former
affected four provinces and some 400,000 people, with heavy rains occurring in midJanuary and an emergency evident by the end of the month. Even so, it took a further
two weeks for air rescue operations to begin, using South African and Zimbabwean
helicopters; and it took three weeks for the government to lauch a $30 million appeal,
by which time the flood levels were already dropping. The 1999 floods began later in
the season, towards the end of February, and affected a smaller total area (primarily in
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Inhambane and Tete provinces) and fewer people (170,000), although the same types
of damage occurred, with losses of roads, bridges and crops. This time the response
was faster, both by international agencies (March 5th) and by the government, which
appealed on March 3rd for $12 million for imediate relief and repair. Only one-third
of this amount ever arrived, while the costs of post-flood repair, such as $6 million for
roads and bridges, and of losses of food and housing, escalated.
Such a pattern and recent history, one by no means confined to Mozambique within
the region overall, raises questions about both early warning systems and disaster
preparedness measures. The UN's Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs argued in its final situation report on the 1999 floods that 'the need for timely
data and their rapid distribution ... stood out as a an important lesson', but both the
UN and the UK found it necessary to dispatch evaluation teams early in February this
year (as did some NGOs), less to plan and coordinate a response than to collect
information. There is still no regional advance warning system for potential
exceptional rain or flooding, and the region relies on the South African Weather
Bureau. Disaster preparedness was also weak, with only the WFP's large food
stockpiles proving adequate, unlike supplies of fuel and medical supplies, while
small boats and helicopters were either in private hands, or non-functional. Of
Mozambique's five heliciopters, only one was operational - and it was reserved for
the use of the President.
These problems undermine arguments for the creation of an international rapid
response 'rescue' service, which have again surfaced in the aftermath of the floods.
Apart from the need for effective early warning and swift evaluation systems, such a
service with require regional equipment depots, and international funding. The
record of peacekeeping and peace enforcement operations in the nineties suggests
that funding would not be forthcoming, that control of the service and its operations
would be politicised and contested, and that administration would be haphazard,
divided and wasteful. The most effective strategies for rescue are in any case based on
quick local responses. One might therefore argue that a system of external support for
local disaster preparedness measures would be superior to (and cheaper than) an
international service. Here we may learn from the experience of the US-funded
African Crisis Response Initiative, which like its UK and French counterparts,
provides training in peacekeeping for African troops, plus logistic and other support.
The record is not encouraging, for while troops so trained have been used in recent
peacekeeping actions (such as that in Guinea-Bissau), the motive for establishing the
schemes is all too obviously the transfer of the casualties and risks of peace support
activity to African armies, at minimal cost: the training is short, the support tenuous,
and the numbers involved are relatively few.
It is not obvious either that likely local responses are an adequate foundation, even
combined with additional external resources. While community-level organisations
and individuals did what they could with minimal resources, Mozambique's central
government reacted almost as slowly as the outside world. It should not have taken
three weeks for the President to make his first visit to flooded areas outside Maputo,
nor indeed almost as long for the first significant international appeal to be made. The
response of the main opposition party, Renamo, seems to have been initially to ignore
the floods, and instead concentrate on its attempts to have the results of the December
elections declared invalid. Later in the emergency its leader, Dhlakama took to
claiming that rescue and relief efforts had ignored the central area of Mozambique (a
Renamo area) in favour of the south (Frelimo supporting).
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Even though there were avoidable delays in responding to the floods, and
underestimation of their likely extent and impact, a more rapid response would have
made a quantitative rather than qualitative difference. More people would have been
rescued earlier, and more lives saved, every one of them worth the effort. But the key
impact of the floods, even at the level of the family and the individual, is more in the
long-term impact than in the actual innundation. Much has been destroyed or badly
damaged - crops, livestock, housing, personal possessions, roads, bridges, railways
and other structures, factories and plantations. Water supplies have been disrupted
and ground water sources have become (more) polluted. Disease is more prevalent,
especially malaria, and landmines have been uncovered or shifted, to present
renewed hazards from the war period. Around 650,000 Mozambicans will require
food aid for much of the rest of the year, until they can begin to harvest again.
Production at all levels and in almost all sectors has been severely dislocated, and is
unlikely to recover in the short term.
Press reports have seen this as a tragedy made worse by Mozambique's apparently
dramatic postwar recovery, with high recent growth rates (over 10% per annum), and
high levels of food production recorded in 1999. The main losers from the floods are
and will be, however, those who have benefitted least from this 'recovery', the urban
and rural poor. Present growth has been within the confines of a structural adjustment
programme, and along lines directed by the World Bank and IMF. As Hanlon (1996)
has argued, in part echoing earlier critiques, the Fund in particular has been insistent
on reducing the role of the state in the economy, and on reducing inflation. Its
response to the problem of postwar rebuilding of the economy, which requires
considerable investment in infrastructure and services, has been to insist in strict
limits on state spending, to such an extent that development aid was effectively
'capped' after 1996, through a proportion being diverted into the building up of
foreign currency reserves. Inflation did indeed fall, becoming negative (-1.3%) in 1998.
By constrast, little was done to confront the problem of debt, created largely by a war
in which the major donors were complict through their support for South Africa and/
or Renamo, and which both severely damaged the economy and created major social
problems. Mozambique began to default on debt service in 1983, but once it had
adopted a structural adjustment programme in 1987, further loans began to be made
available, increasing the debt until by the mid-1990s it had reached over $5 billion.
Quite apart from the odious nature of much of that debt, servicing it was well beyond
the capacity of the war-shatterered economy: the IMF has calculated that scheduled
debt service for 1995 was $422 million, while actual payments were £117 million. Even
at that level, they made up over a quarter of Mozambique's export earnings (IMF,
1999a).
What the IMF quaintly calls 'traditional' debt relief mechanisms (more rescheduling
than cancellation) simply reduced scheduled debt service to levels closer to those of
actual payments, and that only very briefly. In 1998 however, Mozambique became
only the second African state to be eligible for debt cancellation under the Highly
Indebted Poor Country (HIPC) Initiative, in which states with very high debts and
debt service relative to exports may - if they have a sufficiently long record of
subservience to the IMF - be eligible for reduction of debt to levels the Fund deems
'sustainable'. The World Bank's representative in Mozambique, James Coates, was a
little more honest when he said that the amount offered under the Initiative was what
the immensely wealthy leading members of the Fund thought they could 'afford'.
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What was offered in 1998 was, according the Fund, some $2.9 billion of relief: but in
essence this simply cancelled debt that was not being serviced, nor was likely ever to
be serviced, so that Mozambique was scarely better off. A year later, when
assumptions on which the calculation of 'sustainability' had been made were revealed
as faulty or optimistic, total relief was increased to $3.7 billion, and Mozambique at
last found itself obligated to pay less in debt service ($73 million) than it had been
doing in the recent past (c. $110 million p.a.). It still owes well over $1 billion, much of
it to the IMF or World Bank, though Britain has recently cancelled its remaining small
debt of $150 million, and other elements of relief may result from application of the G7
agreement on debt made at Cologne last year.
Four features stand out in the impact of Mozambique's adherence to IMF and World
Bank policies over the last decade. They have encouraged the growth of private
investment (especially foreign investment) in the energy sector, mineral exploitation
and privatised parastatals. In turn this has greatly increased socio-economic
differentiation, enriching the elite while having little positive impact on the poor.
Typically, for example, agricultural development policy relies not on investment, but
(in the IMF's words) on
improving market incentives, road infrastructure and the delivery of agricultural services,
and on the adoption and enforcement of land tenure regulations (IMF 1999b).

Despite the growth of private investment, and recent annual growth rates of over
10%, Mozambique's economy is still weaker than in the 1970s and early 1980s, with
export levels in 1996/98 less than those recorded in 1980-83. A recent (but pre-flood)
Financial Times commentary argues that
even if it maintains its growth rate, it would take a decade for Mozambican living stanrads
to reach those of Uganda and Ghana, and twice as long to attain the level of Zimbabwe (FT
1999).
The polices have also helped promote a 'politics of liberalisation' marked by a
weakening of the state's legitimacy and capacity and the rapid growth of corruption
(Harrison, 1999; Stasavage, 1999), while the ostensibly democratic political system
provides neither accountability nor evidence that the leadership of either main party
has any commitment to democratic norms and principles (Wood, 1999). Individual
conditions imposed by the IMF and World Bank have been socially damaging,
notably the removal of protection for cashew nut processing, discussed elsewhere in
this issue by Joe Hanlon, which among other effects destroyed an estimated 10,000
jobs. Other damaging conditions include the recent increase on health care charges,
and the demand that rural water supply should shift in future from a 'supply-driven
model to a sustained demand-responsive approach' (IMF 1999b) - or from access
based on need to access based on ability to pay.
These individual conditions compound the general weakness of the social infrastructure in Mozambique, starved of adequate funding (though the small amounts that will
be released by recent debt cancellation are intended to be spent preferentially on
health and education). As a result of this (and the war), Mozambique remains amoung
the poorest and most aid-dependent countries countries in the world, with levels of
poverty far higher than African averages, and social indicators far lower. Some 70% of
the population subsist below official poverty levels, with the great bulk concentrated
in rural areas. Infant mortality at 134 per thousand live births is almost 50% higher
than the sub-Saharan average of 91, and differs little from levels during the 1980s.
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Illiteracy levels (60%) show the same pattern, while only 24% of Mozambicans had
access to clean water before the floods, compared to 47% for sub-Saharan Africa
overall. There is little in the recent record of the 'donor community', either as bilateral
or multilateral providers, to suggest that they will permit or encourage policies
directed primarily at relieving such conditions.
The floods will undermine Mozambique's recent growth, in the damage done to
roads, factories and plantations. But still more, they will take from the poor much of
the little they have, including such meagre services as health, education and clean
water. This owes more, however, to the war and adjustment policies than it does to the
floods themselves; and if 'too little, too late' applies to anything, it applies less to the
response to the floods, and much more to the West's lack of support for Mozambique
during the war and its indifference over so many years to its crippling debt burden.
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Levelling the Playing Fields & Embedding
Illusions: 'Post-Conflict' Discourse &
Neo-liberal 'Development' in War-torn Africa
David Moore
The World Bank's booklet Post-Conflict Reconstruction: The Role of the
World Bank suggests that in its eyes the ravages of war-torn Africa present
international financial institutions with an opportunity to create 'market
friendly' opportunities on the levelled playing fields assumed by 'postconflict' discourse. As well as downplaying the conflict-laden and complex
aspects of post-war situations, the illusion of peace and ordered government
encouraged by 'post-conflict' language allows the traditional humanitarian
side of the 'relief and (neo-liberal) 'development' continuum in post-war
situations to be obliterated. Thus, the World Bank and similar agencies are
able to enter the killing fields even during conflict to lay the seeds - or
'embed', to use a reversal of Polanyian perspectives - of individual property
rights and other aspects of neo-liberal economic, social and political good
governance. Perspectives from 'social capital' discourse also buttress this
view. Such ideologies coincide with and justify the diminishing material
resources allocated to a more traditional humanitarian agenda for post-war
reconstruction, as well as sidelining alternatives.

Introduction
Just a decade ago at the end of the Cold War, with typical Eurocentric chutzpah many
analysts predicted that with the burden of super-power rivalry lifted from its
shoulders Africa would surge forward to peace, democracy and development. Now
we know better: from Ethiopia and Eritrea on the horn, Somalia in the east, Sierra
Leone in the west, Rwanda and the Congo(s) in the middle and Angola in the south,
great swaths of the continent have been soaked in more blood than before. Yet amidst
this carnage, the notion of 'post-conflict' has emerged and taken flight within
humanitarian and development discourse, as if by linguistic fiat a 'sustainable' peace
will ensue and the traditionally separate realms of western third world-aiding
agencies can come together and reconstruct war-torn societies in their image. The
humanitarian dispensers of 'relief can, it seems, join with the long-term implementors of 'development' in the long march from conflict to peace if only they can
cooperate to work out the division of labour which has separated them in the past.
Agreeing on what constitutes the proper activities during a 'post-conflict' interregnum is the basis of such a modus vivendi: but before that, we are told, both parties
should share their understanding of the notion of 'post-conflict' itself.
This article will argue that the notion of 'post-conflict' is fraught with tensions other
than the most obvious one that conflict does not disappear as easily as development
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discourse leads one to believe. Even beyond differences between humanitarian 'relief
and 'developmental' ideas for reconstruction projects and programmes (Macrae,
1999) and although it may share apolitical tendencies with the humanitarian agenda
(Cliffe and Luckham, 1999:29), the concept is caught up in tensions between neoliberal and more interventionist visions of development in general. It is also
imbricated in contention over the resources allocated from the coffers of the advanced
capitalist world to the rebuilding of war-torn societies on the periphery. More
fundamentally, it is entangled in the complex nature of the causes of and cures for
conflict in Africa.
The most obvious place to see the neo-liberal side of these perspectives is in the World
Bank's recent exposition of its interest in 'post-conflict' reconstruction, namely, in its
booklet Post-Conflict Reconstruction: The Role of the World Bank (1998). The pamphlet is

a good indicator of the Bank's world view on 'post-conflict' after its first interventions
into the realm of war and its after-effects, which had their genesis in 1993. As
Catherine Caufield (1996:308-9) has pointed out, the Bank has been mission creeping
into 'post-conflict' since a 'president's retreat' paper in early 1993. It contemplated the
Bank's place in 'the changing nature of national sovereignty' and foresaw it being
pushed into a new role as a conservatorfor failed nation states ...or small new states unable
to shoulder the full burdens of statehood... this role could be the economic and social, postnationhood counterpart of the political trusteeship of the postwar era.

Failed and 'premature' nation states are, of course, very often born of war. This advice
foreshadowed President Wolfensohn's 1995 signalling of 'post-conflict' projects in
Angola [sic], Bosnia-Hercegovina, Gaza and the West Bank, Haiti and Lebanon. It also
led to the establishment of a Post-Conflict Unit (PCU) in April 1997, with a budget of
$8 million for 'analytical and related work' (Stremlau and Sagasti, 1998:28-30). Since
then, the Bank has also announced special post-conflict projects in Rwanda and
Kosovo (Endnote 1).
In addition to the booklet, some of the Bank's perspectives on 'social capital' indicate
aspects of its thinking on conflict and its aftermath. They too will be considered in this
article, as will opposition to these neo-liberal perspectives including classical
humanitarian analysis and radical political economy texts based on empirical
analyses of African conflicts. On a more conceptual level, the article will also suggest
that Gill's reasoning on efforts to 'constitutionalise' neo-liberalism (1998), based
largely on Cox's Gramscian understanding of the global political economy and
Polanyi's fears of neo-liberalism's disembedding of the economy from other social
and political activities, makes worthy advances towards the dissection of the World
Bank's view of post-conflict reconstruction. The article will also suggest that efforts to
embed neo-liberalism in war-torn Africa may create more conflict than before, and
thus rest on a dangerous illusion.

Theoretical Signposts
Gill's notion of the constitutionalisation of global capital refers to the legal, juridical
and otherwise institutional means by which states and international organisations
'lock-in' or entrench various means of protection for globalised and 'neo-liberalised'
capital so that it is irreproachable and unchallengeable yet also appears to be free and
natural. Polanyian thinking (1944) alerts us to the Utopian nature of such a project that
in fact produces dystopian results. Neo-liberal (and often state-led) efforts attempt to
rip 'the market' out of all the social roots or 'constraints' which stop labour and land
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from becoming completely commodified in pre-capitalist or welfarist societies, or
which hold back dysfunctional and violence producing inequalities from reaching
their apotheosis. They try to pull an individualised 'market' out of a substantive
economy which is 'embedded' in other socio-political relations such as kinship
obligation or collective rights won by labour oganisations and (sometimes) protected
by states. Thus they are bound to lead either to fascist ruin or socially and politically
constructed positive alternatives: these reactions form Polanyi's 'double movement'
entailing right- and left-ward responses to the travail of the push to autonomous
markets.
Gill's affinities with Cox (1987,1996,1999), Gramsci (1971) and Marx take us further
than Polanyi by being more attuned to the way the latter's somewhat fetishised notion
of the market (Lie, 1991) is actually forced into being by (now) globalised class
fractions who simultaneously build their hegemony - they make this coercive process
appear consensual - through the apparatuses of state and ideology. Gill's and Cox's
insights on how neo-liberalism (or for Cox, hyperliberalism) is being made
ideologically hegemonic complement Polanyi's notion of embeddedness and its
opposite by suggesting that neo-liberalism may have a chance of surviving if enough
people believe in its illusions even as it tears society apart. Polanyi would say such a
process could not be organic or last long. Global neo-liberalism's 'organic'
intellectuals would suggest otherwise, but the struggles over the terms of its
institutionalisation (for example, over the entrails of the Asian financial crisis)
indicate uncertainty between Keynesian and Hayekian variants on the project. Only
time will tell if the inherently disembedded and unembeddable can be made
hegemonic, but Polanyi's notion of the 'double movement' suggests that all attempts
to make neo-liberalism natural are doomed to fail while Gramscian notions may,
ironically, be more open-ended.
The tensions within a Polanyian and Gramscian-Marxian marriage allow one to
question just how much a 'social democratic' end to Polanyi's 'double movement' is
indeed a solution to capitalism's endemic problems (Lacher, 1999), but that - along
with many other theoretical issues raised in this realm - is a question for another day.
For now, one can note how Gill's perspective highlights the contradictions inherent in
the need for global capital to use very 'interventionist' means to implement ends
which we are told are the results of the entirely unconstrained actions of millions of
otherwise asocial beings (Gamble, 1996; Gray, 1998; Kukathas, 1999). For the
purposes of this article, Gill's standpoint enables us to see how the discourse of 'postconflict' is a part of the effort of capital's globally situated 'organic intellectuals' to
embed their particular Utopias into the soils left unfilled in a proliferation of 'complex
political emergencies' (CPEs - Duffield, 1996, 1999; Cliffe & Luckham, 1999;
Goodhand & Hulme, 1999 - Endnote 2). The wake of war leaves the 'level playing
field' so beloved by these neo-liberal discourses.

The Meaning of 'Post-Conflicf
Some analysts have interpreted the emergence of the concept of 'post-conflict' as an
excuse for the main development agencies and international powers to devote fewer
resources to the amelioration of complex political emergencies in the third world and
to allow structural adjustment policies to reign as usual, instead of the supposed
dependency inducing tendencies of welfarist humanitarian assistance. To label war as
peace is not only Orwellian, but also it justifies implementing shock therapy to create
the market cure for war. As Jeff Crisp (1998) has put it,
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if donor states want to spend less on humanitarian relief; if they want to disengage from
crisis-affected countries; if they want to suggest that the situation in those countries has
'normalised;' and if they want to impose the rigours of structural adjustment on the world's
poorest and most devastated countries, then what better way than to suggest that such
states have entered a 'post-conflict' phase?

On first glance at the World Bank's 1997 World Development Report The State in a
Changing World (1997) - published to some acclaim as an indicator of the end of a
minimalist view of the state and a revival of something approaching social
democracy, but more closely resembling a call to arms for states and international
organisations which will establish property rights more efficiently than in the past has little relationship to such a view. More acute examination, however, confirms
affinities, especially those concerning structural adjustment programmes. Most of the
1997 report proceeds with the usual combination of cheeriness and 'bureaucratese',
suggesting that although the condition of the third world is a gloomy one, the proper
dose of Anglo-American policy wisdom and states with a good match of 'capability
and roles' will soon set things right. But towards the report's conclusion its cool and
sagacious rational choice political economy and public sector management discourse
is replaced by Nietzchean calls for leaders with 'clear' and 'compelling' vision strong
enough to lead with the 'leap of faith' necessary to re-engineer 'the values and norms
of the state and the state's relationship to the economy' (World Bank, 1997:155-6). Its
romantic and reckless advice tells these leaders to take action in opportune moments
such as times of external threat or economic crisis - 'when the normal rules of the
game are in flux' - or during a new regime's honeymoon (World Bank, 1997:144). The
Bank may be hoping for a fortuitous alliance between the seemingly opposed
Revolutionary United Fronts of the continent (Richards, 1996) and the technocrats of
the African Capacity Building Foundation (Moore, 1997,1999).
It is as if the World Bank political scientists' revolutionary fervour sees the terrain of
'post-conflict' situations as ripe for the implementation of their kind of state, economy
and society. If they can find the right kind of 'strongmen' at the right time - in our
case, the 'post-conflict' moment, which may be the next best thing to the bliss of a new
marriage, if not a happy divorce - their visions of the perfect political economy can be
implemented.
Although nothing new in authoritarian variants of modernisation theory, the ideas of
strongmen and their strong states to create a capitalist - or 'market-friendly7 - society
must be anathema to those who seem to distrust state intervention instinctively. There
is a conundrum here for those who like to think of themselves as libertarians.
However, a quick look at the history of western intervention in the third world
suggests that even before Cold War theory, political authoritarianism and outright
brutality have never been seen as contradictory to market-friendly policies
(Hochschild, 1998). At an even deeper level than that, however, is the probability that
the tendency to search for strongmen has it roots in a belief that European history
shows the need for an 'absolutist' state to break pre-capitalist bonds. Only then can
the supposedly natural tendencies of homo oeconomous emerge from the murky depths
of feudal restrictions (Gellner, 1997; Williams, 1999; Wood, 1999). Perhaps even
Hayek would have condoned the use of the state for the erasure of pre-capitalist
fetters to 'market freedom/ contrary to the beliefs of those who espouse his thought as
a bulwark for the preservation of spontaneous 'local knowledge' (Kukathas, 1999;
Scott, 1998; Cockett, 1995; Gamble, 1996). Thus one should not be surprised that the
World Bank intends to establish 'watching briefs' in war zones to monitor conflict in
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order 'to develop an understanding of context, dynamics and needs so that the Bank is
well positioned to support an appropriate investment portfolio when conditions
permit' (World Bank, 1998:6).
If the humanitarian agencies want a piece of the decreasing aid pie, perhaps it is
understandable that they are deigning to dine with the devil that brews up such
investment friendly concoctions. Humanitarian agencies including the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) are in the process of negotiating
with the World Bank as it becomes more and more interested in 'post-conflict'
(Wolfensohn, 1999a,b) and as sources of funds other than the Bank dry up (Stremlau &
Sagasti, 1998). Members of the Bank's 'Post-Conflict Unit' (PCU) participate in many
humanitarian agenda setting exercises anyway, thus having crucial impact on the
tenor of the 'relief to development' continuum. It remains to be seen, in these days of
the Bank's apparent softening, whether or not a clear neo-liberal line will be held: a
Brookings Institute paper by a PCU officer is somewhat more evenly weighted on the
'free-market/intervention' balancing pole than the usual Bank rhetoric, but even then
it holds quite astounding assumptions about the ease with which a 'normal' state gets
up and running in war-torn interregna (Holtzman, 1999). In more media attuned
discursive forays, the Bank's language sounds almost as 'radical' as that of the
advocates of participatory development (World Bank, 1999). If 'rebuilding' involves
something other than neo-liberalism, one might argue that the World Bank is moving
in the humanitarian direction. As the saying goes, the proof will be in the pudding,
but as yet there is no distinctive move away from neo-liberal policies. In
Mozambique, for example, even with the implementation of a modicum of 'debt
relief, there are new conditions for the privatisation of rural water and a strict 'no' to
tariffs to rebuild its cashew processing industry (Hanlon, 1999).
Needless to say, those who hold strongly to the 'humanitarian' viewpoints are
worried about their agenda being watered down by the 'development' agenda of the
World Bank. There is a fear of the World Bank's 'mission creep' and its efforts to home
its economism in on societies, which have yet to recover from war and its attendant
political and social complexities. It is interesting to note in this regard that many
people working in the humanitarian realm equate 'development' with 'neoliberalism' almost automatically: it takes some time for an outsider to the
humanitarian community to realise that 'development' has lost any left-leaning
connotations in this discursive arena. This may be one reason why the humanitarian
agenda is progressing towards the development and reconstructive side of the reliefdevelopment continuum: it is some sort of a response to the neo-liberalisation of
development discourse. On the other side of the fence there is a feeling among some
humanitarians that their mandate has crept too far into the development realm rather
than the old standard of simply protecting the basic rights of refugees: perhaps they
too have fears of too much cooperation with the World Bank, albeit for different
reasons.
Both sides must agree, however, on the fact that resources for humanitarian action are
scarcer while the intensity and intractability of conflict in Africa increases. As Jeff
Crisp (1998) notes from within the humanitarian tradition,
there is now substantial evidence to suggest that the industrialised states are disengaging
from conflict-affected areas, which play a marginal role in the global economy. Donors have
already made sharp reductions to their humanitarian assistance budgets, and increasingly
justify such action with the unsubstantiated argument that emergency relief does more
harm than good to its intended beneficiaries.
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The neo-liberal justification for this is that lingering humanitarian assistance builds in
a dependency syndrome at best, discouraging farmers from planting seeds, for
example, as if in the midst of wars farmers would be able to sow and harvest as usual
and in post-war situations seed-stocks will be in good shape. At worst, this argument
goes, humanitarian aid feeds warriors (Luttwak, 1999; Maren, 1997). Serious radical
scholars of the political economy of war also bring this insight to bear - although their
analyses of the interaction between war economies and humanitarian operations note
that the resources feeding war go far beyond aid, including land, livestock, labour and
minerals (Keen, 1994, 1998a, b; Edkins, 1996). They also extend beyond the 'local,'
stretching across the globe to the drug trade, exile communities, and of course the
business of small arms.
Perhaps ironically, post-structuralist writing condemning humanitarians for failing
to go beyond 'passive victim' perceptions of their charges may also fit in with a neoliberal perspective (Campbell, 1998). If the victims of political crisis have 'agency'
should they not pick themselves up by their own bootstraps? (Or, from a more
'progressive' position, given that these conflicts are inherently political, should not
humanitarians simply choose the 'agents' with whom they feel 'solidarity'? Perhaps
the latter should be armed?)
Carried to their logical ends, both of these modes of justification for decreasing
(impartial) humanitarian aid lead to bizarre scenarios. If humanitarian aid stops, for
whatever reason, and there is no political resolution to the conflict, soldiers may have
to coerce farmers for food rather than stealing it from aid agencies. Perhaps farmers being agents of their own fate, not passive victims - will fight the soldiers for the right
to till their soil, gaining their weapons from local entrepreneurs plugged into the
global market. Maybe, but much less likely, when the farmers and the soldiers have
reached a military standoff, the soldiers will establish relationships of consenting
trade and the solidarity of 'the market' with the farmers in order to eat and there will
be a true revolution from below, in a Mao meets the market scenario! Such unlikely
Utopias illustrate at best that in situations of war one cannot know in advance: therein,
writes Edkins (1996) also in a post-structuralist vein, lies the radical undecidability of
the issue and its essentially political nature - but also, contra Edkins, the need for
humanitarian impartiality. With an overly political take on wars and their uneven
cessation we arrive full circle with the World Bank's emphasis on monitoring (or
intelligence) and 'development aid' starter-kits even before their end: the Bank can
then choose its allies in its own mode of (neo-liberal) solidarity. Does this spell the end
of impartial humanitarian assistance and the beginning of ideologically partial
development? Is neo-liberalism now pitted against interventionist humanitarianism
in the midst of pre-existing battles?
Whatever the logic, there is
a growing tendency amongst the industrialised states to suggest that crisis situations have
'normalised' (and that emergency operations can therefore be terminated) even in
situations where the level of human suffering remains extraordinarily high ... one result of
this, as revealed by recent evaluations in West Africa and Sudan, has been the premature
phasing out of relief rations before compensating development opportunities are provided.
Another has been the introduction of unrealistic cost-recovery programmes in the health
systems of countries experiencing civil wars (Crisp, 1998).

The Bank could counter this assertion by stating that by going into only barely
resolved situations it is providing 'compensating development opportunities' and
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thus resolving the problem of artificial 'stages' (that is, a unilinear track from conflict
to restoration to the resumption of 'development as usual') which are never
demarcated clearly. But if this argument is to hold, humanitarian organisations could
provide 'development opportunities' along with relief rations (and of course, they
do). It is much harder, however, to justify cost-recovery programmes in the social
services unless one has dispensed ideologically with humanitarian or welfarist
approaches. The debate is not really about 'relief or 'development,' but about what
kind of development is best in war-torn societies and indeed in the rest of the
periphery.
With the promulgation of 'social capital' theory (which will be addressed in more
detail later in the article), there is an attempt to jettison welfarist and/or statist
approaches to development in the name of countering excessive humanitarianism.
Before investigating the migration of this perspective to post-conflict discourse,
though, one should turn to the wider causes and consequences of conflict in
contemporary Africa and its intractability. Aside from the battles among UN
agencies, it seems clear that the protracted nature of 'post-conflict' interregna - that is,
the constant postponement of their promise and the subsequent inadequacy of the
term - is the primary cause of the debate and manoeuvre between humanitarian and
neo-liberal protagonists. If the nature of 'post-conflict' periods was apparent and selfdescriptive, there would be no need for humanitarian assistance. Then, the debate
would return to that within the discourses of 'development' (in spite of the selfacclaimed hegemonic status of neo-liberalism). In the meantime, given this
intractability it would not be wise to overuse the phrase: UNRISD's notion of 'wartorn' societies (War-torn Societies Project, 1998) is much better than 'post-conflict'
situations. So are the analyses inspired by the idea of 'complex political emergencies',
but neither has become dominant in the discourse. Given the hegemony of 'postconflict', one can only chip away at its edges, hoping that it continues to signify
something different than the 'normalcy' which serves as an excuse for reduced
humanitarian action or insensitive political interventions. Perhaps, if one examines
the reasons why waiting for 'post-conflict' is akin to looking out for Godot, the
notion's neo-liberal veneer can be removed.
Why then are the conflicts so protracted?

'Post-modern' Conflict in Africa: Causes and Consequences
Although by no means a post-modernist, for Mark Duffield (1998,1999, see also Reno,
1998) certain aspects of the concept can be applied to the current African situation. He
describes a world in which state boundaries are falling down, structural adjustment
policies have deprived state-makers and nation builders of the means to forge
coalitions and ameliorate threats from pretenders to power, warlords have better
links with global corporations and more efficient tax collection agencies than do
putative politicians, 'retraditionalisation' re-invents latent ethnic identities, armies
are replaced by ostensibly clean mercenary organisations while other soldiers and
rebels change identities daily (the Sierra Leoneon term 'sobel' captures the confusion
of the people terrorised by armed youths who may be soldiers by day and rebels by
night), and NGOs do the jobs that used to be carried out by more formal organisations
such as states and official international agencies. For him, the term
addresses the emergence within the last couple of decades of political projects in the South,

including qualified state systems, which no longer seek or even need to establish
territorial, bureaucratic or consent based political authority in the traditional
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sense. It reflects the re-emergence of globalised political economies no longer reliant on an
inclusive nation-state competence (1998:76, emphasis his).

To begin to understand the emergence of such a post-modern (or 'neo-medieval')
condition structural and world-historical analysis needs to be employed. The fragility
with which so many African states were being constructed in the sixties and seventies
was exposed with the oil and debt crises of the late seventies and eighties,
compounded extraordinarily by the already well entrenched downward drift of
commodity prices. Neo-liberal economic policies exacerbated the severity of these
trends. The end of the cold war removed most great power motivations for aiding and
abetting the process of 'passive revolution' or the 'reciprocal assimilation of elites'
Jean-Franqois Bayart discusses in his The Politics of the Belly (1989), which augmented
the ruling classes in a system maintained by co-option. Now that these modes of
accommodation have evaporated, in many societies war is the mode of production
(Behrend,1998).
This is a mode of production far removed from the massive job-creating exercises that
westerners are familiar with from the experience of World War II and the capital and
intellect-intensive efforts of US/NATO-led attacks from on high on Serbia or US/UN
wars against Iraq. Rather, the war mode of production in peripheral economies is
characterised by high levels of unemployment, high levels of imports and weak and
fragmented and decentralised administration. It could be said that the war economy
represents a new type of dual economy, typical of peripheral regions exposed to globalisation
(Bojicic et al. in Duffield, 1998:98).
Furthermore, in Africa this 'war mode' is grafted onto and grows from the uneven
articulation of more traditionally conceived modes of production, that is, the poorly
mixed blend of non-capitalist and capitalist economic, political and social relations
which have made African history so complex: remember, the marxist economic
anthropologists who first discussed the 'articulation of modes of production' thesis
were convinced that the contest between modes would only be decided after
protracted periods of violent conflict (Foster-Carter, 1978). Mahmood Mamdani's
(1996) bifurcation of the rural 'subject' under colonially inspired 'traditional' rule
versus the urban 'citizen/ and the conflict-ridden transition from one condition to the
other could be called a 'politicist' version of articulation of modes of production
theory. His analysis of the Congo side of the Great Lakes crisis (1998) illustrates the
contemporary value of his approach. Could a teleologist then safely say that the
current mode of conflict is but a stepping stone to an inevitable and prosperous
capitalist peace? After all, such a perspective might continue, Europe went through
equally vicious periods and emerged as the paragon of the Enlightenment. As Charles
Tilly (1985; Skocpol, 1998) might put it, strong states are only protection rackets made
polite by the fact that they have to bow to democratic niceties in order to continue
taxing their subjects.
Although predictable, the responses to such propositions are not trite: Africa's
historical and global positioning allows it no imperial empire to help expand its
economies and build its states, and its ruling classes (be they in states or on their
edges) seem unable to establish productive accumulation strategies at the moment
(for a 'new culturalist' elaboration of this thesis see Chabal & Daloz, 1999). Besides,
even with all those advantages the European experience took a very long time.
Humanitarians and developmentalists alike have too much hubris to abide history
taking its course in such brutal ways. They think, in common, that the establishment
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of a firm peace is the only way to build 'sustainable' economies: they differ, however,
on what are the starting blocks for the establishment of a strong political economy in
moments of fragile peace. That difference rests on a classical ideological and
philosophical dichotomy: intervention or laisser-faire.
Westerners' immediate historical experience makes them familiar with a war that
built strong, interventionist and welfarist state-society complexes. The type of
'globalisation' that emerged after World War II saw the Cold War force a continuation
of such military-industrial complexes, and to some extent compelled the capitalist
powers to moderate the inequalities of the 'liberal' capitalism which began breaking
down around the end of the nineteenth century (and which was unnatural to Polanyi)
with welfare policies (thus its 're-embeddedness' with elements of social reciprocity
and international financial regulation). The Marshall Plan in Europe and the Dodge
Plan in Japan were constituent parts of that Cold War-bounded rebuilding process.
The state-capitalist booms in the East Asian 'miracles', too, reflect that era as it
stretched to include the war in Vietnam and other aspects of Cold War geo-politics in
that region. However, the wars now familiar to denizens of the 'third world' especially in Africa - promise no such end. As long as the structural features of the
global economy blend with the modalities of war in the way they do, it seems unlikely
that humanitarian stopgaps or development solutions based on micro-enterprise and
cost recovery will be the catalysts to bring the 'post-conflict' moments to the fruition
most of those living within them deserve. Yet, the moment upon the signing of peace
accords does offer a unique opportunity for creative transitional interventions. We
have yet to devise appropriate ones.
As he entered his ninety-first year John Kenneth Galbraith invoked a much mooted
solution, and managed to do so without sounding too much like a paternalist colonial
master:
Nothing so ensures hardship, poverty and suffering as the absence of a responsible, effective,
honest polity. In a humane world order we must have a mechanism to suspend sovereignty
when this is necessary to protect against human suffering and disaster. Let there be
government by the United Nations to bring about an effective and humane independence.
Economic aid is important, but without honest, competent government it is of little
consequence. We have here one of the major unfinished tasks of the century (1999).

Aside from the fact that the current world super-power has no intention of allowing
the UN to do any such thing (Urqhart, 1999), or, contra David Rieff's hopes, is far from
planning to do so singlehandedly unless from 15,000 feet in the air, (Rieff, 1999;
Ignatieff, 1999), Galbraith's solution is a little too interfering on the side of politics and
not interventionist enough on the economics side (this may be a trait held in common
by all publicly active economists, while political scientists may fall prey to the
opposite tendency): debt cancellation, decent commodity prices, open western
markets and protected basic industries might go some way to solving many of
Africa's problems. But Galbraith's way of addressing the 'capacity-building' problem
is au currant, and perhaps in post-war/war-torn situations his notion of trusteeship is
not completely inappropriate, even for those who jealously guard fragile third-world
sovereignties.
Of course one would be averse to such a solution for all of Africa, but in particular
'post-conflict' moments it might be appropriate. Colin Leys (1996:195) has suggested
something not too far from Galbraith's prescription. He recognises the current 'de
facto recolonisation of Africa by aid consortia, World Bank structural adjustment
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teams, the UN High Commission for Refugees, the UN Food Programme and a host of
other agencies' - although the humanitarian side of the equation may be reduced in
relative terms - but foresees it being changed into a 'new long-term, open and
accountable system of collaboration between domestic and supranational political
leaders and public servants, based on principles of mutual interest in creating the
economic and social preconditions for a new and more genuine sovereignty'. Leys
recognises some of the 'valid contributions' made by 'the neoliberal critique of past
policies and the new institutionalist analysis of old institutions', and agrees that in
Africa the market should be given more scope in some sectors. However, just as
importantly, he cautions that 'non-market institutions that are resistant to politicisation
and corruption and yield socially efficient results' will have to be constructed. Noting
the lessons of the successful late developers in East Asia, among others, he reminds us
that
national success in the global marketplace depends on coherent long-term strategic action
by states, (emphasis mine) and the construction and maintenance of a dense web of
'intermediate' institutions (banks, financial and technical services, training, and
infrastructure of all kinds) that the market needs but does not itself provide.

Given their weakening in the age of structural adjustment, the most fundamental
political choices to be made revolve around confronting these issues. To make sure
that readers do not think he is a starry-eyed Utopian, he projects this scenario fifty
years into the future, when the world is not as enamoured of global laisser-faire and
ensnared in the webs of the culture of contentment (Galbraith, 1993) as it is now. 14
such notions were to be applied to particular 'post-conflict' situations instead of the
continent as a whole they might not look quite so much like an African Marshall Plan,
and thus may be operable within a time frame of less than fifty years.
At times the World Bank has looked as if it might contemplate such ideas - most
recently, albeit hesitantly, in its 1997 The State in a Changing World. Within months of
the publication of that glorified press release, however, the notion of 'social capital'
appears to have usurped the tentative return of the state. That may be because, as
Duffield (1999:19) indicates, the dominant tendency in post-conflict discourse is to
'normalise' situations of protracted instability so that 'development' can ensue
without a well-entrenched local state. Thus has come, as he puts it, the 'demand/ that
'humanitarian assistance should be made developmental'. Humanitarian aid assumes
that the transfer of responsibility to states, and whatever democratic dialectic ensues
between it and its citizens, is on the horizon. The encroachment of 'developmental'
aid in volatile situations implies that such a wait will be too long, so the IFIs and
various private entities might as well go in as soon as possible. This paper now turns
to consideration of the idea of social capital and how it fits in with post-conflict
discourse.

Social Capital & Post-conflict Interregna
Duffield (1996,1998,1999), Reno (1998) and Keen (1994,1998) show that war in Africa
is in great part a consequence of neo-liberal globalisation's 'disembedding' of
'economies' from their very fragile social and political combinations of pre-capitalist
and developmental statist contexts: contexts all the more delicate because the whole
nature of the emergence of capitalism in Africa is by its very nature uneven. (More
precisely, the project is one of introducing capitalism to societies in which the social,
political and cultural aspects of life are embedded within distinctly different
'economic' forms than that of capital; thus it is not so much a process of
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disembedding, but of introducing new systems of production and exchange and in so
doing severing the old ones from their roots, dispensing with them, and - willy-nilly,
if possible and cheap - creating new forms of embeddedness or hegemony). To
attempt to force these forms of capital on societies just emerging from the violent
consequences of these sorts of processes seems the height of folly - or a return to the
imperialist British discourse of the nineteenth century when one could read that
brutality [was] the only truly humane course of action ... 'We became an Imperial race by
dealing necessary pain to other men ...A wiser humanitarianism would make it easyfor the
lower quality of life to die' (Steevens in Brantlinger, 1988:138-9).
As noted above, in 1997 the World Bank appeared to consider the possibility of
inventing new states, or reinvigorating old ones, to perform such tasks with a
minimum - but clearly recognised - level of severity. More recently, the concept of
'social capital' has been investigated to see if it can carry the weight of such
transformations.
At a speech presented in honour of the memory of Raul Prebisch (who on turning in
his grave at some points, may have twisted back on hearing criticism of the
'Washington consensus'), contemporary - now fired - World Bank Chief Economist
Joseph Stiglitz outlined his version of primitive accumulation in the 'third world' in
words that any undergraduate familiar with the tried and tired words of
modernisation theory would understand. There is, though, a slight twist.
Traditional societies often have a high level of organisational and social capital, though this
capital may not be of a form that facilitates change. But in the process of development, this
organisational and social capital is often destroyed. The transformation may weaken
traditional authority relationships, and neiv patterns of migration may sever community
ties. The problem is that this process of destruction may occur before new organisational
and social capital is created, leaving the society bereft of the necessary structure with which
to function well (Stiglitz, 1998:20).
The spectre of social capital, which according to Stiglitz 'includes the institutions and
relations that mediate transactions and resolve disputes' (Stiglitz, 1998:20), is now
haunting the World Bank. In the absence of the 'traditional' forms of social capital
which have been at best weakened or at worst destroyed - and in any case were
'inefficient' - it and/or similar institutions are entrusted with the task of creating new
'organisational and social capital' before chaos reigns. Americans have a hard time
dealing with the idea that conflict can be a normal state of affairs (Graff, 1992), and
they try to avoid the idea of states, too. The notion of 'social capital' can hide both.
Social capital is, ambiguously, 'trust', and with trust conflict supposedly disappears
(Fukuyama, 1996). Social capital resides in 'civil society' - Robert Putnam's famous
bowling clubs (1993,1995) - and thus the state, the resources it tends to consume, and
its often uncomfortable monopoly on the 'legitimate' use of force can be wished away.
Thus it is not surprising that it has become part of the illusory 'post-conflict'
discourse.
Stiglitz brought the idea of conflict into the social capital discourse very quickly:
stating that 'one of the obstacles to successful development has been the limited
ability of some countries to resolve conflicts. The ability to resolve disputes is an
important part of social and organisational capital' (1998:15). Thus, the causes of
conflict do not have to be addressed - especially if they are seen as the inevitable
result of 'modernisation'. What is of concern is 'the ability to resolve disputes'. By
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sidestepping the idea of states and other formal institutions, the notion of social
capital becomes ethereal: one talks of vague notions like 'participation', the perception
of 'effort' and 'a sense of various concepts such as fairness. Unjust 'reforms' that lead
to inequalities and then conflict are thus swept away as inevitable, but workable if
they are seen to be just:
reforms often bring advantage to some groups while disadvantaging others. There is likely
to be greater acceptance of reforms - a greater participation in the transformation process
- if there is a sense of equity, of fairness, about the development process, a sense of
ownership derived from participation, and if there has been an effort at consensus formation

(Stiglitz, 1998:15, my emphasis).
As Ben Fine (1999) has remarked in a scathing critique of the social capital paradigm,
its easy acceptance into development discourse signals the hegemony of the linguistic
style of 'economics:' with its use economists can claim expertise in areas traditionally
out of their zone of speciality, and at the same time the 'softer' social scientists can
utilise it to impress the grant and consultancy gatekeepers of their facility with the
dominant speech acts. One could accept all this with equanimity if it was all a matter
of games within ivory tower bound epistemic communities, but the economistic
hegemony signified by such easy transference is likely to mean the privatisation of
means of establishing trust. In more concrete terms, under this discourse private
security firms - mercenaries in old-fashioned language - are more likely to gain
contracts for preserving the 'peace' in so-called post-conflict transitions than public
collective agencies. As Duffield (1999:33) notes, this thinking has profound
consequences on the ultimate 'political' issue of sovereignty: issues of UN relations
with non-state actors in the early 1990s have not been clarified, but in the meantime
there has been increasing involvement between multinational corporations and
private security firms and warlords. If the World Bank's qualms about the inability of
'some countries' (and by implication the UN?) to solve conflict translate into the
encouragement of private social capital producers, does this bring the Executive
Outcomes of the world to mind, or simply American university psychologists-cumconflict resolution experts - who are, lest we forget, publicly funded intellectuals?
Post-conflict reconstruction entails a lot; as Cohen and Pinstrup-Anderson recapitulate, people have to
remove landmines; restore soil and water management infrastructure; locate tools, seeds,
livestock, and fuel; and obtain investment capital. In town and countryside alike, they must
form or renew communities; rebuild social infrastructure, especially labour organisation;
and secure cooperation among disparate political and ethnic elements with varying wartime
experiences (1999:402).
If we agree (even while disagreeing about essential meanings) with Stiglitz when he
says that social capital must be 'developed from within, even if knowledge from
outside about key ingredients can facilitate [its] creation' and if we note his caution
that 'the pace of change and the pattern of reforms must be adapted to each country's
ability to create social/organisational [sic] capital': indeed, that 'this factor may ... be
the most important constraint on the speed of transformation' (1998:20), then why the
haste to get liberal reform instilled in 'post-conflict' moments? Another question that
arises is: is the best way to rebuild 'social capital' in these moments through principles
of competition or cooperation? One supposes that the answer to the first question is
related to that of the second: it depends on what kind of social capital is desired by
those with the greatest opportunity to affect the construction of post-conflict order.
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Stiglitz's address mentioned the concept of social capital at least eleven times, many
of which included the notion of the conflict between 'tradition and modernity'. In his
conclusion he referred again to the possible 'destruction' of the former and noted that
much of today's development discourse 'focuses on the preservation of cultural
values, partly because these values serve as a cohesive force at a time when many
other such forces are weakening' (1998:29). He then noted that 'maintaining social
organisation and enhancing social capital' are important parts of development
success. It was not clear whether he was referring to 'traditional' or 'modern' social
capital; nor did his assertion that healthy babies, high education and increased
opportunities were 'almost universally held values' indicate whether or not his
purported cultural clash could be resolved. No matter: he would have been better
looking at some of the empirical histories of actually existing conflict, and examining
the issue of 'timing reform' in such cases more closely, rather than conjuring up the
old stand-by of cultural conflict and then escaping into technical (albeit slightly
Keynesian) economism (Endnote 4).

The World Bank's Post-conflict Perspective
The World Bank's booklet on post-conflict reconstruction, written before Stiglitz's
speech, pays no heed to the idea of 'social capital/ but this does not alter its content
from that of its then Chief Economist. Nor are its analyses of the causes and
consequences of war particularly illuminating. Statements such as: 'conflict may be a
consequence of economic change' but that 'growth, as well as contraction' (World
Bank 1998:17) are equal causes are banal. So are balancing acts such as these: Trends
such as powerful global information linkages (video violence?), the spread of
democratisation across countries Cbackward' countries can't cope?) and freedom of
expression within national borders (so the African press should be censored even
more?) can serve either to dampen or to stimulate conflict, depending on individual
circumstances (World Bank 1998:17).
Despite the Bank's uncertainty about the causes of conflict, it seems assured that third
world societies do not have the 'social capital' (by any other name) to cope.
Many developing countries with a fragile resource base, growing populations, and weak
mediating institutions are likely to be confronted with competing demands by different
population groups for control of shrinking national resources. In the absence of inbuilt
mechanisms to resolve these demands amicably [that is, social capital], there is a risk that
conflict will result. The management of these conflicts is becoming an international
collective responsibility... (World Bank, 1998:17).

If one did not remember the shirking of this duty in Rwanda by the state recognised as
the most influential on the World Bank one might think that this was a call for global
trusteeship, if not at least quick humanitarian intervention. Is it instead a call for
international private responsibility? No matter, because the Bank's prime concern is
not with the causes of conflict and the war itself, but in positioning itself for the
'concomitant phenomenon of countries attempting to traverse the path of a transition
out of conflict... As a key actor in the international community (it) must position itself,
within its development mandate, to be able to respond to the challenge of investing' in
such societies (World Bank, 1998:17).
The booklet makes it clear that the Bank will not be giving anything away. It states in
a not atypical reducto ad absurdum manner that 'international assistance will never be
sufficient to completely rebuild a country after conflict' (World Bank, 1998:25), as if
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humanitarians might just be contemplating that. Rather, the Bank suggests tackling
the more intangible and consultant-friendly task of 'recreating the conditions that will
allow the private sector and institutions of civil society to resume commercial and
productive activities' (1998:25, my emphasis). Besides making 'civil society' and the
'private sector' look remarkably alike and making one ask just what these 'conditions'
are (the answer is: the entrenchment of universalised property rights) that statement
makes the huge assumption that the business-like activities it likes so well can simply
be 'recreated' and 'resumed' - people can pick up where they left off before the small
inconvenience of a war interrupted their lives. The very next line, however, suggests
larger tasks: macroeconomic stabilisation, financial institutions and legal frameworks, and transportation and communication reconstruction will have to be
'addressed simultaneously1 (emphasis mine). These seem like they might be jobs for the
state, but it will be subject to 'frequent weaknesses in ... implementing capacity,' so it
is suggested that the decentralisation of such activities would be a better idea. Civil
society - especially women as the ubiquitous 'agents of change' in this sort of
framework - is seen to be very resilient in these cases. But most African countries,
even those not having gone through a war, are deficient in all of the items listed above,
to some degree because of state-unfriendly structural adjustment policies. Thus local
'civil society' can be assisted, if not replaced, by international civil society (or private
sector, given its equivalence to civil society in the eyes of the Bank). Thus, the
consultancy train pulls up to the station for financial restructuring and the
international contractors line up to rebuild the roads - all to be paid through World
Bank-negotiated loans. To be sure, if they are funded at the 'post-conflict' till they will
be at good rates of interest: but could a 'relief model with NGOs and humanitarian
agencies not do the same job, with different social relations? Or would that model
'embed' the wrong modalities blending new markets and old institutions?

Conclusion
The above words contemplate a neo-liberal approach to post-conflict interregna with
some scepticism. Gill's and Polanyi's notions of 'constitutionalisation' and 'embedding' alert one to the efforts - whether fully conscious and conspiratorial, merely
through ideological myopia, or due to the contingencies of cost-cutting in an aidwithholding world - to entrench the tenets of possessive individualism (Macpherson,
1964) in volatile and war-torn post-war societies. The analyses of the contemporary
global political economy of war warn us of the implausibility of neo-liberal solutions
to the problems of war-torn societies, especially if the vague concept of 'social capital'
serves to take our attention away from the need for state-oriented solutions, and also
the state's imbrication in civil society and its 'social capital'. All of the intellectual
tendencies in this niche of development discourse indicate the 'normalisation' of
increasing barbarism in Africa and the rest of the world's 'periphery'. The alternatives
to barbarity were better known, or at least more often articulated, in the not too
distant past. Tautological conclusions are by their nature pessimistic.
David Moore teaches in the Economic History and Development Studies Programme
at the University of Natal, Durban. The article is a development of a discussion paper
prepared for the Centre for Development Studies at Flinders University in Adelaide,
Australia, arising from a May 4 1999 Embedding Globalisation workshop with Stephen
Gill. It is related to work on 'post-conflict' and 'stateness' for the UNHCR and the
IDRC. Thanks to Susanne Schech, Mark Duffield and Fiona Terry for comments. They
bear no responsibility for their use.
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Endnotes
1. See HYPERLINK http://wbln0018.worldbank.org/essd/kb.nsf/
PostConflictHome?OpenView for more details. The latest paper linked to the webpage (Kostner, 1999) rather innocently suggests that current moves towards decentralisation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo should be encouraged.
2. The notion of CPE was first developed to problematise what may have been a too
easy transfer of humanitarian analyses of and solutions to 'natural' crises to those
with political roots. It also alerts us to the fact that there are many parties benefitting
from war. Finally, some parties to its genesis used it to suggest that post-1989 wars
were more complicated than those in the Cold War era were. Fiona Terry (1999)
criticises the way the notion of CPE has been used for: a) suggesting that Cold War
conflicts were any less complicated than contemporary ones; and b) masking the often
not-so-complex political origins of much conflict, thus placing the onus on
humanitarian solutions rather than political ones. But see Duffield (1994,1996,1998)
for use of the term without subterfuge. Duffield (1999, n. 2) notes that Mick Dillon
coined the term 'emerging political complexes' in 1997 in opposition to CPE to
suggest that they are still in their infancy and may represent something completely
new on the horizon.
3. One could riposte that these are IMF conditions and that Wolfensohn's (1999a) talk
of the Bank being the 'social development' agency marks a difference. However, such
patter could just as easily be a sign of increasing irrelevance or of a McNamarian
'basic needs' blip, but without the huge amount of resources apparently available
during his reign. Besides, in Mozambique the World Bank played the key role in the
tariff issue (Hanlon, 1997).
4. See Nussbaum (1995) and Schech (1998) for discussion of issues of universalism,
'tradition' and feminism.
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Power Without Responsibility: the World
Bank & Mozambican Cashew Nuts
Joseph Hanlon
Mozambique's cashew nut production failed to recover after the 1982-92
war, with serious implications for peasant producers and workers in the
country's single largest industry. Cashew has the potential to regain its
role as a major sector of the Mozambican economy, and this article looks
at the fundamental problems relating to the growing and processing of
cashew. Next, the article shows how contradictory World Bank-imposed
policies prevented Mozambique from resolving these problems. Cashew
shows that World Bank staff sometimes have unchecked power to impose
policies on poor countries, with no need to justify their actions. The article
concludes by asking if the World Bank can be sole judge of the success of
its policies.

The importance of cashew in Mozambique was shown by a question on the 1997
national census, which asked: 'Do you have any cashew trees?' In the 1960s,
Mozambique produced half the world's cashew nuts. Cashew remained Mozambique's largest export until 1982. It involved literally millions of peasant growers.
With more than 10,000 workers, cashew processing was the fourth largest employer after railways, sugar, and textiles - with more than 5 per cent of the formal sector nongovernment workforce (DNE, 1985, 1989, 1992; Grupo de Trabalho Sobre o Cajii,
1998). Today, Mozambique produces only 5 per cent of the world total, fewer than 1
million peasants are involved in growing cashew for the market, and the processing
workforce is below 1000 (Grupo de Trabalho Sobre o Cajii, 1998; Ministry of Planning
and Finance et al, 1998: table 2.24).
Given the importance of cashew and the significance of its decline, it is hardly
surprising that it attracted the attention of the World Bank. However, instead of
opening a discussion of the issue, the Bank decided to impose a textbook free market
policy. But it was to prove the imposition that provoked a backlash. As before,
government bowed its head and humbly obeyed. But a newly confident press, civil
society, domestic capital and parliament objected and stood up to the Bank and the
International Monetary Fund. Unusually, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP, 1998) stepped in to support Mozambique and oppose the IMF and
World Bank line. The result is a messy stalemate that continues four years later, with
the Bank and Fund unable to impose a fully free market policy but unwilling to back
down on the partial implementation of a discredited policy that destroyed an
industry.
This article sets out the history and details of cashew processing, and then goes on to
detail the World Bank's interventions and subsequent responses. But the issue is not
cashew policy; the issue is poor governance and management and lack of
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transparency and accountability within the international financial institutions. The
cashew example shows how senior individuals in the international financial
institutions have unchecked power to impose policies and can cavalierly override
public opinion, the views of government officials, and even United Nations agencies.
World Bank President James Wolfensohn argues that the Bank is changing, because it
is clear to all of us that ownership is essential. Countries must be in the drivers seat
and set the course (Wolfensohn, 1999:9). This study shows that such reforms have not
reached Mozambique, nor the World Bank officials who deal with Mozambique.

The Cashew Chain
There has been a long term decline in cashew production since 1972, before
independence. But in good years, exports remained high: 21,100 tonnes of processed
cashew kernels were exported in 1976, worth $33 million, 23 per cent of export
earnings; 16,700 tonnes were exported in 1982, worth $44 million, 19 per cent of total
export earnings (DNE, 1985). But then cashew production fell sharply, and prawns
became Mozambiques main export. The main export market has always been the
United States; it took 78 per cent of cashew kernel exports in 1997 (Grupo de Trabalho
Sobre o Caju, 1998).
In Mozambique, cashew nuts are grown entirely by peasant families, mainly in
coastal areas. A 1996-97 survey showed that 26 per cent of all rural families have
cashew trees, and 16 per cent of rural families have more than 10 cashew trees. Even
10 per cent of urban families have cashew trees (Ministry of Planning and Finance et
al, 1998: table 2.24).
On the tree, the raw nut hangs beneath a false fruit or cashew apple. These are picked
together and the cashew apple is eaten or used to make various alcoholic drinks. The
raw nut has a hard and acidic outer shell which must be cracked to obtain the cashew
kernel (Endnote 1). This is a five step process:
1) The raw nut is roasted or steamed to make it easier to break the shell;
2) The shell is then cut with a saw or cracked open with a hammer and the kernel is
removed;
3) The kernel is then dried;
4) The kernel has a thin skin which must be removed, and
5) Finally the kernel is roasted (Torcato, 1998:31; Cramer, 1999:1254).
Peasants do carry out this process at home for personal consumption and sale in local
markets. In India, cashew processing is done at home by family labour in an organised
out-working system. But there are two problems with this:
1) The shell contains a harsh acid which damages workers fingers, and
2) Industrial or tightly organised production is needed to maximise the number of
whole white kernels which are produced. Cashew remains a luxury product,
and broken or scorched kernels attract a much lower price.
Health and safety considerations, as well as the desire to have tighter quality control,
led to the growth of large factories in Mozambique to process cashew nuts. The nuts
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axe broken open mainly by large mechanical hammers, or in some cases by automated
cutters. In all cases, the skin is removed from the kernel by hand and sorting is by
hand.
The acid in the shell, known as Cashew Nut Shell Liquid (CNSL) is a valuable byproduct which is used in a substitute for asbestos in brake linings, among other
things, although the market is declining due to the existence of synthetic alternatives
(MAP, 1995; Deloitte & Touche, 1997). It is extracted during cooking before the nut is
broken open. Brazil and Mozambique both extract the CNSL as part of the processing,
while India generally does not. (Endnote 2)

Potential & Problems
There are a number of reasons why cashew has the potential to regain substantial
importance for Mozambique:
1) Cashew kernels are a high value luxury commodity with sales growing at a
steady 7 per cent per year 1991-96, and with every expectation that the market
will remain strong (Cramer, 1999:1256).
2) Northern markets are not controlled, protected or cartelised, leaving substantial
space for Mozambique to capture the value added by processing and marketing
the kernels (Cramer, 1999:1256).
3) There is substantial potential to exploit cashew by-products such as cashew
butter from broken nuts, CNSL, and the juice of the cashew apple, which has a
good flavour and is high in vitamin C.
4) This is a good peasant crop. The climate in Mozambique is suitable. Cashew is
considered by peasants to be one of their most lucrative crops, and the work
needed comes at times which do not, for the most part, conflict with peak labour
times for food crops (Deloitte & Touche, 1997:19).
Thus it has the potential to increase peasant earnings, create jobs, and increase
exports. But these very advantages carry with it certain problems:
• Cashew production is very weather dependent, so supply is variable; world
prices, although stable on average, are highly volatile in the short term;
• Luxury goods must be of high quality. To compete directly in the world market
requires standards, branding and marketing of a level never attempted in
Mozambique;
• Exploiting by-products requires new technology;
• Production volume must be increased dramatically.

Cashew Trees
Probably the most significant reason for the sharp fall in production after 1982 was
apartheid South Africa's war of destabilisation. Up to half the rural population was
forced to leave home, becoming refugees in neighbouring countries or moving to
towns (Hanlon 1996:15). Even peasants who were not displaced often were afraid to
go to remote cashew trees to clean around them and harvest the crop.
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But there was no significant increase in marketed production after the war. The
biggest problem is the trees themselves. Most were planted in the colonial era and are
reaching the end of their natural productive life. It is estimated that Mozambique has
26 million cashew trees but these are dying at the rate of 1 million a year (Deloitte &
Touche 1997:16). Trees are badly affected by pests and disease, and production per
tree has fallen from 5-1 Okg to l-2kg now (Torcato, 1998). For many people, production
only satisfies their own consumption needs and there is not sufficient surplus to be
worth marketing. A 1996/97 survey showed that less than a quarter of rural families
with cashew trees actually market any of their crop (Ministry of Planning and Finance
et al, 1998: table 2.24).
Thus Mozambique needs to plant millions of new trees each year if it is to return to
being a major player in cashew. These need to be new hybrid trees resistant to current
diseases, and with higher productivity. The difficulty is that cashew trees must be five
years old before they produce. Few peasants would be willing to pay for cashew
seedlings from commercial nurseries. Although the war ended seven years ago and
most refugees went home five years ago, the majority of peasants remain extremely
poor and are still re-establishing their lives; making an investment that will only be
productive in five years is not a priority.
One way forward - that would also make it easier to exploit the juice from the cashew
apple - is to encourage planting in larger units in either large farms - some of whom
already have more than 2,000 trees (Deloitte & Touche, 1997) - or commercial
plantations. But few big investments are being made in Mozambique today which
provide no return for the first five years; most investors are demanding a return in
two years.

Factories
Mozambique's cashew processing factories were nearly all opened in the colonial era.
Contrary to a common myth, after independence in 1975 Frelimo nationalised
relatively few companies (Hanlon, 1984:75; 1996:11). But many owners, convinced by
Portuguese propaganda that Frelimo would murder them in their beds, fled and
abandoned their businesses. Others carefully stripped their assets and went home to
Portugal. In order to keep the factories running, Frelimo developed a system called
intervention, akin to bankruptcy, in which a new management was appointed but the
formal status remained unchanged. But other private owners stayed, which led to a
complex mix - in tea and sugar; for example, there were 'intervened estates' side by
side with private ones.
Most cashew factories were abandoned in the late 1970s, but Anglo-American
Corporation of South Africa only abandoned its two cashew factories in 1981,
participating in de facto sanctions imposed on Mozambique by South Africa in early
1981 as part of its new programme of destabilisation (Hanlon 1986:135). Christopher
Cramer is wrong when he says the industry was nationalised shortly after
independence in 1975 from Portugal (Cramer, 1999:1247). The 'intervened' factories
were run by a new state holding company, Caju de Mozambique.
Great emphasis was put on improving wages and working conditions, particularly
for the women who made up half the workforce. There were creches, literacy classes,
maternity leave, etc (Urdang, 1989:177). The new state managers were able to keep the
factories running, but there was no new investment, and over two decades machinery
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began to wear out. Many factories are in rural areas, and transport and electricity
supplies were affected by the war.
Frelimo had only wanted to control strategic sectors of the economy, and as early as
1980 began to selling off and even giving away small businesses which had been
'intervened' (Hanlon, 1984:75). In 1989 the government started a serious programme
to privatise small and medium size businesses, almost entirely to a growing domestic
private sector confident that it could operate in Frelimos mixed economy (Hanlon,
1996:78). In the early 1990s the World Bank pushed privatisation of larger companies,
and by 1999 virtually all government-controlled parts of the economy had been
privatised.
All of the biggest companies - cement, breweries, banks - were sold to foreign
companies. But in 1994-95 six cashew factories were unexpectedly bought for $9.1
million by six local businesses - mainly trading companies (some controlled by
Asian-origin families) which decided to move into production. No other large
company had been privatised to Mozambicans. And the buyers promised to invest a
further $17 million in rehabilitating the antiquated factories (UTRE, 1995).
Five cashew factories were given back to the original owners; Anglo-American took
back a cashew processing unit it abandoned 13 years before. Finally, six new factories
were opened in this period. Thus in 1997 there were 15 operational cashew factories,
with an installed capacity of 144,000 tonnes of raw nuts but an actual capacity to
process 75,000 tonnes of raw nuts per year - more than had been commercialised by
peasants in any year since 1981 (Deloitte & Touche, 1997:25; Grupo de Trabalho Sobre
o Cajii, 1997).

Exporting Unprocessed Cashew
From the colonial period the export of raw (unprocessed) cashew nuts had been
prohibited by law until the capacity of the local processing industry had been met,
although in the 1960s there were some exports to raw nuts to India (then the second
largest producer of cashew). In the 1980s and 1990s, India rapidly expanded its
production of cashew, to become the worlds biggest producer. Processing capacity
expanded faster than trees, so Indian imports of raw nuts increased rapidly, reaching
203,000 tonnes in 1996 (of which 41 per cent came from Tanzania and 13 per cent from
Mozambique). India is the only importer of raw nuts, but India's 8th National
Development Plan said that agricultural production should match processing
capacity by 2000 (Deloitte & Touche, 1997:8-10).
About half of Indian production is in Kerela state and much of the rest in Goa, another
former Portuguese colony (Deloitte & Touche, 1997:41). Kerela has a centralised
procurement system and much of the processing is done on an outworker basis by
families (Aicajii, 1996; Deloitte & Touche, 1997:52).
In 1992, Mozambique replaced its export ban with an export tax on raw (but not
processed) nuts. In 1994, the year of privatisation, only $2.5 million of cashew kernels
were exported, compared to $16.9 million of raw nuts. This was in part because the
factories had been allowed to run down prior to privatisation, so production was low
in the transitional year, but picked up under the new management. In 1995, $9.7
million of kernels were exported compared to $5.6 million of raw nuts (Grupo de
Trabalho Sobre o Cajii, 1998).
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There was an informal agreement with the owners of the newly privatised companies
that they would be given a period of protection while they rehabilitated and
modernised the factories. In April 1995 the government changed the export tax on raw
nuts to 25 per cent on sales up to $600 per tonnes and 70 per cent thereafter. But for the
1995/6 season (Endnote 3) it set the export duty at a flat 26 per cent, and further
specified that it would fall to 20 per cent the next year, followed by annual drops to 16
per cent, 12 per cent and 8 per cent (by 1999/2000) where it would remain (Deloitte &
Touche, 1997:29). This revised policy was never implemented, however, because in
1995 the World Bank intervened.

The First Study
In 1994 the World Bank commissioned a study of the cashew industry by Hilmar
Hilmarsson which was released in mid-1995. The study was caustic. It said that
Mozambique's industry was so inefficient that
the value of the processed kernels was less than the value of the raw nuts had they been
exported directly. Cashew processing thus is a foreign exchange loosing [sic] industry in
Mozambique.

Further, it argued that 'Mozambique's smallholder producer has the distinction of
being the poorest paid cashew producer in the world.' The only choice was to
liberalise exports. 'Some factory employees will lose jobs ... but increased cashew
production and multiplier effects will more than make up for that' (Hilmarsson,
1995:2-4).
The processing industry was angry, and claimed that Hilmarsson knew nothing of the
industry and had not talked with them. It said all of his data was based on the worst
possible year - the transition year from state to private ownership - and took no
account of the modernisation that was taking place. It also took no account of the
special costs imposed by damage from the war which had only concluded two years
earlier; many roads were closed or in bad condition, making transport costs much
higher, and electricity supplies remained irregular.
The Cashew Industry Association (Aicajti, Associaqao dos Industrials de Caju)
attacked Hilmarsson on most of his specific points (Aicajii, 1996). Hilmarsson said
peasants earned only 20 per cent of the world market price, compared to 50 per cent in
other countries.; the producer price in 1993/94 was the lowest in a decade and was 34
per cent of the export price of raw nuts, but in the following year it had already moved
back to 41 per cent. Hilmarsson said only 1,500 people worked in the factories, so that
was the maximum number of workers would lose their jobs. This was the number
working at the time of his survey. But by the time of the rebuttal memo in mid-1996
the workforce had already increased to 8,867, close to its normal level of 10,000.
Hilmarsson claimed the industry lost foreign exchange because the value of the
processed kernels was less than the value of the raw nuts had they been exported
directly because Mozambican factories produce only 43 per cent whole white kernels
(demanded by the luxury US market) compared to 70 per cent for India (Hilmarsson,
1995:4, 27, 34). The industry challenged Hilmarssons calculations, argued that low
productivity was because the factories had not been modernised, and also cited the
problem of raw cashew nuts being smaller in Mozambique than India due to tree
disease and age.
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Perhaps most importantly, Hilmarsson argued that free export of raw cashew would
lead to such a huge jump in peasant income that this would more than compensate for
any industrial jobs lost. Peasant income would rise from what he said was $4 million
in 1993/4 to $20 million in five years and $70 million in 15 years (Hilmarsson,
1995:34). Industry sources countered that government data showed peasants earning
$7 million in 1993/94 (nearly double what Hilmarsson claimed) and had already risen
to $23 million two years later, without a significant freeing of the market, and then fell
to $14 million by 1997/98 when the free market was taking effect (Grupo de Trabalho
Sobre o Cajii, 1998).
To get his estimates of a huge leap in peasant earnings, Hilmarsson (1995:38) assumed
a normal price elasticity that can be applied to many crops - that doubling the
producer price brings a doubling of peasant output (price elasticity is 1). He ignored
data published at the time he was doing his study showing that cashew is a unique
crop having a very low price elasticity in Mozambique - 0.25 compared to 2 for maize
and 1.8 for cotton, for example (Mosca & Delgado, 1994:7). In an earlier study of
Mozambican crop marketing, Finn Tarp (1990) had argued that although price
reforms are important, they have proved much less influential in increasing
production in Mozambique than outsiders like the World Bank claim. In other words,
introducing a free market is not going to increase cashew production.
Despite the unusually strong criticisms of the Hilmarsson study, it was adopted as
policy by the World Bank, which demanded rapid liberalisation of raw cashew
exports. There was an outcry from the government, industry and trade unions, who
demanded reconsideration. They said:
1) The study had been done without talking to people in the industry, and had
fundamental flaws;
2) Globalisation was forcing a lowering of standards of health and safety at work;
3) It was a myth that peasants would gain;
4) There was a serious danger in becoming dependent on a single buyer - India;
5) They study was carried out before privatisation without telling potential
buyers, and was only published after privatisation; and
6) Buyers of the newly privatised factories had been cheated because they had an
implicit (and in some cases explicit) promise that there would be protection
until they got the industry back on its feet.
Dependence on India is repeatedly stressed. India has a policy of expanding the
cashew orchard to completely meet the demand of its own industry, and who will buy
Mozambican nuts then if the factories are already closed? (Torcato, 1998:32).
Furthermore, the price India has been paying and quantities it has bought are very
variable: in the two years before the Hilmarsson study, 1992 and 1993, the price paid
by India for raw cashew varied between $290 and $1,151 per tonne.
Hilmarsson (1995:20, 21) admits that both the World Bank's International Finance
Corporation (IFC) and the European Investment Bank had given loans for
rehabilitation on the basis that farm-gate prices would not increase. Indeed, in a
confusing letter, IFC suggested that it would withdraw its loan if Mozambique
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continued to follow the policy of reducing protection, as demanded by IFC's parent,
the World Bank {Metical, 3 October 1997).
Industry people said privately that they are convinced that the study would never
have been released if the industry had been privatised to foreign companies as had
been expected, and that the World Bank was only prepared to force the free market on
domestic capital and not foreign investors.

World Bank Imposes Free Market
The issue finally came to a head in mid-1995 when Mozambique was negotiating the
Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) with the World Bank. Conditionality makes a CAS
essential. All aid and loans to poor countries are conditional on recipient countries
having structural adjustment programmes with the International Monetary Fund and
the World Bank. This requires a World Bank CAS and IMF Policy Framework Paper
(PFP) and Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility (ESAF) agreement. This gives the
IMF and World Bank dictatorial power, which the Bank used over cashew.
Phyllis Pomerantz, the World Bank's Washington-based country operations director,
was in Maputo in 1995 to negotiate the details of the CAS. She met with several
Mozambican ministers around the diningroom table of the World Bank house in
Maputo; cashew was high on the agenda. Finally, Pomerantz said, after ministers put
up a stiff resistance, if ministers did not accept a free market in raw cashew, she would
refuse to submit the CAS to the World Bank executive board. Since this would have
halted aid to Mozambique, ministers caved in (confidential interviews with
participants at the meeting).
In 1995, the CAS was still a secret document, but when it was issued in November
1995 it soon went into circulation. Clearly the World Bank did not trust Mozambican
ministers, because the 1995 CAS unexpectedly made 'cashew marketing, export and
licensing liberalisation' a 'necessary condition' of its programme to Mozambique. It
was the only 'necessary condition' linked to such a detailed policy point, and the
report said that 'failure to liberalize' would lead to a sharp cut in the World Bank's
programme. This hard line was all the more unexpected because a draft written a
month earlier had not included necessary conditions nor the threat that failure to
carry out 'any one' of the conditions would lead to a cut in the programme (World
Bank, 1995a:23; 1995b:17,18).
The IMFs secret 1996 Policy FrameworkPaperforMozambique'also required the removal
of the cashew export tax, and set an explicit timescale: 1995/96 - 20 per cent; 1996/97
-12 per cent; 1997/98 - 7 per cent; 1998/99 - 5 per cent; 1999/2000 - 0 per cent (IMF,
1996:25). This compares with the 26 per cent, 20 per cent, 16 per cent, 12 per cent and 8
per cent (by 1999/2000) which had been agreed by the industry. But the government
accepted the World Bank and IMF instruction and set the export tax at 20 per cent for
1995/96. The outcry grew from civil society, particularly the trade unions and the
press, who argued that the Bank policy was based on false premises.
The World Bank response was to raise the ante again. In October 1996, a World Bank
delegation led by vice president for Africa, Callisto Madavo, visited Mozambique.
Madavo was firm: 'We have an agreement with government on cashew, and we
expect that agreement to be followed. We believe the export tax on cashew should be
removed', he told a press conference.
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In closed meetings, the Bank team went further. One Mozambican official said
privately 'the World Bank told us we must say this is our policy and to stop staying it
is imposed by the Bank. We know aid is conditional on World Bank approval, and
now we must lie to get World Bank approval. And we will. But we remain totally
opposed to a policy that will destroy our cashew industry'. As required, Mozambique
reduced the export duty for 1996/97, but to 14 per cent instead of 12 per cent.
When World Bank President Wolfensohn visited Mozambique in February 1997 he
came under heavy pressure on the issue. At a dinner with President Joaquim
Chissano, Wolfensohn was seated next to someone from the cashew industry and
again Chissano raised the issue during his talk. Wolfensohn responded more
favourably and totally reversed Madavo's line. He ordered a new study, and
suspended the demand for further cuts in the export duty on raw nuts from the then
level of 14 per cent. When Wolfensohn returned to Washington, Bank staff were
strongly criticised of their handling of the Mozambique cashew saga. When the 1997
IMF Policy Framework Paper was issued in May, there were no numbers attached to
cashew; it only said
revise the cashew sector policy in light of the result of the cashew liberalisation impact study
after consultation with growers, traders, industries, NGOs and interested external
partners (IMF, 1997:22).

New Study Says 'Abandon' Bank-imposed Policy
The new study was carried out by international consultants Deloitte & Touche and
released in September 1997 (Deloitte & Touche, 1997). It says the World Bank's
previous policy 'should be abandoned'. It agrees with the industry and trade unions
and 'disagrees with the previous finding'. It argues that the previous policy 'will
dismantle the processing industry', and that there should be a 'fundamental change'
in policy. The new study made several key points:
1) Indian subsidies to its industry 'tilt the playing field' and make competition
unfair;
2) 'Improved management practices continue to contribute to factory efficiency' in
the newly privatised Mozambican factories, with a steady increase in the
percentage of 'whole white' nuts. Mozambican workers are as efficient as Indian
ones;
3) Mozambique earns an extra $130 per tonne by processing its own cashew
kernels, in contrast to earnings from exporting raw nuts. This extra earning
'alone is sufficient reason to support the processing industry against competition from India'. The study calls for an increase in the cashew export tax;
4) Peasants did not gain anything from liberalised exports; extra profits were all
held by the traders.
The final point is not surprising. Elsewhere in Africa, liberalisation of the trade in
export crops has benefited 'private traders at the expense of farmers' according to
UNCLAD (1997:144, 145). 'Market-based reforms have not - so far - had a great
impact on farm incomes in much of Africa' notes UNCTAD. 'Producer prices have
continued to be depressed, particularly in regions with poor infrastructure and low
population density.' So it should not be surprising that this has happened in
Mozambique.
'
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The World Bank response was to reject and misinterpret the study. The initial
response in October 1997 was to not respond to any of the substantive points, but to
simply say that the 'terms of reference have not been addressed by the consultants'
(World Bank, 1997a:l).
The Bank's Country Operations Director for Mozambique, Phyllis Pomerantz, gave a
briefing to the Bank's Nordic-Baltic office on 20 November 1997 in which she said that
the cashew policy had not been imposed by her, but was a government policy. She
said that the export tax on raw nuts 'hurts the poor most and that cashew farmers
could raise their income substantially (up to 50 per cent) if the tax was diminished.
These conclusions were drawn in a study that was conducted by a consultant
company after a visit by President Wolfensohn earlier in the year' (World Bank,
1997b). In fact, as noted above, the study said just the opposite.
The Country Assistance Strategy (CAS) for Mozambique - written largely by
Pomerantz and agreed on by the Bank's board in November 1997 - removed the
necessary condition, but contained the petulant comment that those opposed to
sacking women cashew workers are 'powerful elites who oppose some reforms'
(World Bank, 1997c). In an angry statement on 10 December 1997, the Mozambican
Debt Group, a coalition of non-government organisations active on World Bank and
debt-related issues, declared that the 'CAS is a misrepresentation of the amount of
local "opposition" to the World Bank's cashew nut policy.'
Similarly, in the CAS and in the Nordic-Baltic briefing, Pomerantz talks of frequent
consultations with NGOs. The Debt group replied that 'despite Bank claims to the
contrary, there was absolutely no consultation with Mozambican "civil society" on
the 1997 CAS.'
Cashew was debated in parliament (Assembleia da Republica) on 24 November 1997
and several members called for a ban on exports. But Trade and Industry Minister
Oldemiro Baloi said that the World Bank had privately told the government that the
export duty could not be raised above 14 per cent, and asked: 'what power do we have
to storm that rampart?' If any change was made to the cashew export system, he
continued, 'we will be applauded here, but the World Bank will point to the clauses in
our agreement, and we'll all face the consequences'. He stressed that the restriction
was 'a condition to obtain funds' and thus the price of supporting the cashew industry
would be very high and paid by the rest of the country. Prime Minister Pascoal
Mocumbi went further in a press conference four days later, when he said that if
Mozambique asks money
from the World Bank, then the Bank imposes its conditions. But sometimes we have to
accept things that are not in our interest, because there is no other way out (AIM, 24,25,28

November 1997).
Industry and unions wrote to Wolfensohn in November to ask for a formal change in
policy and compensation for the costs of a policy Deloitte & Touche said was wrong.
The reply on 17 December came not from Wolfensohn, but from Callisto Madavo, vice
president for Africa, who had previously demanded unquestioning acceptance of the
Bank's demand to close the Mozambican factories and let Indian children shell the
nuts. Madavo wrote that
// is our view that there already have been considerable benefits of market liberalization. As
the draft Deloitte & Touche study confirms, processing capacity in the industry has
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increased, particularly among those firms using small-scale labour-intensive processing
methods.

Indeed, there had been a growth in processing capacity, but not due to liberalisation.
The Deloitte & Touche (1997:47) study actually showed that the newly privatised
companies had raised their capacity from less than 20,000 tonnes a year to 45,000
tonnes, while hand processing capacity had grown to 15,000 tonnes. Kekobad Patel,
head of Mozambique's Cashew Industry Association (Aicaju), wrote directly to
Wolfensohn on 12 January 1998. Patel said that on the evidence of the Madavo letter,
it seems that the copy of the study, elaborated by Deloitte & Touche, in possession of the
World Bank staff is not the same as in our hands, and which was publicly presented by the
consultants.

He goes on to say, 'we simply cannot read [any of Madavo's conclusions] from our
copy'.

Stand-off
For the next 18 months, the issue remained stalemated. The export duty remained at
14 per cent, which was ironic because by 1998/99 this was actually higher than it
would have been if the World Bank had allowed the original agreement with the
industry to go ahead. Privately, World Bank officials made clear that they would not
force the duty lower, but they would not allow it to increase.
Meanwhile, the World Bank worked to shift government policy, particularly by
promoting small factories which used Indian-style hand processing and which
Hilmarsson said would be viable in Mozambique even under a free market. One
World Bank loan was given for a factory owned by the wife and minor children of
Agostinho do Rosario, the Minister of Agriculture and Fishing and thus a key person
in deciding whether or not to challenge World Bank cashew policy. But it might have
the opposite effect, because the factory manager, Alberto Simbine, admitted that 'as a
small company dependent on local bank credit, we cannot survive against the
competition' of traders directly exporting raw cashew. The company has also had
trouble keeping workers because wages are so low that workers often prefer to go to
their fields {Metical, 10 February 1999).
Meanwhile, the big factories closed as raw nuts were exported, while the world price
remained volatile as it was determined entirely by Indian surplus capacity. By
September 1999, only one factory was open with fewer than 1,000 workers. 'We have
lost more than $15 million', said Aicaju's Patel. The buyers of the factories have only
paid the first instalment on the purchase price.
The government still expects us to pay the next instalment on the privatisation, and we need
to invest millions of dollars to modernise the factories. But we now have big debts to the
banks from the past two years on which we are paying 30 per cent interest. We cannot pay
everything. If the World Bank or the government cannot give us the conditions to work, we
will just hand back the factories (Patel interview).

The industry wants a commitment to a long term policy with at least some protection.
And it feels the World Bank or the government must provide a long term low interest
loan to allow the industry to clear its debts and modernise. We are actually prepared
to assume these losses, but in the long term, not immediately', said Patel.
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Parliament Takes a Cautious Stand
Public pressure meant that the issue was raised again in parliament (Assembleia da
Republica). The unions and industry called for a complete ban on exporting
unprocessed nuts - up to the capacity of the factories - to allow the factories to reopen,
recoup their losses, and modernise; as during the colonial era, after the demand of the
factories had been met, then remaining nuts could be exported. Frelimo (the
government party) submitted a bill to this effect to parliament in February 1999 (AIM,
2 February 1999). But as discussions continued, government ministers put pressure on
Frelimo members to opt for something less strong. Finally, several Frelimo members
of parliament instead proposed a simple increase in the export duty.
The reason for government pressure became clear. On 28 June the IMF board met in
Washington to approve debt relief under the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries
(HIPC) Initiative. Mozambique will gain $31 million a year, because the IMF estimates
that Mozambiques debt service payments will fall from the $104 million actually paid
in 1998 to a 1999-2005 average of $73 million (IMF, 1999c).
But a condition of debt relief was that Mozambique have a new ESAF (Enhanced
Structural Adjustment Facility) Policy Framework Paper, and this was approved by
the IMF board on 28 June just before HIPC debt relief was approved. Part of the ESAF
agreement is the Letter of Intent and it says that 'the government will not adopt new,
or increase existing, general import surcharges or export taxes and restrictions' (IMF
1999b:17). This was clearly aimed at the proposed cashew law already being
discussed in parliament.
Nevertheless, parliament went ahead and on 30 September 1999 approved a law
calling for the government to set the export duty at between 18 per cent and 22 per
cent for the next five years. Prime Minister Pascoal Mocumbi had already told a press
conference on 24 September that the government would not veto the new law, and
would put it into effect. We have to explain to the IMF that a sovereign parliament
decided this'. Privately, government officials said they thought that the IMF would
accept an increase in the export tax to 20 per cent, but would not accept a total ban on
exports as called for by the industry, trade unions and opposition Renamo party.
The test will be when Mozambique returns to the IMF and World Bank in mid-2000
for the extra debt relief promised by the G7 (leaders of the Group of seven richest
countries) at Cologne in June 1999. Mozambiques debt service could fall by an
additional $20 million, but that extra debt relief is conditional on Mozambique
faithfully following its IMF/ESAF agreement.
The anger against the World Bank and IMF are clear. Abdul Carimo, a Frelimo leader
and deputy speaker, told parliament on 22 September that the growth of Asia and
Latin America in cashew production has been on the basis of national policies of
protection and incentives, and not on today's Bretton Woods prescriptions, which are
publicly recognised as having failed in the case of Mozambique. Carimo went on to
complain that the European Union gives at least $30 billion per year in subsidies for
its agriculture, yet these same countries use the IMF and World Bank to prevent
Mozambique from protecting its cashew producers.
A problem for the government was that it was facing national elections on 3-4
December and Frelimo only held an eight seat majority in parliament. More than 9000
cashew factory workers were unemployed by then, which had a devastating impact
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on the economies of several small cities. If the cashew workers and their friends and
neighbours voted against Frelimo, that could have been enough to swing the election.
And the opposition did make political capital over Frelimo backing down from a ban
on exports. David Alone, a leading Renamo MP, accused Frelimo of opposing a ban,
because some Frelimo leaders are getting rich through these exports. 'Our leaders are
compromised to the point where they mortgage our national sovereignty in exchange
for commissions', and this leads them into collusion with the World Bank and IMF.

No Policy
The new law gives some help to the industry, which will receive 20 per cent of the
export taxes collected. The new law also calls for some government money to help
those processing companies which can reopen and operate profitably. Had this law
been passed four years ago, the industry and the trade unions would have been
satisfied. But, they argue, it is now too late; the industry is millions of dollars in debt
because of exports of raw nuts over recent years, and needs extra protection to
recuperate.
The underlying problem is that production has been falling for 30 years and peasants
have not been replacing their cashew trees. Mozambique's rural economy remains
extremely fragile, and few peasants are prepared to buy tree seedlings which will only
produce nuts in five years. This means that the government or the industry must
subsidise nurseries and the massive planting of new trees, and the industry wanted
the money from the export tax to go to this. The remaining 80 per cent of the export tax
is intended to go toward promoting cashew farming, but there is no detail as to how
this is to be done.
So, four years after the debate started, cashew production remains low, the export
duty is higher than the industry had originally proposed and the World Bank
demanded for 1999/2000, and most of the factories are closed. And so much time and
energy has been wasted fighting the World Banks policy that Mozambique still has no
cashew policy. A new policy would have to cover the industry from end to end. At the
farmer end, it is necessary to select new varieties of trees appropriate for peasant
cultivation, set up the nurseries, and provide the seedlings to the farmers. Peasants
need support and assistance if they are to treat existing trees to curb the fungus and
pests which now affect the national orchard.
It may make sense to encourage plantation cultivation, which might require some
initial subsidy. Another alternative, suggested by the government, is to follow the
pattern used for cotton and, to a lesser extent, sugar, under which a company
(processor or trader) is given an exclusive zone of influence where they must supply
all inputs (seed, pesticides, etc) but have exclusive rights to buy the product at a fixed
price {Metical, 23 September 1999). There is a need to raise the quality of the nuts,
because traders are imposing no quality requirements. There is also a question of
should the government intervene in marketing, for example, by setting a minimum
price (Deloitte & Touche, 1997:27,35).
The United Nations Development Programme (1998:74,75), in a detailed study of the
cashew sector, calls for Mozambique to adopt what it calls 'infant agriculture policies'
for cashew. These would be similar to policies which were used to develop asparagus
for canning in Taiwan, tomatoes for canning in Thailand and tea in Kenya. Such
policies are
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anathema to the proponents of free market ideals, but they have been extremely successful in
other cases, especially when linked to processing ... There is no universal recipe for
pursuing these objectives, but policy makers should at least commit themselves to exploring
the range of possibilities rather than slavishly surrendering to the seductive elegance of the
free market model. There is abundant evidence that sub-Saharan African agriculture has
not responded as hoped to price liberalisation and trade deregulation.

And at the processing end, an industry recently fragmented by privatisation needs to
work much more closely together. The Deloitte & Touche report (1997:45) notes that
most of the factories do not meet internationally acceptable food handling, health or safety
standards and it may only be a short time until this becomes a problem for the factories.

UNDP (1998:71) noted that if
Mozambique wishes to maximise foreign exchange earnings through cashew processing,
and particularly through climbing up the value chain toward branded retail packaging, it is
urgent that the government take steps to ensure high standards of kernel quality. One
option would be to establish an agency to set standards and monitor them.

Deloitte & Touche (1997:50) argues in a similar vein
that a key factor in the retail marketplace will be the promotion of a name, common to all, for
Mozambican nuts (of a good and reliable quality) and possibly the creation of an industry
exporter who will be able to export material from qualifying factories.

This is something Mozambique has never attempted, and requires setting up an
organisation like Outspan, the successful citrus marketing body for South Africa.
UNDP (1998:64, 72, 73) states simply that if Mozambique pursues a free trade policy
in marketing raw nuts, within a short period it will cease to have a competitive
processing industry. Instead, the Mozambican government should learn from the
industry supports offered to, for example, Indian cashew processors, and should
adopt similar measures. This would involve low interest credit, support for
processors to meet rigorous international standards, and training for workers. UNDP
and Cramer (1999:1260) even suggest that Mozambique take advantage of its higher
labour standards and improved working conditions by selling the cashew in Europe
with a fair trade label.
UNDP (1997:76, 77) challenges World Bank and IMF policy directly. It says 'the
insistence on a "market friendly" policy is irrelevant where the real focus should be
on production and processing friendly policies'. It notes that 'the World Bank is
nervous of any policy that might entail inefficiencies. But policy makers have to judge
whether a degree of inefficiency in the short to medium term might be justified.

Governance and the Driver's Seat
The issue of free export or not is, in many ways, a side-show imposed on Mozambique
by the World Bank. Mozambique has never been able to have a public debate and set
its own cashew policy. The issue is extremely complex and needs extensive
discussion. But the 1995 change in policy was imposed in a dictatorial fashion by a
single person, Phyllis Pomerantz, who continues to be the World Bank country
operations director for Mozambique. There was no public debate; there was never a
parliamentary hearing which tried to balance the interests of industry, workers, and
peasant growers (indeed, the peasant voice has not been heard at all in the discussion,
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so far). The World Bank never defended her policy to parliament or the public: it
simply imposed it. Once the policy had been imposed by the Bank, the IMF joined in again without discussion.
World Bank President James Wolfensohn says countries must be in the drivers seat
and set the course. This seems to be contradicted by this study, which makes clear that
individuals within the World Bank and IMF continue to have the right to impose
policies which are deeply disputed. Perhaps Wolfensohn means that countries can set
the course only if it is the World Bank's course, and not if it is the one proposed by
UNDP. Alternatively, perhaps the management of the World Bank are so weak that
staff are free to ignore their president. In either case, the issues of transparency,
governance and accountability come to the fore.
• Transparency: The process by which the Bank commissioned and released the
Hilmarsson study and rejected the Deloitte & Touche report remains totally
obscure; this is particularly important at a time when the World Bank is
promoting itself as the pre-eminent source of information on development. The
process by which the policy on cashew was determined remains hidden. Even
now, World Bank and IMF papers remain secret until they are approved by the
boards, which provides no opportunity to challenge the imposition of
conditions such as the ones for a free market in raw cashew.
• Governance and management: On the surface, it appears that World Bank staff
are free to ignore the pronouncements of their own president. Even when
problems are serious enough to require presidential intervention, there is no
follow-up to see that they are resolved. Is this a sign of weak management, or of
presidential speeches as mere window dressing?
• Accountability: There is no independent check, audit or appeal process. The
Bank and Fund monitor themselves, and not surprisingly, conclude that they do
relatively well. Cashew workers have no right of appeal; even the government
has no route to object to a policy imposition without a suspension of the
programme and thus, because of conditionality, a halt to aid. Finally, there is no
independent check on the success or failure of a policy or project, and no
compensation for the failures.
Indeed, it appears that the World Bank violates all the guidelines for good governance
that it tries to impose on developing countries. The result is an agency with
overwhelming power, but whose decisions cannot be challenged and which takes no
responsibility for its mistakes.
Joseph Hanlon is a senior research fellow at the Open University, Milton Keynes, UK,
and author of four books on Mozambique.

Endnotes
1. Terminology is important. We use raw nuts to mean the unprocessed cashew nuts
after harvesting but without further processing (other than drying). We use kernel to
mean the cashew nut as eaten by the consumer. In Portuguese, the term castanha de
cajii is sometimes misused for both raw nuts and kernels, so Mozambican writers tend
to use castanha de cajii em bruto for raw nuts and amdndoa de caju for kernels.
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2. There is confusion as to which processing method is used to produce CNSL.
Torcato (1998) says that CNSL is extracted only during steam processing and not
during roasting, while Deloitte & Touche (1997:14) say it can only be extracted if nuts
are roasted and not if they are steam processed. Deloitte & Touche also note the
demand for CNSL has now fallen to the point where it is more economic to burn it as
fuel for the factory, but exports in 1997 were 2000 tonnes of CNSL valued at $300,000
(Grupo de Trablaho Sobre o Caju, 1998).
3. The main commercialisation period is October through February, so the season is
considered to start in October.
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Globalised Images of Environmental
Security in Africa
Cyril Obi
Since the end of the Cold War in the late 1980s, there has been a pronounced
concern in academic and policy circles, with global environmental change,
and its implications for global security (Speth, 1990; Brock, 1991; Renner,
1996; Brown, 1994; Obi, 1997a, 1997b, 1998b; Leach & Mearns, 1996; Hyden,
1999). At the heart of this shift has been the expansion of the notion of
security to include the containment of non-military, extra-state threats. Thus,
issues such as poverty, environmental degradation, crisis, wars, drugtrafficking and even migration were included in the emerging perspective
to security. Also, globalisation meant that threat-perception in the west
began to take on board the linkages between environmental crisis in the
third world, with its strategic needs for stability, markets, resources, and
even, leisure. At the same time, there was the concern among some policymakers and scholars of the implications of globalisation for the post-colonial
African state, which was experiencing various forms and intensities of crisis.
Such fears were based on the belief that a crisis-ridden Africa would pose
a serious threat to global peace and security. This concern is most
pronounced in the surviving Cold War superpowers, particularly the United
States, which is the undisputed global hegemon in the post-Cold War order.

Increasingly, more interest is being paid to the implications of global interdependence, the revolution in communications and technology, conflicts, and the deepening
entrenchment world-wide of market relations, for global, but in particular, western
and American security (Klare & Thomas, 1994; Simmons, 1995; Porter, 1995; HomerDixon, 1996). In the absence of the pronounced military threat to the west following
the collapse of the Warsaw Pact, more attention has focused on non-military,
especially environmental threats. Out of this approach, which has posed the problem
within a sociology of science that is reflective of the 'broader historical, political and
institutional context' (Leach & Meams, 1996:4) of the western capitalist knowledge
production system, has emerged the 'globalised' image of Africa as the greatest
source of environmental threat to global security. It has thus become commonplace to
label Africa a site of overpopulation and violent ethnic or tribal wars, both of which
lead to environmental degradation and conflict. This has unfairly shifted the blame
for environmental insecurity to Africa, leaving out the external economic agents that
deepen the contradictions within the continent. Such analysis almost usually seeks to
generalise or draw conclusions for the whole of Africa based on one or two local cases,
which are often distorted to 'fit the model' of the environmental-security nexus.
Furthermore, they are based on second-hand accounts or at best casual observations
by 'intellectual tourists' who then elevate their biased deductions to the level of
treatises on Africa. Since these are more often than not based on faulty or slanted
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assumptions, they invariably arrive at wrong conclusions, which when fed into the
policy process invariably compound Africa's environmental problems.
Perhaps, the greatest source of the exaggeration of, or outright falsehood about the
nature of Africa's environmental crisis, and conflict is the global mass media,
supported by environmental security analysts and policy makers operating within
the geopolitical and ideological frameworks of strategic think-tanks and right-wing
foundations based in the advanced market-economy countries (Obi, 1998b: 15-16).
The role of the media in constructing a negative, horrific image of the African
environment, which is then flashed to all parts of the world simultaneously, is well
captured by Binns (1995:1):
The mass media so often portray Africa as a dismal, gloomy and unhappy place, plagued
with civil war, drought, famine and poverty. Africa's people are frequently accused of
degrading their own environment.

The image of Africa as a source of environmental degradation, overpopulation and
conflict has much wider implications, when we consider the trends in global
environmental change, development and security studies. Africa is wrongly pictured
as an undifferentiated whole, alongside an equally homogenous picture of environmental degradation across the continent in the construction of the global image of
how environmental stresses generated within the continent threaten global security.
In this calculus, there is hardly a unified African response to the debates on the
implications of global environmental change for global security. Furthermore, the
imperatives of addressing the specificities of Africa's environmental security are
obscured by the emphasis on the national security of the United States masked as
'global security'.
It is to the interrogation of the construction and implications of distorted global
images of the African threat to global security, at a mainly conceptual level, and other
related considerations that this article is directed. Beyond this, it critiques the
'conventional wisdom' about the African environment (Leach & Mearns, 1996:1), and
suggests how its fundamental shortcomings can be exposed and transcended.
In order to set about its task, this article is divided into four broad parts: the
Introduction, which sets out the background and main issues in the article. The
section that follows, is on Globalisation and Environmental Security: The Linkages. It
examines the connections between globalisation and global environmental security,
and its broad implications for Africa. The third and analytical fulcrum of the article is
on the Main Themes in Environmental Security: a critique. This part, for convenience
is broken down into three sub-themes: image, causality, and implications. It is then
followed by the conclusion, which ties up the arguments, and proffers a way towards
deconstructing the negative globalised image of how stresses generated from the
African environment pose a potent threat to global security now, and in the 21st
century.

Globalisation & Environmental Security: the Linkages
In order to capture the linkages between globalisation and environmental security, it
would be appropriate to analyse both concepts. This would enable us to grapple with
how global forces fuel, and seek to benefit from the African environmental crisis,
while at the same nursing fears that the fall-outs of this crisis may spill over into the
industrial North.
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Globalisation
Globalisation is perhaps one of the most fashionable, but controversial terms in
international relations discourse today. Like environmental security, it assumed an
unprecedented profile at the end of the Cold War, and is part of the neo-liberal
ideology of moulding the world in the image of market forces. As a concept, it is the
historical outcome of a global capitalist project of an integrated world market, that is
several centuries old, even if this 'market' is one in which the few powerful rich fleece
the majority poor, in a world characterised by wide differences in development,
wealth, resources, and power. In terms of political economy, globalisation is a
complex and contested notion. The debate is broadly between those who see
globalisation as a transformatory capitalist project that is 'dissolving international
borders, and rendering the nation-state and traditional concepts of sovereignty
irrelevant and obsolete' (Ohmae, 1995; Drenzer, 1998), and those who insist, that it is
'far from a linear, uniform or homogenising process' (Boyer & Drache, 1996; Zyman,
1996; Saurin, 1996). Perhaps, it is most rewarding to understand globalisation in terms
of an ongoing project of global capital that 'points at expanding market interconnections in the form of investments, financial networks and trade' (Zyman, 1996:157).
Tandon (1998:2) gives an excellent description of a central feature of globalisation,
when he notes that:
The contemporary globalisation's specific feature is financial liberalisation. It seeks to
remove all national and cultural barriers to the free movement of international capital, and
to secure for it privileged treatment within the economic domain of every country.

It is very important to understand the nature of power relations and the role of
hegemonic economic forces based in, and controlled by the west (the main
beneficiaries) in the processes of globalisation. This means that for those who are the
underdogs, or come late to the globalisation table, they are either left with nothing, or
risk becoming the dinner of the club of global powers!
From the foregoing it is clear that globalisation is neither uniform in its reach or
impact, nor addresses the inequities in the international political economy. What this
implies is that there are winners and losers in globalisation. Its processes thrive on the
deepening of global inequities, and the increased exploitation and marginalisation of
the developing world, especially Africa. The lesson in all this is that any analysis of
globalisation must be rooted in its political economy, and related to the specificity of
a concrete setting.
The impact of globalisation on Africa, though not uniform has economically
speaking, been a disaster, with wider adverse social ramifications. The continents
share of global trade has shrunk further. Foreign aid and foreign direct investments
have reduced to a trickle, while the entrenchment of market forces through structural
adjustment programmes and neo-liberal reforms have severely worsened the crises in
which most African states have been immersed in the last two decades (Mkandawire
& Olukoshi, 1995; Olukoshi, 1998). Apart from the fact that Africa has been more of an
observer and victim, than a participant in the drawing up of the new global trading
regime on which globalisation partly rests (the World Trade Organisation [WTO]), a
lot of the rules of the game discriminate against the resource-rich, but poor members
of the 'global village'. Emphasis on trade liberalisation, economic deregulation, and
the retrenchment of the state simply lay open the resources and economies of third
world countries for the picking by the powerful multinationals and financial
speculators from the Industrial North, and their local allies. Thus, Tandon's (1998:6)
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observation that globalisation has contributed to de-industrialisation, the further
weakening of African states vis-a-vis foreign capital, ring true. Africa's position in the
global division of labour as an exporter of primary commodities and resources also
means that the continent is short-changed in the global drive toward financial
liberalisation. Even worse, the contradictions unleashed by the global expansion of
capital within the continent are sharply refracted into a range of state and domestic
crises, with dire consequences for governance and environmental sustainability.

Environmental Security
Environmental security deals with the containment of a range of 'threats', or
contradictions emanating from the interaction between human beings and nature.
This can either be in the form of the extraction of natural resources or their
transformation into food, goods and services, for livelihood purposes, or for profit.
Where rates of extraction exceed the rate of recovery of 'renewable' resources (natural
capital), or non-renewable resources are depleted, it is perceived as a threat. The
transformation of natural capital also has another consequence - the generation of
waste which usually pollutes or degrades the ecosystem. The degradation of the
ecosystem arising from extraction and transformation is also seen as a threat, as it may
lead to a fall in quality, or a depletion of resources. Issues of extraction and
transformation are hinged on access, control, ownership and power and are therefore
linked to political economy, and security. At once we are able to glean two
contradictory perspectives of security, one which privileges the interests of those who
have power, access and control over the ecosystem, and marginalises those who do
not.
The second strand of environmental security, which is directly relevant to this article,
revolves around a global perspective. This is because the reality of global economic
and environmental interdependence has ensured the expansion of the concept beyond
narrow statist boundaries of military (external) threats (Obi, 1997a:l-3). Dabelko &
Dabelko (1995) provide a basic definition of environmental security from a global
perspective as a:
... transnational idea, the core of which holds that environmental degradation and
depletion, largely human-induced, pose fundamental threats to the physical security of
individuals, groups, societies, states, ecosystems and the international system.

This does not mean that the issue of environmental security is a settled matter as the
debate continues to rage between those Hyden (1999:151-162) describes as 'the
realists, the liberals, the moralists and the populists', - over the notion of the securityenvironment nexus. There is no doubt, and this can be gleaned from the literature
coming out of Washington (and Toronto), that the realist and neo-realist perspectives
are still the most fashionable. There is the tradition established by the pioneering
works of Ullman (1983), Myers (1989) and Mathews (1989), in which they argued that
environmental degradation and resource-wars in areas of strategic US interest could
hurt American national interests. In spite of the effort of others, who are of the opinion
that the claims of proponents of environmental security are spurious (Deudney, 1990,
1991; Levy, 1995; Deudney & Matthew, 1996), the notion of environmental security
has continued to gain ground. A lot of its focus has been on the security of human
beings within local, national, regional and global contexts. Of particular concern is the
impact of rapidly growing populations on the environment. Threat perception in
environmental terms, is either in the form of 'increasing stresses on the earth's life-
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support system and renewable resources (that) have profound implications for
human health and welfare' (Porter, 1995), or the 'new dimensions and driving forces
behind stress and insecurity' (Hjort af Ornas and Lundqvist, 1999:5).
If it understood that global environmental change is largely the outcome of the impact
of the globalisation of capital on the global environment, it will become clearer, that
capitalism has been largely responsible for the 'production' of environmental
degradation (and conflict) on a global scale (Saurin, 1996). As such, it is
understandable that there is a concern for preventing the contradictions spawned by
the depletion (and pollution) of resources on a global scale from coming home to roost
in the industrial North, while further opening up other regions of the world to 'market
forces'.

Linkages
From the foregoing, it is not difficult to fathom the linkages between capital-led
globalisation and environmental security. In the first place, globalisation has
intensified the pressures on the global ecosystem in its expanding quest for raw
materials, cheap energy (oil and gas), markets, and profits; and receptacles for its
(non-bio-degradable and toxic) waste. As such these growing pressures are feeding
into concerns in the industrialised world on the need to protect itself from
repercussions from the violent explosion of contradictions spawned in the ecosystems
of the developing world. In the second place, the further entrenchment of market
relations in the third world has meant the further commodification of its renewable
and non-renewable resources, as the countries are further integrated into global
capitalism and grapple with export-led growth in a context of worsening economic
and external debt crises. It among other things means that those with money and
power can gain access to, and control more resources, while those without money and
power are marginalised and dispossessed. In reality, it is the environmental security
of the poor and marginalised that is at stake.
There should be a clear understanding that globalisation is feeding the relative
scarcity of resources, and worsening inequities in relation to access and power over
resources. It is also devaluing the resources of developing countries as they open up
further to market forces. Third, is the concern in certain circles that struggles over
shrinking resources will explode into violent conflict in the developing world which
are capable of destabilising sources of supply for raw materials and markets for
finished goods and services. There is also the fear that such conflicts generate ecorefugees, some of who cross international borders and provoke inter-state wars, or
migrate to the west, where they can pose all kinds of threat to security.
What the preceding shows, is that globalisation is one of the greatest threats to global
environmental security. This is largely due to the ways it produces resourcescarcities, degradation, and sharpens social contradictions in the environment.
However, the distribution of threat is felt more in the poorer parts of the world and
lesser in the more prosperous parts. The implication of the globalisation-environment
nexus for Africa, one of the richest resource-wise, but economically impoverished
parts of the world marks it out, among the most threatened by this linkage. Why then
has orthodox environmental security discourse in protecting its 'privileges', turned
logic on its head by blaming the victim, Africa, for generating environmental stresses
that threaten the security of the west? Who gains from this distorted image of Africa's
environmental security; how?
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Main Themes in Environmental Security: A Critique
In certain circles, the environment is seen as the main security issue in the post-Cold
War world. The main themes of environmental security discourses can be identified
as image, causality and the implications. Taken together, they pose a problematic of
the African environmental crisis and its implications for global security. In order to
convince the western audience - academics, strategists and policy-makers - a
shocking image of Africa as a source of growing threat is constructed to press home
the point on the need in the national interest, to 'act now before it becomes too late'.

Image
Perhaps the most hideous image of environmental stresses emanating from Africa is
that constructed by Kaplan (1994,1997). But he is by no means the only one concerned
with how Africa threatens global security. However, the fact that Kaplan's works
have been taken seriously in policy circles in the United States, make it one case that
must be addressed. According to Kaplan, in his extensively cited piece, 'The Coming
Anarchy', Africa features prominently, in the world of 'Hobbes's First Man'. To him
'the last man healthy, well fed and pampered by technology will be able to master
environmental stress, but the first man cannot'. He goes on to describe the African
'threat':
West Africa is becoming THE symbol of world-ioide demographic, environmental, and
societal stress, in which criminal anarchy emerges as the real 'strategic' danger. Disease,
overpopulation, unprovoked crime, scarcity of resources, refugee migrations, the increasing
erosion of nation-states and international borders, and the empowerment of private armies,
security firms, and international drug cartels are most tellingly demonstrated through a
West African prism. West Africa provides an appropriate introduction to the issues, often
extremely unpleasant to discuss, that will soon confront our civilisation.

The implication of the foregoing quote from Kaplan's 'treatise' - copies of which were
reportedly faxed to US embassies across the world - underscore the image of the
African threat based in part on Kaplan's 'experiences' during a tour through a couple
of African countries, on which basis he first extrapolated for Africa, and then the rest
of the world. This follows the trend in the works of Homer-Dixon, Percival, and
others, who are of the opinion that resource-scarcity arising from the pressures of
overpopulation on renewable resources are at the heart of (environmental degradation) violent conflict in the continent, and are consequently a threat to western
security. Invariably such environmental conflicts according to this logic take the form
of ethnic, religious or 'tribal' wars, which are 'natural' to Africa (Furley, 1995:1-18).
The same thread can be gleaned in the way policy towards Africa - either in terms of
environmental or development 'aid' - has been influenced by this image of an Africa
waiting to explode under the weight of overpopulation, ethnic wars and violent
struggles over 'scarce resources' As Leach & Mearns (1996:1) are quick to point out:
The driving force behind much environmental policy in Africa is a set of powerful, widely
perceived images of environmental change. They include overgrazing, and the 'desertification' of drylands, the widespread existence of a 'woodfuel' crisis, the rapid and recent
removal of once pristine forests, soil erosion, and the mining of resources caused by a
rapidly growing population.

The ease with which the image of the African stereotype is constructed - crisis-ridden,
and threatening, is hardly surprising given the epistemological stakes in obscuring
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the external roots of the African crises. What is relevant at this stage is that a critical
part of the agenda of subordinating Africa further into the world of globalised capital
is to give the impression that Africans left on their own cannot manage their
environmental resources. This opens the door for global intervention in order to
'stop' Africa from threatening the 'Civilisation of the world of the Last Man'. Yet, it is
important not to gloss over an extreme position that Africa on the basis of its 'natural
habit of conflict', is not really worth it, and that globalisation should seek much safer
and stable havens (Asia and the Pacific Rim). But the reality of global trade and
financial flows has made this choice a most unattractive one, hence the move towards
promoting western models of environmental management and conflict resolution in
Africa as a way of protecting western interests on the continent, and preventing
conflicts in Africa from threatening the world.

Causality
At the heart of the global environmental security discourse is the issue of causality or
those elements identified as the causes of environmental conflict. Basically, a neoMalthusian perspective heavily influences mainstream discourse on environmental
security. This is hinged upon the connections between overpopulation and resourcescarcity and that between resource scarcity and violent conflict. It is assumed that
when the rate of population growth exceeds the 'carrying capacity' or threshold of a
given ecosystem, it feeds into stresses that directly or indirectly provoke conflict
(Brown & Jacobson, 1986; Homer-Dixon, 1994; Klare, 1996). Thus, the demographic
trap becomes a principal culprit of environmental conflict (Obi, 1997b). A lot of
premium is placed on environmental stress, or resource-scarcity as the trigger of
conflict. This is linked to the ways in which scarcities arising from overuse, misuse or
degradation feed into environmental stresses and lead to violent struggles or conflict
over what is left. According to Homer-Dixon (1996:359):
Scarcities of environmental resources - in particular cropland, freshwater, and forest - are
contributing to mass violence in several areas of the world. While these environmental
scarcities do not cause wars between countries, they do sometimes aggregate stresses within
countries helping stimulate ethnic clashes, urban unrest, and insurgencies.

Homer-Dixon also observes that there is an emphasis on 'resource-wars' within
countries, and is concerned about the threats these pose to 'western national interests
by destabilising trade and economic relations, provoking migration, and generating
complex humanitarian disasters that divert militaries and absorb huge amounts of
aid'. The same position re-echoes in the work of Swain (1993), and particularly that of
Klare (1996), where it is noted that:
High growth rates in crisis-ridden LDC's is likely to produce high rates of rural-urban
migration, and from poor and low income ones to affluent countries.

From the foregoing, several things are clear from the perspective of environmental
security discourses on causality. There is a cause-effect relationship between
overpopulation and environmental stresses, which lead to conflict. Secondly,
environmental degradation can also worsen scarcities, which feed stresses and finally
conflict. Third, environmental conflicts in the third world (including Africa) are a
cause of threat to the prosperous, western world. In order to arrest these trends in
Africa and elsewhere, the west has introduced a policy mix made up of market-based
reforms, birth (population) control, technologically driven, top-heavy, western
models. At the heart of all these is the desire by the west to place Africa's resources at
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the easy disposal of extractive global forces, while attempting to insulate itself from
the contradictions arising from extraction, expropriation and degradation in the
continent. In order to convince western policy-makers of the urgency of dealing with
the 'African threat' in the national interest, it would seem that the temptation of the
worst-case scenario, riddled with deliberately distorted conclusions and terrifying
images, have become too powerful to ignore.

The Implications
The implications of the foregoing are varied, but revolve around the distorted image
of the causes of environmental crises, and conflict in Africa, and how these threaten
the industrial North. There is also a heavy dose of cultural prejudice in the way that
non-western societies are stereotyped in the literature as overpopulated, prone to
environmental degradation and stresses, resource wars, and the resurgence of violent
primordial hatreds. At the end, there is always the hidden agenda of 'modernisation'.
That Africa will forever be condemned to overpopulation, natural disasters, wars,
crime, disease, failed states, etc, if it refuses to modernise, or what is in real terms an
unconditional African surrender to the forces of the global-market place. Yet, the
implications of the current 'global' onslaught against Africa cannot be fully grasped
outside of a critique of the globalised image of environmental security which in its
nudity is a caricature of the truth, denying any western responsibility for the African
crisis, masking the ways it benefits from the crisis, and seeking to reinforce its
hegemony over the resources of the so-called 'first man'.
Before going into the critique proper, several clarifications need to be made. This
article is not a refutation of the fact of an environmental crisis in Africa. It does not
deny that Africa has had more than its fair share of natural and man-made disasters
over the years; neither is it an attempt to downplay the escalation of intra-state wars
on the continent since the onset of the economic and debt crisis and the end of the Cold
War. What it does object to, is the way, these occurrences have been selectively and
subjectively distorted. It is an implicit rejection of bias and fright-mongering
masquerading as scientific knowledge or informed analysis. And it is a call for the
need for more responses to the African challenge in environmental security and
conflict discourse, beyond the designs of neo-Malthusian orthodoxy which 'persists
in academic, national policy-making, or international financial institution circles'
(Bush, 1997:503). Clearly, there is a need for a more balanced approach to the study of
international relations, without rubbing salt into the historical and current injuries
and injustices being inflicted on Africa.
The Critique
The image of a global Armageddon extrapolating from the anarchy in Africa has been
challenged even within the United States as 'racist uniculturalism' (Cockburn, 1994)
and 'incorrect' (Lancaster, 1994). Just as Binns (1995), Leach & Mearns (1996) and
many others have invested a lot of energy in deconstructing Kaplan's terrifying image
of Africa, and its looming threat to the United States. The fact that Kaplans' work
came out shortly before the Rwandan genocide did confer upon it, in the mood of that
time with some credibility in official circles. But when put to closer scrutiny, Kaplan's
image is about Africa as viewed from a 'unicultural' monocle, but it is definitely not of
Africa. The basis on which he arrives at his conclusion is at best fleeting and at worst
a grotesque distortion of both history and reality. It ignores the fact that the Africa he
is dealing with, is both a historical construct, and a product of a global political
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economy that is basically structured against it. Though Kaplan's piece has been
criticised extensively, it cannot be separated from the image of Africa largely cast in
the looming shadow of Afro-pessimism. As Olukoshi (1999: 452) has observed:
But even in otherwise respectable intellectual and policy circles, including the World Bank,
few were able to resist the prognosis that Africa had been 'hemmed in', with its societies
sliding back to precolonial and early-colonial enclave arrangements, its states undergoing a
'freefalV, and its people increasingly abandoned to a Hobbesian law of nature amid a
growing disorder.

What comes out of this is that the image of the African threat had been a paradigmatic
preoccupation and had a captive policy audience and a global agenda and message:
'adapt (to the global market), or perish' (Olukoshi, 1999:453). In order to pursue this
agenda on the environmental front, the image of an Africa hopelessly incapable of
managing its environment, and eternally bogged down by environmental degradation or ravaging hordes fighting over scarce resources has become a critical part of
environmental security discourse. Because of its clearly instrumentalist ends, it has
had to rely more on distortions of the African reality, drawing on scientific
methodologies that are selective, and are based on partial or very weak empirical
evidence. Furthermore, the role of actors, and policies from the West in worsening
scarcities, degradation and conflict in Africa as the cases of the Niger Delta (Rowell,
1996, Obi, 1997a) and the Sudan (Suliman, 1999), clearly show, are ignored.
The shortcomings of mainstream 'Afro-pessimist' environmental security discourse
are further exposed when one revisits the issue of causality. As noted earlier, violent
conflicts in Africa have been blamed on stresses placed on the environment by
exploding populations who then trigger fights (ethnic, religious etc.) over 'scarce'
renewable resources. Three inter-linked fundamental questions need to be raised:
How are scarcities constructed? Is scarcity the inescapable outcome of 'overpopulation'? Who gains from scarcity?
While it is true that relative scarcity is one of the facts of nature - as natural
endowments and resources are unevenly dispersed at all levels - there is a way that
scarcity, in the socio-economic sense, can be 'constructed'. In the first place, the
environment itself is socially constructed, underpinned by social relations of political
and social power (Redclift & Benton, 1994), which then define issues of culture, access
and control over the environment. Hence scarcity can equally be the product of the
'distribution of economic and political power within society' (Hildyard, 1999:12).
In all class societies, the few, who control power invariably can control access, and
exclude the majority, thus creating scarcity for them in the midst of plenty! In a
capitalist society or world, scarcity becomes the outcome of a socio-economic system
that commodifies nature, and excludes the producer from the social surplus, placing
such a group in a weak position from which they are structurally incapable of
commanding resources which become 'scarce'. As Hildyard (1999:13), further
explains, 'where common regimes give way to state or market-based regimes, the
experience of scarcity is different. With the commodification or state appropriation of
land, for example, control over subsistence is assigned to actors outside the
community, almost always to the detriment of those whose bargaining power is
weak'. Going further, the point is made that, 'the deliberate manufacture of scarcity
now provides one of the principal means through which powerful state and private
interests monopolise resources, control markets and suppress the demographic
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majority' (Hildyard, 1999:13). This concretely represents the current paradox of
Africa's poverty in the midst of plenty.
From the foregoing, it is clear that there is more than one form of scarcity, and it can be
caused by other factors apart from the size of the population or environmental
degradation. This is not to deny the obvious impact that a large population can have
on finite natural resources, but to point out that contradictions over scarce resources
equally reflect the inequitable relations of power in which the environment is
immersed. This leads to the exclusion of the 'demographic majority' who are then
forced to fight over the little that is left, or the little they can get in order to survive.
Such exclusion can also sharpen existing contradictions along the lines of class, ethnic
identity, and undermine the social basis of welfare and citizenship. In such conditions
in which the state largely functions to repress mass opposition to expropriation and
rising poverty, conflict becomes emblematic of protest, and the quest for survival,
equity and liberation.
The foregoing has become more obvious in Africa under the conditions of economic
crisis and structural adjustment, and the crisis of state legitimacy. Several studies
have clearly documented the increase in resource wars across Africa as a result of the
deepening of social contradictions over the environment, the increasing expropriation and degradation of peasant land (and waters) by the state, private foreign
(multinationals) and local interests operating under industrial or 'green revolution'
projects (Obi, 1998a). Specific examples of such 'manufactured' scarcities are
replicated with varying degrees of intensity across the Sahelian belt of sub-Saharan
Africa, the volatile Niger Delta where the people have been up in arms against oil
multinationals (Ibeanu, 1999; Robinson, 1996; Obi, 1999a, 1999b) and the state, since
the late 1980s. Other examples are the Great Lakes region (Uvin, 1996), and the
Sudanese civil war-intensified by the expropriation and degradation of peasant land
by large scale mechanised agriculture in some of the most populous and fertile parts
of the country (Suliman, 1999:27-28).
The scarcities bred by adjustment, the alienation of people followed by repression and
further pauperisation has fuelled conflict as the people seek to survive, and local and
global interests continue to exercise monopoly over resources. The impact of IMF/
World Bank policies towards the African environment is not lost to analysis. Such
western policies clearly designed to advance the globalisation agenda have worsened
scarcities and deepened contradictions. As Suliman (1 999: 27) explains further:
Their loan conditionalities have accelerated considerably the restructuring of resource
utilisation from local needs and the local market towards the demands of the international
market. Despite the rapid increase in the area of land in use and increased export capacity,
the overall effect of the new export-oriented policies was negative. The value of primary
commodities in the international market steadily declined and poverty worsened in the
urban slums and in rural Africa.

It is then obvious that while overpopulation may lead to scarcity, the relationship
between high population rates and environmental conflict is more complex, and is
mediated by the prevalent relations of power over the environment. Thus scarcities
can be created, or worsened outside of the 'demographic trap', as demonstrated with
the impact of structural adjustment in deepening contradictions in the African
environment. It therefore shows that the stereotyping of environmental conflict as
ethnic, or tribal wars (in which global capital constricts access as it expands its control
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over Africa's resources) is bound to end up with grossly distorted and diversionary
analysis.
It also shows that a lot more needs to be done to demonstrate how the interaction
between capital and the environment in Africa has bred a relations of power that
disempowers the majority. This is the product of a system which alienates and
marginalises them, in ways that lead to conflicts within the 'excluded' (intra-class,
pastoralists versus farmers, ethnic minorities versus dominant majorities, intra- and
inter-communal, sectarian), and between them and their expropriators - usually the
state, and local elite in partnership with foreign capital. The phenomenon of
'dispossessed' ethnic groups is a particularly explosive issue as can be gleaned from
the case of the Ogoni (Robinson, 1996; Naanen, 1995; Obi, 1999b), those of the Dinka,
Ngoni, Hadedowa and Fulani (Salih, 1999:181-98) and the deployment of identity
politics in the struggle for 'national liberation'. It will be wrong therefore to see all
environmental conflicts in the light of a primordial or atavistic throw-back to an
imagined state of nature, rather than focus on the conflictive relations: repression/
resistance, exclusion/inclusion, all embedded in the African environment. Issues of
access/non-access, lead to violent conflict over claims, entitlements and survival.
This invariably opens up the issue of who benefits from these 'manufactured
scarcities', and how they seek to reproduce their gains within the context of
globalisation.
Powerful extractive global and national interests benefit from the 'manufactured
scarcities'. If it is well understood that in the context of adjustment the state in Africa
has been weakened both by its own internal contradictions, and all forms of
conditionalities being hurled at it by the Bretton Woods twins and the G-7 countries,
then it becomes clear that the global has a lot of leverage in the continent. In order to
adapt to globalisation, survive, and broadly serve the interests of both local and
global factions of capital, the state in Africa has adopted the agenda of the global
market, even if state mediation of global-local relations is done is such a way as not to
compromise the class interests of the statist elite: military, bureaucratic and business
factions.
The state through legislation, its policies, and at times naked force, has broadly
moved in the direction of an environmental governance that pays less attention to
local needs, and places more premium on the global market and the interests of those
who have 'privatised' the state in Africa. They are the ones who get prime land with
state subsidies, and win contracts to construct the gigantic dams and irrigation
projects, dredge the rivers, and mine the forests of precious timber, the oceans for fish,
and the land for non-renewable resources: oil and gas, gold, bauxite etc.
The wholesale adoption of the market principle in tackling the African economic
crisis has had its most deleterious impact on the environment. For one thing, the
opening up of economies has meant exporting more resources for less money (due to
devaluation, and declining global prices for primary products). The degradation of
Africa's fragile soils, increased pressures on its forests and waters by inappropriate
technology especially in large-scale agriculture, and the urge to earn more foreign
exchange to service debts have further altered the African political ecology.
More people are displaced from their land by the state and foreign big business, lose
their livelihoods and are severely pauperised, leaving them with little choice than to
migrate in search of jobs in the capitals, or to remain in the countryside and fight it
out, either among themselves, against their neighbours, the state or big business. The
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state in Africa - hamstrung by its own internal contradictions: instability or fragility
as a result of elite rivalry, or the quest to consolidate democracy, crises of
accumulation and legitimacy arising partly from the massive erosion of post-colonial
welfare gains by adjustment - is often not placed in a position to equitably mediate the
struggles for power over the environment. The artificial nature of Africa's borders,
and the growing informalisation of cross-border transactions also implies that goods
and services are exchanged with the global market in ways that could undermine the
environment without the 'formal' notice of the state. At the end of the day, the state is
as much a contestant in the environment as the other stakeholders, as it struggles to
advance its own interests (not the people's) alongside that of global capital. Thus, just
as Africa loses out economically in the process of globalisation, it is increasingly
losing control over its natural wealth, with very serious implications for sustainability, and the future of the continent.
The analysis so far reinforces the position expressed earlier, that the imagery and
causal linkages on which mainstream environmental security discourse is based is
flawed, and amount to 'the lie of the land' (Leach & Mearns, 1996). Its attempt to make
Africa a 'scapegoat' for the security fallouts of global environmental change, seek to
seize upon the historical moment of Afro-pessimism, to shift attention from the ways
globalisation is eroding the social glue binding the African environment and the
people.

Conclusion: Reconstruction Through Deconstruction
From the onset, it was fairly obvious that the same forces that today blame Africa for
threatening global environmental security are the same ones that have historically
through their economic power (capital) deepened environmental stresses and
benefited from the transformation of the continents' resources into cheap commodities for the world market. How does the African populace threaten the global
environment in a context where
the United States with only 5% of the planets population consumes nearly 30% of the
planets natural resources and where industrial countries generate 75% of the world's
pollutants and waste (One Earth).

If global scarcity is greater because a small proportion of the people on the planet
control and consume most of its resources, and then generate most of the waste, how
just is it then to tag one of the 'dispossessed' and marginalised regions of the world the
main culprit without connecting the poverty of the latter to the prosperity of the
former?
Thus, there is a clear case for the reconstruction of the globalised image of
environmental security in Africa, away from the current distorted form. Fortunately
this effort has been on for a while, and can be gleaned from the pioneering work of
Hjort af Ornas and Salih (1989), both of whom are still very much in the struggle. Yet
a lot more needs to be done to establish a space within African political science, social
science and international relations for environmental conflict and security studies. If
we must reconstruct a truly African perspective to global environmental security, our
intellectuals must be the critics, moulders and shapers of the paradigmatic shift. From
there, policy-makers, and the people who are the stakeholders must be joined in
resisting the wholesale abandonment of our environmental heritage to global market
forces.
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At a conceptual level, it is important to deconstruct the neo-Malthusian and monocausal scarcities' perspective to environmental security, and reject its criminalisation
of Africa in orthodox global environmental change discourse. The limited analytical
value of such approaches and their value-laden agenda of maximising western
interest, promoting modernisation and market-led policies, should be exposed.
Rather, focus should be re-directed at critically interrogating their assumptions, and
demonstrating that the roots of violent conflict lie in the way the capitalist-led global
system interacts with the African environment, and the contradictory social and
power relations arising from that process. The challenge is to stand logic on its feet
and reconstruct the notion of African environmental security. As noted elsewhere
(Obi, 1998a).
The path to transcendence lies in recognising the link between the dominant mode of
production in Africa and the rapid depletion of resources, the role of the state as an actor in,
and mediator of relations between the people, global capital and the environment, and the
conflictual relations of inclusion and exclusion in terms of access and control over 'scarce'
resources.

Beyond the conceptual, Africa needs to get its global environmental politics right.
There is no strong pan-African response to the inequities embedded in the ongoing
processes of globalisation. More critical is the absence of a concerted regional or
continental effort at reducing environmental conflict on the continent. In most cases,
policy-makers and militaries in Africa are yet to come to terms with the social and
politico-ecological roots of conflict. Thus, their approaches have broadly followed the
ineffective managerial, top-down, capital-intensive, or repressive approach to
environmental management and security. These have basically worsened the
problem and filled the pockets of local bureaucrats, warlords, and elite, donorcountries, expatriate consultants and suppliers of military weapons to Africa.
It is important that a blueprint stating an African position on the environment,
environmental conflict and security be drawn up and popularised within all memberstates of the OAU as a matter of urgency. There should be a shift away from peaceenforcement from the top, to peace-building from the bottom upwards based on
democratic participation, equitable access of the majority to resources, popular
sovereignty, and the tenets of the sustainable management of environmental
resources.
Finally, the security of the African environment can best be assured only within an
equitable global economic and political system that is sensitive to the welfare and
development of all Africans. True, some may see this as an El Dorado, given the sorry
economic state of the continent, partly the 'gift' of the ravaging forces of the global
market: adjustment, speculators and multinationals, and the outcome of the treachery
of local gatekeepers of the state and global capital. Yet, others would be more correct
to say that it is a more viable alternative on which to build a just and peaceful world.
More fundamentally, it addresses the environmental security of the African rather
than the caricature which globalised orthodox environmental security discourse
seeks to force-feed us.
Cyril Obi, St. Antony's College, Oxford /NIIA, Lagos.
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Versions of Resistance History in South
Africa: the ANC Strand in Inkatha in the
1970s and 1980s
Gerhard Mare
Since the 1999 elections in South Africa the Inkatha Freedom Party (IFP)
has entered into a 'coalition' with the African National Congress (ANC) (now
described as such by both parties) at both provincial (KwaZulu-Natal - KZN)
and national levels of government. Such close cooperation, albeit largely
at leadership and parliamentary representative level, would have been hard
to imagine even five years ago, when the IFP refused to participate in the
first democratic elections unless a range of demands were met by the
negotiators in the transition process. Such confrontation reflected the
vicious, state-supported, war that was waged between IFP and ANC
supporters in KZN and on the east Rand, in which thousands were killed
and many more turned into internal refugees.
While any steps to attain lasting peace are to be welcomed, if the past is
not addressed such moves may prove to be fragile. An aspect of the past is
the relationship between the ANC, as movement and as resistance symbol,
and the Inkatha movement of nkosi Mangosuthu Buthelezi during the 1970s
and 1980s. Inkatha's perception and presentation of 'the ANC during this
period is discussed. The argument is that Inkatha leadership had the
opportunity, and not only the ideological pressure, to place the movement
within an ANC resistance history, that was also populist, denying class
and other divisions. However, Inkatha was never able to escape its political
location with the KwaZulu ethnic bantustan, and the ANC was driven to an
uncompromising position through the rise of internal resistance from the
late-1970s.

Introduction: Illegitimate Legitimacy or the True Tradition?
The viciousness of the killing fields of KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) demands a complex
explanation. Multiple causes are involved that relate to socio-economic conditions, to
the manner in which apartheid structures created spatial and political boundaries, to
direct involvement of apartheid military and police personnel, to decades of 'faction
fighting' in impoverished rural areas, to political policy disagreement, to the patterns
of class formation, to masculinities, and much more. An essential aspect to
understanding the conflict of the 1980s and 1990s, often neglected or vastly oversimplified, is the complex and changing relationship between the ANC and Inkatha,
now the Inkatha Freedom Party (the IFP), in the 1970s and early-1980s. In that
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relationship, or rather in the way in which it was perceived and defined by then
KwaZulu chief minister Gatsha (later Mangosuthu) Buthelezi and by ANC leaders
through radio broadcasts, other public discourses and instructions to followers, lies
an important part of the explanation for the inability to accept democratic processes
for the resolution of conflict.
That relationship has been anything but static and has been frequently reviewed, no
less so than in the late-1990s. Most often it has been redefined from the top, with little
consultation with the majority of people involved by such politically-motivated
redefinition - without which involvement there seems little chance of long-term peace
in the province. In addition, the violence has been perceived and experienced in very
different ways, depending on the geographical, administrative, and status location of
people involved, divided as the province (and other areas of political contestation)
was between bantustan (KwaZulu) and province (Natal), between hostel and
township, between rural and urban. There is a marked difference between the clarity
that is given to social identity (certainly also ethnicity) by the mobilisers, and the
'messy' living of those relations in everyday life. It is the interpretation of such
mobilising discourses and the agency of followers that is often neglected (see, for
example, Campbell et al. 1995).
In this article I predominantly examine the ways in which the Inkatha leadership
(especially Mangosuthu Buthelezi) employed the ANC tradition as a symbol
representative of organised resistance to white minority rule in South Africa. The
potency of the 'ANC' (as symbol) lay in the pre-eminent position occupied by the
liberation movement in the struggle against racist exclusion, oppression and
exploitation; how this element in its ideological discourse articulated with other
elements, such as the 'Zulu renaissance' that was, and at times is still being, attempted
regionally; and how the discourse was put under threat by other, external and
internal, contestations. I answer the question why it was important that Inkatha
should have used this particular tradition to mobilise people, especially men (see
Waetjen and Mare, 1999). Another important function of this strand, as it was for the
ANC, was to deny divisions, or to relegate them to resolution at some future date; in
both versions, that of the ANC and of Inkatha, we are speaking of a resistance
populism that denied the validity or centrality of such divisions as class and gender,
or placed them at a lower level than 'the struggle'. These elements played themselves
out in less obvious ways, as a consequence.
While Inkatha drew upon its own earlier existence (in the 1920s) when it was
(re)formed in 1975, this was problematic and receded as it attempted to move beyond
its bantustan and ethnic base to claims for the legitimate representation of all black
people in South Africa (for a fuller discussion, see Mare and Hamilton, 1987).
An essential element, but not the only one, in the struggle waged by the Inkatha
National Cultural Liberation Movement for the allegiance and political mobilisation
of the African population in South Africa was the political symbolism offered by the
existence and history of the ANC. Inkatha leadership struggled, after its formation in
1975, to lay claim to the 'tradition' (to be examined below) offered by ANC resistance
politics since 1912. However, it has not been an uncontested terrain and there are
competing interpretations of what the ANC stood for as a liberation movement. In
addition, Inkatha leaders presented a necessary (if at times idiosyncratic) periodisation
of the liberation struggle to make ideological sense of the relationship with the ANC.
But then reinterpretation is the name of the game in political mobilising discourses, by
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both those who have power and those who wish to achieve power (see, for example,
Mare, 1993; Forsyth, 1989; Vail (ed.), 1989).
Inkatha, in brief, in its ideological discourse, claimed that it represented the 'true'
ANC, and that the ANC that existed during the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s was an
impostor off-shoot that had outgrown the limited purpose, set for itself, in the early1960s. That purpose was said to be that of maintaining an exile presence for the
banned internal movement. The Inkatha discourse explained, in Therborn's (1980:18)
terms, 'what exists', to a predominantly-regional population located within KwaZulu
and Natal. It, furthermore, gave specific content to the 'true' tradition of the 'founding
fathers' of the ANC (explaining 'what is good'). Finally, Inkatha interpreted that
history and its contents in such a way as to justify its own strategies of 'negotiation
politics' and 'working within the system' (explaining 'what is possible', through its
ideological call on people to rally behind the practical solutions offered by the
internally-located movement), while simultaneously rejecting the ANC strategy of
armed struggle and isolation of the apartheid state as being impractical and doomed
to failure because of the power of the apartheid state to crush such violent
confrontation ('what is impossible').
While a frequent response from political opponents of Inkatha had been to write off
the movement's claim to ANC legitimacy as pure opportunism and somehow 'false',
a closer examination of the issue indicates the need for a more complex analysis, an
analysis that is necessary to make sense of the undoubted appeal that Inkatha has had
and still has in the region. Too facile a dismissal of the Inkatha appeal as a 'liberation
movement' may also have led to major strategic mistakes in 'progressive' political
practice, and it has certainly prevented a more 'sympathetic' reading of history and,
hence, understanding of another interpretation of the recent past. Even before the
formation of Inkatha, Buthelezi had been involved in a campaign for the release of
Nelson Mandela in the early-1970s (such as that launched by the National Union of
South African Students, NUSAS) and had refused to participate in the reform of pass
laws as these were 'the white man's laws' (see, for example, Survey, 1975). At the same
time, the avoidance of complexity in the past allows the unproblematic and confusing
reversal of the previous simple demonisation, as appeared to be the case at the very
end of the twentieth century with attempts by prominent ANC leaders (especially
Thabo Mbeki) to rewrite Buthelezi into the ANC fold with a total disdain for the
thousands of people who had suffered in the past.
My argument is that Inkatha had a measure of success in using the ANC tradition, not
only because it (Inkatha) reflected genuine aspects of the positions articulated by 'the
founding fathers' of the ANC, but also because the 'racial populist'/African
nationalist strain that is to be found in both the 'old ANC (and resurfacing again in
the contemporary ANC), as well as in Inkatha, denied divisions within the
constituency to whom it appealed. Both these strains are resurfacing now, as they
have at several stages, in both organisations. Populist appeals have, furthermore,
made the creation of a clear divide between the ANC and Inkatha, on many issues,
very difficult (again increasingly so in the late-1990s).
Even a clear and consistent class-based attacks on Inkatha from the ANC (few as they
might have been) would seem totally inappropriate from the mid-1990s. Even the
reasonably consistent critical voices within the SA Communist Party appear to be
silent at present, as it has become on the role of tribal authority in the new South
Africa. Rather, the differences were presented, by the ANC, in terms of personality
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(Buthelezi's movement), strategies (working in the system or boycotts during the
apartheid period), racism, ethnic mobilisation or regionalism, etc. By the mid-1990s,
already, it was difficult to draw any clear class distinctions (except to refer to the
ANC-SACP-COSATU alliance) between the organisations, and that has not changed
over the next five years. Before the ANC congress in late-1997, a discussion document
circulated by struggle firebrand Peter Mokaba called for a fusion of the two
organisations, the IFP and the ANC! After the 1999 elections Buthelezi speaks of a
'coalition' that exists with the ANC at provincial and national levels. If anything, IFP
popular support (if not its leadership's class strategy) represents a regional,
impoverished and marginalised constituency, under the local authority of the
amakhosi (the chiefs), against a national and, in the KwaZulu-Natal region, an
urbanised, employed and union-organised, and better-educated population supporting the ANC. The next decade within South Africa promises several potential
realignments and while the IFP may well wane, its style of politics is far from over,
with the new ANC being the standard-bearer of populist mobilisation and the
representation of capitalist class interests.
To a large extent the facility with which an appeal to 'the people' (in this case African
'people') was used to mobilise and define a constituency, arose directly out of the
obvious racial dimension of discrimination in South Africa (as was ethnic
mobilisation fanned and facilitated by the bantustan policy). Buthelezi could say that
he, as a black man, experienced racial discrimination in a manner different from all
other 'groups' in South Africa and could, therefore, claim to speak on behalf of all
black (African) people in their shared oppression. Buthelezi steered clear of direct
involvement in the class politics of the slow growth of trade unions in the 1970s, and
in the 1980s Inkatha formed its own conservative trade union body (UWUSA) to
counter the massive resurgence of worker confidence as evidenced with the formation
of the Congress of SA Trade Unions (COSATU). It was, clearly, also a sharply
gendered vision as we have explored in relation to the mobilisation of workers
(Waetjen and Mare, 1999). He could not claim the same experiential proximity to the
exploitation of the working class; what he did in this case was to make the working
class a 'building block' of African nationalism as well as to appeal to their 'Zulu'
masculinity, along with many other such blocks, such as a growing bourgeoisie and
petty bourgeoisie, peasants, and youth (see, for example, Mare, 1984; Waetjen and
Mare, 1999; Hassim, 1990,1993).
However, these are largely analytical distinctions. On a practical level the most
confusing aspect of the relationship between the ANC and Inkatha had been the
official sanction that the banned organisation gave to the formation of Inkatha. It was
confusing to many members of the two organisations but not confusing in terms of the
common strands in their ideologies and the weakness in the ANC's attempts at
internal mass mobilisation. This was especially true in rural areas, at least until the
period that started with the mass uprising of 1976 and that reached its high point in
the mid-1980s. Alfred Nzo (ANC secretary general, and later Foreign Affairs minister
in the first democratic parliament) admitted as much in an interview conducted
probably in the mid 1970s:
To remaifi in close contact with the people, to provide them with the correct line and
direction - as a vanguard movement must do - it was necessary for us to extend our
influence in these 'toy' parliaments [in the bantustans], put forward the main issues
confronting the masses and provide direction. Our previous decision was thus reversed and
now we use these legal organisations set up by the racist regime in the 'Bantustan' areas in
order to expand ANC contact with the rural masses ... (ANC, nd:13-14).
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Inkatha: Zulu Nationalist or African National Movement?
The Inkatha movement was formed in March 1995. I have argued elsewhere (for
example, Mare, 1991) that the immediate reason for its formation lay not in the
national thrust of the petty bourgeois leadership within the bantustan; the reasons are
rather to be found in concerns about and with regional (and Zulu ethnic) politics and
economic development policies. Here the struggle against Zulu king Goodwill
Zwelithini and problems in the establishment of tripartite companies, through which
certain members of the Zulu-speaking trading class would benefit through a
relationship with established white-owned firms featured strongly. In addition,
central state involvement in the bantustan, in its attempts to find an alternative
leadership that would take 'independence', already refused by Buthelezi, and the
need for a power base outside of the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly that would
safeguard Buthelezi against attempts by the state to turn this institution and the
amakhosi against him, played an important role in the timing, if not the decision, to
launch Inkatha. That regional effort at mobilisation has been dealt with before and is
only a peripheral concern in this article.
The other thrust of Zulu politics was into the national arena. 'When the ANC was
snuffed out [with its banning by the state in 1960] black politics in South Africa died. I
think I revived it', said Buthelezi to journalist Anthony Swift {Sunday Tribune, 10
January 1982). This was the essence of Buthelezi's alternative, national-directed,
argument on the formation of Inkatha, that is, that it was the revived ANC. However,
it was a specific ANC that had been revived: 'We in Inkatha still see ourselves as
committed to the ideals of the ANC - not as it operates now but to the ideals propagated by

thefounding fathers in 1912 (emphasis added). So, in much the same way that he had
used the ANC tradition to justify his earlier political choices in the 1960s and 1970s
(those associated with 'working within the system in order to change it'), the ANC
also featured in the symbolic universe called upon at the formation of Inkatha.
Buthelezi was not threatened by the first black consciousness organisations (such as
the SA Students' Organisation, SASO), but was later threatened by the uncompromising politics of black consciousness-inspired youth politics from 1977 on (as was the
ANC, but for somewhat different reasons).
While the Inkatha leaders had been free to appropriate other symbols of the ANC,
such as the colours of black, green and gold (only changed through the addition of
additional colours with the formation of the Inkatha Freedom Part in 1991), and the
khaki uniform, it had steered clear of the Freedom Charter (on the importance that the
Freedom Charter occupied within the ANC's call for support, see, for example,
Polley, 1988; Suttner and Cronin et al. (1985). On the basis that this was a corner-stone
of ANC policies that had originated from the legal, 'democratic' period of the ANC the period found acceptable by Inkatha leadership - it would have been expected that
Inkatha would lay claim to the document. However, it shied away from this course of
action, probably due to the 'socialist' image, if not content, that the Freedom Charter
had for many years. However, the debate around the Charter itself and on the
economic structure of a post-apartheid South Africa, have demystified much of the
economic prescriptions of the Freedom Charter and it could, today, probably sit fairly
easily within the 'responsible capitalism' advocated by Inkatha through the years (see
a recent description of the process of creating the Freedom Charter in Bernstein, 1999:
chapter 10).
The Inkatha secretary general, Dr Oscar Dhlomo, said as much in the early-1980s
when he tried to convince Indian people that Inkatha had nothing to do with the
radicalism in the ANC in the early-1980s:
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Our Statement of Belief [the Inkatha equivalent to the Freedom Charter] is clear proof of
this. This is the ANC that operated in South Africa from 1912 to 1960 (Post Natal, 3-6

February 1982).
While Dhlomo said that 'I don't want anyone to force me and tell me now that this [the
Freedom Charter] is my political bible', it is clear that Inkatha felt compelled to
present their 'Statement of Belief within the ANC tradition (1912 to I960, from
formation to banning) with its earlier equivalent in the Freedom Charter.
The question of violence is one on which the ANC and Inkatha differed
fundamentally - at the level of rhetoric and propaganda, if not practice. The ANC's
policy will have to await later examination, but I can try to tease out what the Inkatha
presentation of the difference was. In an interview, Dr Frank Mdlalose, Inkatha
central committee member and KwaZulu bantustan minister of the interior
(subsequently the first premier of post-1994 province of KwaZulu-Natal), said in 1979
that the issue of violence was the only one on which Inkatha and the ANC differed:'...
removing violence, everything with the ANC is alright with us' (KCAV, 157 & 176).
Most frequently Inkatha argued that its choice of the non-violent option was one of
strategy - the time was not ripe for the violent over-throw of the state, but that that
time might well arrive (this was repeated as late as 1987 by Buthelezi in the libel action
against Frontline magazine (Natal Mercury, 5 November 1987): 'If it were the only
option and my people chose it, I would endorse it'. This future choice, to be expressed
by Buthelezi who would lead his people in their wishes, was then used as a threat to
convince the state to take him and Inkatha seriously. Practical arguments were used
why it had not yet been engaged in (see, for example, arguments advanced in Mare
and Hamilton, 1987:79-80).
At other times the non-violent option was presented as desirable under any
circumstances, as the alternative would leave the country in ruins and not fit for any
majority government. Violence was also presented as the only option that a
movement such as the ANC 'mission in exile' had at its disposal. It had been cut off
from the practical day-to-day politics in the country, was not responsible to any
constituency (except to the arms suppliers of the communist world), and could,
therefore, make choices that were not available to internal movements such as
Inkatha, it was argued.

Buthelezi & the ANC: 1940s to 1975
The broad sweep presented above does, however, need to be illustrated with greater
detail and clarity. To do that I will examine the presentation of himself and his
political actions by Inkatha president Mangosuthu Buthelezi, in so far as they relate to
the 'ANC as the symbol of political resistance. The centrality of Buthelezi - as largely
unchallenged within the movement, as condensation of the various elements used to
mobilise people into Inkatha, as demanding full loyalty - has been accepted in
analyses and descriptions.
Chief Buthelezi relied on certain events and traditions to explain his actions and to
legitimate his structural involvement in what would otherwise have been simply
another apartheid-created bantustan, and his leadership position both in KwaZulu
and in Inkatha. These traditions at times came (and often still come) into conflict with
each other and are also sometimes internally contradictory. For example, the claim to
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a genealogical entitlement to the position of chief minister of KwaZulu ran directly
counter to a simultaneous claim to democratic leadership of a modernising political
organisation; reflecting the wishes of 'the people' through a mystical blood
community does not sit well with democratic approval for policy directions; 'working
within the system' as a strategy, and maintaining that system, became a tightrope that
Inkatha never successfully negotiated (see the 'Inkathagate' revelations and the trial
of Magnus Malan in 1996).
An important event in the process of legitimation through the ANC occurred when
Buthelezi went to the University of Fort Hare in 1947 to study for a degree in Bantu
Administration, history and law. It was at the same time that Robert Sobukwe was
there, then president of the Youth League, later president of the Pan-Africanist
Congress (see Temkin, 1976:30-39; Gastrow, 1985:54). Buthelezi was also a member of
the Youth League at Fort Hare from 1948 to 1950, although the depth of his
involvement is sometimes questioned (Mzala, 1988:229).
What did Buthelezi make of this period in his self-presentations? In 1978 he told those
at a luncheon at the residence of industrialist Basil Landau:
/ was a member of the now-banned African National Congress when it was possible to be a
member of such an organisation. I am still committed to the great ideals of that great
organisation as spelled out by the founding fathers ... (Landau, 3 December 1978:2).

Here, as so often elsewhere, the common themes are those of 'ideals' (that are
sometimes presented as having been betrayed by the ANC 'mission in exile') and
allegiance to the ANC whose trajectory runs from the 'founding fathers' and not from
subsequent re-interpretations.
Reference to his membership of the ANC was repeated frequently. In 1988, however,
it was given a totally new twist. In an article on then-still 'listed' (as 'communist' in
terms of apartheid 'security' legislation) lawyer Rowley Arenstein, his daughter,
Jenny Friedman, claimed that the chief had retained membership of the ANC until
1980! {Sunday Tribune, 2 February 1988). Rowley Arenstein was a friend and advisor to
Buthelezi, while Jenny Friedman served as one of Buthelezi's attorneys.
Buthelezi left Fort Hare after a charge of having victimised a student who refused to
participate in boycott action in protest at the visit by the Union of South Africa's
Governor-General to the university. The charge is denied by Temkin in his approved
biography of Buthelezi. Whatever the case may have been, Buthelezi completed his
degree courses at the University of Natal, graduated at Fort Hare, and joined the
Native Affairs Department in Durban. He chose this direction rather than a future law
career that would have started with articles with Arenstein after having been told by
the Secretary for Bantu Administration, Dr WWM Eiselen, that,
if he wanted to succeed to the chieftainship, then his future record should be such that it
would 'wipe out' the Fort Hare escapade. It wasfor this reason that Buthelezi decided to join
the Department of Native Administration ... (Temkin, 1976:39).

In 1953 he contentiously became chief of the Buthelezi clan against a challenge from
his half-brother Mceleli (Temkin, 1976:61-63, 67-68; also see Mzala, 1988).
This 'traditional' role set Buthelezi on the path of 'working within the system', during
the period when the 1951 Bantu Authorities Act confirmed the central role that
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chief ship was going to play within apartheid South Africa. In 1957 he was accepted by
the state as chief to the Buthelezi clan. He subsequently, in the 1960s, became head of
both the tribal and regional authorities for which he qualified, new structures that
moved beyond what could be deemed to have some 'traditional' legitimacy.
Hammond-Tooke (1975:204) wrote that
although the basis of the system (of Bantu Authorities) is the traditional chiefdoms, the
whole structure, above the tribal authority level [regional and territorial authorities] had no
counterpart in the traditional system.

To justify his involvement Buthelezi relied on three major explanations: the first is
that he was destined to lead Zulu people; second, that he had no option and only
accepted the Bantu authority system once the element of choice had been removed by
the central state; and, third, that the ANC gave him the go-ahead for this political
choice. On the available evidence it is not clear exactly what the ANC did give its
blessing to, remembering that the organisation opposed the Bantu Authorities
system. In 1951 a Joint Planning Council (JPC) was set up by, amongst others, the ANC
to oppose legislation such as the Bantu Authorities Act. This programme led to the
Defiance Campaign. Walter Sisulu was one of the ANC representatives on the JPC,
and also a figure frequently cited by Buthelezi to justify his choices at the time
(Walshe, 1970:402, 292, 293). When Buthelezi was formally accepted as a chief by the
central state, in 1957, resistance against Bantu Authorities had broken out in the
Transkei, Zeerust, and Sekhukuniland {Survey, 1957/8:57-76). However, in 1985 it
was belatedly admitted at the Kabwe Conference that the ANC's leadership had
approved of Buthelezi's tactic of participation in state structures, and also blessed the
formation of Inkatha (I will return to this latter point below).
There was another, even more important, element to the relationship between ANC
leaders and Buthelezi. The chief claimed that the legitimacy of his claim to the mantle
of the ANC that was banned in 1960 came from the close relationship with leaders
from the pre-banning phase, especially with Albert Luthuli, president of the ANC,
Nobel Peace Prize winner, and clan chief at the time that it was banned. Albert Luthuli
served as a very important legitimator - not only as the last internally-based leader
before 1990, but he was also a traditional leader, a Zulu, and had regular contact with
Buthelezi:
The ANC's greatest servant of the people, Chief Albert Luthuli was a democrat, risen out of
a rural society to command the respect amongst all because he worked with all... And right
until his death, he remained committed to a multi-purpose strategy. It was he himself, it
was he Chief Albert Luthuli who advised me personally to return to my people, the
Buthelezis in the Mahlabatini district and forego the advantages I would have had, had I
become a lawyer, like I intended to. It was he who persuaded me that the unity in the
struggle demanded that I do my share to mobilise the people through that office which
history itself had prescribedfor me. He knew that I traced my descent to the founding fathers
of the Zulu nation, both through my mother and my father. He knew that I stood in a long
line of succession of men, many of whom had acted as Prime Ministers to Zulu Kings since
the last century. He knew that we must not abandon the bastions of strength which history
has provided us, and he knew what I should do. He knew what my latefather, ChiefMathole
Buthelezi's position was within the Zulu national grouping. Chief Luthuli often talked to
me and many others in the ANC about how it was not possible to hold any Zulu national
discussions without the presence and leadership of my father in his capacity as the nation's
traditional Prime Minister ...
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I am grateful to Walter Sisulu, his [Luthuli's] Secretary-General [in the ANC], to Nelson
Mandela, one of his Lieutenants, who all advised me not to shirk my traditional
responsibilities (BS, 4 December 1983:14-15).
I have quoted from this speech at some length because it offers a clear example of the
intricate and layered way in which Buthelezi married the various legitimating
traditions. These traditions then also served as justification for strategies that he had
employed - in this case that of a 'multi-purpose strategy', that of becoming an active
chief within the Bantu Authorities system, as well as his claim to a traditional role of
prominence within Zulu society, in turn overlapping with ANC politics.
While the continuation in leadership between chief Luthuli and chief Buthelezi is
usually simply implied in speeches, it had also been directly stated. So, for example,
in an Inkatha document in a section on the 'history of the relationship between
Inkatha and the ANC, it is claimed that
(i)n a symbolic meeting between Chief Luthuli and the Hon. Chief M.G. Buthelezi in the
1960's, the heritage of the leadership of the liberation struggle was passed on to the Hon.
Chief Buthelezi (Inkatha, 1983:12).
This version of resistance history in South Africa rests centrally on a specific
interpretation of the past. Inkatha's version, during the early-1980s, is partly captured
in the following extract from an article by then Inkatha secretary-general Oscar
Dhlomo:
In Inkatha circles the so-called ANC is officially referred to as the 'External Mission of the
ANC. This is so because according to recorded history the external mission of the ANC in
the person of the current caretaker of that movement, Mr Oliver Tambo, was sent overseas
by the last constitutionally elected President of the ANC, the late Chief Albert Luthuli, to
drum up support for the liberation struggle of black people inside South Africa. There was
never any intention that the external mission of the ANC would develop a completely
autonomous movement that would be free to decide on any liberatory strategies that would
implicate millions of black people inside the country, without first consulting them.
Chief Buthelezi always refers to the external mission of the ANC as the proverbial 'tail that
wags the dog' (Dhlomo, 1984:47).
By 1988 Buthelezi had gone so far as to create another acronym for the ANC, namely
'ANC(EM)', ANC External Mission, to formalise, in the Inkatha political discourse, its
(Inkatha's) separate existence from the ANC that had been banned.
So what we have, in the Inkatha version during the first decade of its existence, is an
ANC formed in 1912, with Zulu individuals playing a very important part in the
formation of the liberation movement. In addition, personalities related to Buthelezi
were singled out for frequent mention, particularly in their relationship to him. Such
figures are Dr Pixley ka Isaka Seme ('a peasant child' who had made it, in the same
way as his nephew Buthelezi, also 'a simple African of peasant stock', had done (BS,
15 September 1984:1,2)); H Selby Msimang (BS, 6 April 1987); SZ Conco {KLAD, 1975,
7:889); and John Dube. Natal historians Brookes and Webb (1979:296) commented on
the formation of the ANC in 1912, that '(t)hus from conservative Natal and Zululand
came the institution which for many years was for many Africans the symbol of
liberation'. It was that same conservative tradition that Inkatha and Buthelezi drew on
in their interpretation of liberation history. These are the 'founding fathers' in whose
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'tradition' Buthelezi and Inkatha operated. This ANC, which was democratic and
non-violent according to Inkatha, was banned in 1960, leaving a 'political vacuum' for
the next 15 years. During the period of the 'vacuum', Buthelezi engaged in the tactic of
resisting from within the system, with the approval of ANC president Luthuli and
other important figures.
Now and then, as with other aspects of the discourse of Inkatha, members got the
message wrong or responded to it in too extreme a fashion. This had also been the case
with the 'Zuluness' of the ANC. In 1976 KwaZulu Legislative Assembly member Paul
Sibeko, who had been a member of the ANC in 1928, told the Assembly that Mandela
and Sisulu could not be 'leaders here in Zululand':
With due respect,... these two gentlemen are Xhosas and I cannot see that the Zulus were
ever led by Xhosas here in Zululand (KLAD, 1976, 8:161).

Buthelezi rebuked him very strongly, although Sibeko did express himself within a
long tradition of Zulu and regional chauvinism within various national organisations, from the ANC to the ICU.
On the other hand, Buthelezi had himself on occasion criticised the non-'racial' policy
of the ANC. In 1980 he told the KLA that this policy was perturbing as it is 'taken as a
licence by white radicals in South Africa and abroad to create divisions among
blacks'. He mentioned Andrew Boraine and Horst Kleinschmidt by name, as being
involved in a 'new form of white intellectual colonisation of the black man' {Rand
Daily Mail, 22 April 1980). He had also resented, on a racialised basis, that Indian
members of the ANC should criticise him.
In 1970 Buthelezi became chief councillor in the Zululand Territorial Authority
(ZTA). The ZTA was the early pinnacle, for the Zulu, of the apartheid-envisaged
pyramid of authority for each of the eight, at the time (later ten), 'nations'. In 1972 the
ZTA became the KwaZulu Legislative Assembly (KLA).
If Buthelezi and those who supported him had visions of using the bantustan as a base
for national resistance politics during the first half of the 1970s these plans came to
very little. It was the mass strikes of 1973 that indicated the new direction of political
activity, and not the steadfast refusal to take 'independence' (ultimately only four of
the bantustans accepted the final apartheid goal of "independence' from central
authority). The 1973 strikes confirmed working class demands that could not possibly
be met by the protest politics of the bantustan petty bourgeoisie around Buthelezi.
The strikes also confirmed confrontational action, rather than the threat of action, that
was and remained the hallmark of Inkatha politics in its dealings with the apartheid
state (see Mare and Hamilton, 1987:162).
The 1973 strikes clearly separated working class demands from the specific interests
of the petty bourgeoisie, many of whom were located within the KLA. Both Buthelezi
and the Zulu king fared badly in this unfamiliar terrain, and their interventions
caused ill-feeling (Mare and Hamilton, 1987:118). Buthelezi's class concern was rather
with foreign investment (called for in his contribution to the international advertising
campaign sponsored by Trust Bank during the 1970s), calls to avoid strikes, and
advancing the interests of a fraction of the bantustan petty bourgeoisie through
integration as junior partners with monopoly capital through the tripartite company
schemes (see Mare and Hamilton, 1987:106-10). It is not as though these steps were
justified as steps aimed at curbing the power of labour. On the contrary, Buthelezi
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justified these as measures as necessary to create employment and strengthen the
working class, against the ANC's call for disinvestment and the use of strikes to
advance political demands.
However, the 1973 strikes were not all that demanded his political attention in the
1970s. Involvement in bantustan politics and the particular legitimation within a Zulu
tradition 'chosen' by Buthelezi meant that he had to devote much energy to a power
struggle against the young Zulu king, Goodwill Zwelithini. The king not only
provided the potential of an alternative pole for those seeking political power
(operating within the same field of 'traditional' politics, gathering legitimacy from the
same 'past' (see Mare, 1993), but was clearly the preferred option for the apartheid
state once Buthelezi's recalcitrance on accepting the path to independent nationhood
for Zulu people became clear.

The Split in 1979/80
The 1973 strikes had enabled KwaZulu's politicians to make use of the 'spirit' of mass
action, employing it as a threat, without having to confront the implications in any
immediate way. The one exception was the councillor for community affairs, Barney
Dladla, but he was soon sidelined by Buthelezi as he built an independent support
base amongst workers. The ambiguity of the general political and labour situation,
the enthusiastic support for organisational activity amongst and by workers from
Dladla, and the decision from the side of the new worker organisations, at the very
least, not to confront Inkatha, created a stand-off during the first five years of
Inkatha's existence, and growing tension for another five. It was only in 1985, with the
formation of COSATU, that the working class organisations finally broke with
Inkatha in an unambiguous manner. It has been noted that it is frequently along the
faultlines of class that the apparently all-encompassing appeal of populism fractures.
As Raby wrote (1983:15):
The ideology of populism is all-embracing, appealing to the ideological unity of the nation or
the people; it cannot therefore tolerate class-based organizations which are truly
independent, and therefore divisive.

Probably the most significant event, in its negative impact on Inkatha's own early
mobilising ability, came with the 1976 Soweto uprising by scholars protesting at the
use of Afrikaans as the medium of instruction for certain subjects in township schools.
On one level, at least, it was even more important than the 1973 strike wave. 'Soweto
1976' shifted resistance into the field of 'the community', into the site of social
reproduction rather than of production, where it was to be located nearly exclusively
for a decade, and where it continued to occupy prominence until the collapse of
apartheid. For the ANC itself it provided new impetus for the armed struggle,
reflected in part in Natal and KwaZulu with a clash of strategies between open and
sensitive union organisation and covert recruitment for the armed wing, MK. The
issues that occupied the tactics of internal resistance organisations were no longer
wages and working conditions, although these still took place but in a discrete arena;
instead education, rents, local government, transport, and services became flashpoints
of resistance. Inkatha was extremely vulnerable here, for unlike the field of labour
where its vested, rather than rhetorical, support for capitalism was not yet wellfounded, the movement, operating within the KwaZulu bantustan through the KLA
was increasingly taking control of exactly those areas of administration and policymaking that were becoming sites of resistance.
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It must be remembered that Inkatha had now become the governing party in a
bantustan. Elections were only held in 1978, but the total overlap in Inkatha
leadership with the KLA had been achieved from 1975. By 1980, when the schools
boycotts that had resulted from the Soweto uprising had spread to KwaMashu,
Inkatha had claimed to have established its own educational system; it was in charge
of township administration both within KwaZulu and with its members serving as
'community councillors' in townships in Natal; it controlled transport through
KwaZulu Transport; it increased rents; etc (see Mdluli, 1987; Mare, 1979; Byerley,
1985; Challenor, 1984; Mare and Hamilton, 1987; Work in Progress, 1980).
In 1979 a more visible event, rather than a structural shift in the relationship between
Inkatha and the ANC, took place. Buthelezi led a high-powered Inkatha delegation to
London to prove the point that he was no 'traitor' to the liberation struggle, as Soweto
medical doctor, Ntatho Motlana had accused him of being, but a recognised leader of
another liberation movement. Motlana had, as a member of the Soweto Committee of
Ten (formed after the Soweto uprising with prominent Soweto residents as a public
leadership group) and an ex-member of the ANC himself, told a meeting that the ANC
would not have had contact with Buthelezi, as the latter claimed, because Buthelezi
was a traitor to the cause of black liberation (Mare and Hamilton, 1987:143).
However, that meeting did little more than confirm a parting of the ways that had
been running in parallel. By 1983 the breakdown had gone so far that Inkatha
secretary general Oscar Dhlomo wrote {Drum, February) that
... Chief Buthelezi acknowledges the leadership of those who were leaders of the ANC, while
he himself was a youth member, and when the ANC functioned legally ...But that does not
mean that he is prepared to be an underling or political bag carrier of the now banned
external mission of the ANC.

Dhlomo was still careful to distance, in Inkatha's perspective of the past, the older
leadership of the ANC from the new influences, especially through new recruits after
state repression that followed the Soweto uprising.
The 1979 meeting in London was the turning point in relations between Inkatha and
the ANC (for a discussion of the change in the ANC thinking, see Barrell, 1991). It was
fundamentally to affect the future direction of the Inkatha movement. To the extent
that it had been able to move out of the restrictions imposed by its formation as a Zulu
ethnic and KwaZulu bantustan political party, and offer itself as a moderate but
principled liberation movement, it had done so on the basis as the ANC in another
guise, the true movement of the 'founding fathers'. The break in 1979 put paid to that
in a very visible way. The manner in which Inkatha broke the schools boycotts in
KwaMashu in 1980 and the student unrest at the University of Zululand (see Mare
and Hamilton, 1987: chapter 8), and the alienation of many of its potential supporters
through these actions, confirmed the direction that Inkatha was now forced to take forced, but also inevitably led through its inability to become more than a Zulu ethnic
movement. From now on its political strategy and ideological presentation was to
lead it into violent conflict with an ANC and its internal 'front' organisations
organised within the United Democratic Front (UDF). The new politics of the 1980s,
both in the ANC and in the organisations of the UDF, had been boosted by an influx of
'young lions', the generation of Soweto 1976, much less willing to compromise than
the leadership of the 1940s and 1950s had been willing to do and fired by the
excitement of mass politics and successes of 'ungovernability' within the country.
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The new direction for Inkatha was to consist of a consolidation of its regional power
base, on the economic, political and ideological levels (see Forsyth and Mare, 1992).
What are the essential points of that consolidation? First, it set in motion
investigations that would give it the ammunition with which to provide alternatives
to the state's fumbling and discredited reform programme of the 1980s. It did this
through the Buthelezi Commission, created in 1980 and reporting in 1982 (Mare,
1987a). If there was to be reform, then Inkatha wanted to be at the forefront,
establishing itself as the movement with practical alternatives to the state-initiated
moves.
Second, it claimed for itself the role of guarantor of stability, through its actions
against protesting pupils in 1980, and afterwards in an ever-growing list of attacks on
opponents of the state (which were also now opponents of Inkatha). Direct action was
linked to the way in which it presented its reform options; the Buthelezi Commission
Report, for example, was called The requirements for stability in KwaZulu and Natal.

Inkatha would, from now on, present itself as the only 'black moderate' partner with
sufficient grassroots backing to ensure capitalist stability in the region. This direction
also demanded that the KLA should control its own 'security forces'. It was, however,
during the first half of the 1980s, not directly linked to state repressive apparatuses
beyond its structural location within the bantustan (at least not on any significant
scale). This was to come in the second half of the 1980s.
Langner (1983:198) argued that Inkatha moved into a para-military phase after the
break with the ANC, and that it demanded regional consolidation for wider political
strategies:
The decision (to embark on a para-military strategy) was taken by the Central Committee
on 19 July 1980 after noting 'the increasing crescendo of attacks by the top hierarchy of the
(ANC) in exile, the South African Communist Party and the so-called Radio Freedom...
Because of the greater concentration on Natal/KwaZulu [in terms of mobilising strategies],
the Central Committee asked Buthelezi to accept that 'the redeployment of forces' may
necessarily mvolve limiting the area of Inkatha's activities.
So as not to create the impression that Inkatha was a 'tribal development' and had
diminished its strength, the Central Committee explained that 'Social, economic, historical
and strategic factors make it necessary for the President to use Natal as a springboard to
national problems'.

KwaZulu took control of its own branch of the South African Police (SAP) in 1980,
initially as a section within the department of justice and then as a department under
Buthelezi himself (Mare and Hamilton, 1987:214-5). The KwaZulu Police became, as
much as the SAP, a frontline against the ANC and UDF, increasingly for the same
reasons (BS, 21 January 1987) - the distinction between an external and a 'true' ANC
remained, even at this late date:
In our Black townships the ANC Mission in Exile, working through surrogates, try and tip
the South African scales in favour of violent solutions which will ensconce a Marxist oneParty State in South Africa. You [the KwaZulu Police] will be serving in Black townships
where the politics of intimidation combine with all kinds of criminal elements to sow discord
and chaos.

The region was now, since early in the 1980s, into the confrontational politics of
threats and attacks (from 1)0111 sides'), a far cry from the approval and non-
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antagonistic, if not always openly cordial, relations of the early- and mid-1970s. It was
in this context that Inkatha was drawn into, and actively participated with, the
apartheid state's war against the ANC and the UDF. This period and the argument is
beyond the scope of the present paper (however, see TRC, 1998:vol. 2, chapters 4 and
5).
Third, it cemented alliances with capital, operating politically, through the Indaba.
The Indaba, a negotiation process to draw up a constitution for the region of KwaZulu
and Natal that would deny the apartheid-created and maintained spatial, political,
social and administrative divisions, was a coup for Inkatha as organised capital has
been notoriously careful to avoid overt and direct political commitment. A quarter of
the representatives at the Indaba came from organised commerce, agriculture and
industry, albeit still on a racialised basis.
Fourth, having decided that national mass mobilisation was not on the cards after
1979, Inkatha's leaders started playing the Zulu ethnic card aggressively. It did so
through mobilising on the basis of the 'Zulu nation' and its 'warrior' traditions, but
also in making greater demands on the amakhosi (the chiefs) as authority structures even the 'modernising' Indaba constitution makes provision for the retention of chiefs
as local authority, as cultural guardians, and as a police force (Mare, 1987). Here too
the ANC has since 1994 moved in the direction of making 'traditional authority' an
integral part of the politics and government of the country (albeit with greater
suspicion and clear internal differences), making their position hardly distinguishable from that of IFP leaders.
If the 1979 London meeting signified the break and the 1980 schools boycott
repression the confirmation, the formation in 1983 of the United Democratic Front
(UDF) gave a massive blow to another aspect of Inkatha's claims to the ANC tradition.
In 1979 and 1980 Inkatha could say that it was breaking with the 'mission in exile',
while retaining its loyalty to the traditions of the 'founding fathers'. In 1983 the UDF
claimed an even greater continuation with the old traditions: it had more impressive,
and national, figures from the ANC past in its leadership; it accepted the Freedom
Charter as its guiding document; it carried the support of the ANC itself; and, finally,
it was an internal organisation with a commitment (albeit rather loosely) to democracy
(some of the major criticisms that Inkatha has had of the 'mission in exile').
How did Inkatha respond? In the only way that it could; it gave the UDF away to the
'mission in exile' and echoed the state's accusations that the UDF was no more than a
front for the exiled leaders in Lusaka, 'surrogates' in the words of Buthelezi quoted
above. This became Inkatha's consistent response since immediately after the
formation of the UDF: for example, Inkatha central committee member Ben Jele said
that there could be no peace in Pietermaritzburg as 'The UDF has no leadership here.
The UDF takes its orders from ANC in Lusaka' {NatalMercury, 16 February 1988). In
Jele's replying affidavit in interdict cases against Inkatha in Pietermaritzburg at the
time, it was argued that the UDF was acting in terms of the ANC's strategy of
'ungovernability'. It was not that such a reading was inaccurate, but the fact that
Inkatha was targeted in that strategy, along with the apartheid state, that made it
telling of the distance that had developed between the two organisations.
Inkatha had concentrated on two strategies other than that of denouncing the ANC
generally and claiming that there was an international plot coordinated from Lusaka
against the movement and its president. The first was to argue that the ANC is
controlled by the SA Communist Party (and hence that not all African nationalists
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would support it), while the second separated the then ANC president Oliver Tambo
from the rest of the ANC leadership. When Buthelezi responded to attacks on him on
Radio Freedom in 1987 he was careful to add that
(t)heyare, however, I know, statements which are foreign to the kind of man that Mr. Oliver
Tambo is... Whether his leadership is effective enough to avoid them in future remains to be
seen (BS, 4 August 1987:23).
The same care has characterised his relationship with Nelson Mandela.

Conclusion
I have indicated that Inkatha had to use the tradition of resistance that the ANC had
made available in South Africa. It was the predominant liberation movement, because
of the historical span of its activity, because of the way it had captured the symbolic
high ground through its activities, symbols, and leaders, and because it had meant so
many things to so many classes and other interest groups. Political organisations
could not remain neutral towards the ANC during the years of anti-apartheid
struggle, or, more precisely, to its symbolic value. There were few options - they had
to reject what it stood for, or aspects of its programme (such as the split that lead to the
formation of the Pan-Africanist Congress); the ANC as a symbol had to be accepted
fairly uncritically (as had been done by the UDF); or it could be 'hi-jacked' as Inkatha
had done for many years.
Ultimately Inkatha failed, largely through its structural involvement in the 'system',
and because of the contradictory strand of regional ethnic populism that it had
grasped with much enthusiasm. These policy decisions had made even the African
nationalism that Inkatha gathered out of the tradition of the 'founding fathers' of the
ANC, slip out of its grasp, in favour of the other, and primary, path that Inkatha
followed - ethnic, traditional and regional.
Increasingly, the Inkatha view of 'what exists ... what is good ... and what is possible'
(Therborn, 1980) did not accord with the political reality around it, nor with the way
in which many people perceived it. In the ideological contestation in South Africa,
and even in the region, other discourses more adequately met the requirements of this
definition of ideology and the purpose of ideological mobilisation.
Gerhard Mare, University of Natal, Durban, South Africa.

Note
I wish to thank those who commented on various previous versions of this paper at
Rhodes University and the University of Natal.
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Tributes to Mwalimu J K Nyerere
'A Symbol that Cannot be Substituted': The Role of Mwalimu
J K Nyerere in the Liberation of Southern Africa, 1955-1990
Shubi L. Ishemo
Mwalimu Nyerere, the first President of Tanzania, passed away on 14 October
1999. He fought for the liberation of Tanzania from British colonialism and
fought tirelessly against colonialism, racism, injustice and to preserve
human dignity not only in Africa, but also throughout the Third World. He
was well known for his uncompromising support for the liberation movement
and his untiring work to ensure their victory. He was not only Father of the
Tanzanian nation but also a mentor of the birth of other nations in the
region. This essay is a brief appreciation of his work, a memory to his warmth
and his love for humanity.

Early Support for the Liberation of Southern Africa
From the mid-1950s Mwalimu led the struggle for Tanganyika's independence which
was achieved in 1961 He considered Tanganyika's (later Tanzania) independence to
be meaningless if it was not accompanied by the independence of other colonies in
Africa. Before independence, he co-ordinated, with other leaders of the anti-colonial
movements in Eastern and Central Africa, the formation of the Pan African Movement
of East and Central Africa (PAFMECA) in 1958, later to be expanded to include
liberation movements of South Africa and Namibia. He worked for a unity of action
and the formulation of principles to guide the struggle. The regional pan-African
movement opposed apartheid, the so-called 'partnership' of the colonial Central
African Federation, and called for majority rule but in which there would be no
segregation based on race, colour, or religion.
In 1959, Mwalimu wrote a letter to the editor of a South African magazine, Africa South
(October-December 1959), and expressed a strong moral conviction against apartheid.
He appealed for world solidarity to destroy the apartheid regime by imposing
economic sanctions against it. In a very fitting analogy to his personal moral
conviction, he recounted how as a schoolboy, a friend offered to buy him a pair of
shorts which he badly needed. Upon discovering that his friend had obtained the
money by devious means, he immediately returned the shorts because, as he put it, 'I
could not approve of the manner in which the money had been obtained and still
enjoy what the money had bought for me.'
He applied that moral with an appeal to boycott South African goods. It was not good
enough to condemn the racist regime with resolutions while continuing to buy goods
produced under 'semi-slave conditions under which our brothers and sisters in South
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Africa live'. Could anyone enjoy such goods 'with a clear conscience'? If governments
could not take action, then customer power could force change. As he put it,
Each one of us can remove his individual prop to the South African system by refusing to
buy South African goods ... I feel it is only in this way that we can give meaning to our
abhorrence of the system, and give encouragement to sympathetic governments of the world
to act.

The racist regime could feel 'the sharp effect of the boycott... when every person in
the whole world who disapproves of the South African system withdraws his support
of it by withdrawing his contribution to its upkeep ... its running expenses'. He
argued; that since there were alternative sources of such goods, people across the
world could take such action. 'Let every man and woman who disapproves of the
South African system', he continued, 'search his or her conscience, and decide to
support or not to support the racialists'.
This approach to popular resistance was informed by the experience of anti-colonial
struggle. As a leader of an anti-colonial movement, the Tanganyika African National
Union, he understood the significance of that approach in the struggle against British
colonialism. He sought to apply this method to mobilise world opinion against
colonial oppression and apartheid. It is fitting that he, with Archbishop Trevor
Huddleston, among others, was a founder of the British based Anti-Apartheid
Movement. The choice of Britain for such a movement was clear. It was South Africa's
largest trading partner and the largest investor in that country.

Mwalimu, African Unity & the Liberation Movement
Mwalimu Nyerere was one of the founding Heads of State of the Organization of
African Unity in 1963. At the Summit Conference in Addis Ababa, he committed
Tanganyika to the total liberation of Africa.
We in Tanganyika are prepared to die a little for the final removal of the humiliation of
colonialism from the face of Africa ... the humiliating truth is that Africa is not free and
therefore it is Africa which should take the necessary collective measures to free Africa. This
is the clear and serious message that should go from this conference to the Security Council
{Freedom and Unity, pp. 215-216).

He believed, like Kwame Nkrumah, Sekou Toure and others, that Africa was not free
until colonialism and apartheid were removed and that it was through unity, real
unity, that Africa could effectively free herself. He encouraged the formation of
liberation movements such as the Mozambican Liberation Front (Frelimo) and offered
them secure rear bases to train and prepare for armed struggle. He consolidated
Tanzanian national defence forces to secure those rear bases and national frontiers.
Refugees escaping persecution from colonial and racist oppression in Mozambique,
Angola, South Africa, Zimbabwe and Namibia were welcome and their security
guaranteed. He actively supported the struggle of the Vietnamese people against US
imperialist aggression, and accorded diplomatic recognition to the Provisional
Revolutionary Government of South Vietnam. He gave refuge to African American
freedom fighters who faced persecution in the United States. He opposed US
aggression in Central America. He supported the struggle of the Palestinian people
for self determination, and supported the POLISARIO against Moroccan annexation
of Western Sahara. In that context, he actively campaigned for the recognition of the
Sahrawi Democratic Republic and its subsequent membership of the OAU. His key
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role in the liberation of Uganda in the late 1970s from fascism and the tremendous
sacrifices Tanzania suffered to secure that liberation are well known to replicate here.
His thought and commitment inspired those struggling for freedom and significantly
influenced the development of an internationalist political culture among the
Tanzanian people. The Tanzanian people came to regard those struggles as their own.
Mwalimu was a pan Africanist, an internationalist, a selfless, fearless and valiant
fighter against oppression.
It was Tanzania's active support for the liberation struggle that influenced the
founding and location of headquarters of the OAU Liberation Committee in Dar es
Salaam. The Committee must have worked closely with Mwalimu. He was clear that
the liberation of Southern Africa and the Portuguese West African colonies of Guinea
Bissau, Cabo Verde, and Sao Tome e Principe could be liberated by their people.
Africa could offer them material and political support. In an extensive interview with
a London based Africa magazine (21 May 1973), he considered the idea of an African
Military High Command absurd because a precondition for such a command was an
African Political High Command. He noted that Nkrumah's vision was misunderstood because he , Nkrumah, did not separate the two and 'indeed it is possible that
part of his urge for political unity was a recognition that it was an essential part of
Africa's military strength'. Mwalimu argued against that proposition because:
it can be an alibi for doing nothing about the liberation of our continent... You can all too
easily say 'ah, if we had an African Military High Command, we could liberate Southern
Africa' - and then do nothing about the liberation struggle that is now taking place.

He noted that there was no evidence that independent Africa was 'able and willing' to
provide such an army. Most of Africa had failed the liberation struggle. How could it,
he asked, mount such an army when 'it is not even very active in supporting the OAU
Liberation Committee with funds and materials?' He emphasised that the people of
Southern Africa were their own liberators. What they needed from independent
Africa was
not dreams about what we might do, but the material support which we are quite capable of
giving. They want ...the arms, the food, the clothing, medical supplies, etc., without which
their struggle cannot succeed in the modern world... it is not necessary to have an African
Military High Command to see that they get these things. All that is necessary is a real,
serious, and genuine commitment by independent Africa to the total liberation of this
continent {Africa, 21 May 1973).

He argued that Africa should take seriously the reallyfightingand effective liberation
movements rather than 'talking a lot, passing lots of resolutions'. They should be
given material aid and be treated 'as heroes and warriors' rather than as 'beggars'
(Ibid.). Mwalimu argued against the idea of liberation movements forming
governments-in-exile. Such a move would not gain them international prestige.
Prestige could only be gained 'on the battlefield, not from offices away from the
fighting fronts.' He added,
The liberation movements which have success to show on the battlefield do not waste time
talking about the establishment of governments-in-exile. For they are concerned about
liberation, and they know how disruptive such talk would be to the struggle itself. They
know also that when the time comes for establishing governments, these will not be
'governments-in-exile', but governments firmly based in the liberated areas of their
respective countries - that is, effective governments (Ibid.).
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Indeed Mwalimu was giving force to what the liberation movements had been asking
independent Africa. At the OAU Summit in Algiers in September 1968, the ANC of
South Africa, SWAPO, FRELIMO, MPLA and PAIGC had reiterated the significance
of independent Africa's material support. But they emphasised that such support
should be given to 'real movements that are effective and have the support of the
masses'. The criterion for determining which were real and effective movements
should be 'disciplined movements, with a single military command and capable of
ensuring proper security of operations'. Africa's limited resources should not be
wasted on ineffective movements which were 'sponsored by imperialism' (Tambo,
1987). Real and effective movements were central to Mwalimu's role in the liberation
struggle. We shall expand on this theme with Mwalimu's support for FRELIMO and
the MPLA. But first,

Dialogue or Confrontation? Mwalimu against African Disunity
In 1969, thirteen Heads of State of East and Central Africa signed the Lusaka
Manifesto by which they underlined preference for peaceful means to end violence
against human dignity in Southern Africa. But they warned that should the racist
regimes continue blocking the peaceful alternative, they had 'no choice but to give the
people of these territories all the support of which we are capable in their struggle
against their oppressors'. They appealed to the West not to see the liberation
movements in terms of the cold war. Their aim was 'freedom' and not 'capitalism' or
'communism' (Shamuyarira, 1969). Mwalimu warned the West of future alternatives:
If the West accepts the South African and Portuguese argument that they are fighting on
behalf of the free world' against 'communism', then I believe that in time this
interpretation will become defensible - at least as regards their enemies. For if the West
supports these racist and fascist states, the freedom struggle will in reality become apart of
the world ideological conflict. For Africa, the West will be on opposite sides of the barricades

(Ibid., p. 26).
Some African like Houphouet Boigny of the Ivory Coast, Banda of Malawi, and
Tsiranana of Madagascar, preferred the Western interpretation and therefore the
establishment of diplomatic relations with South Africa. Vorster visited Malawi to be
followed by the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two countries.
Houphouet Boigny was concerned with the so-called Chinese influence in Tanzania.
He argued against pressure on South Africa 'because it was rich and strong' and
launched what he called a 'Peace Offensive' and called for dialogue to achieve change
(Tandon, 1971). According to Tandon, there was, in 1971, a possibility of seventeen
other OAU member states joining the 'dialogue' group (Ibid., pp.6-7).
The damage done to African unity could not be underestimated. The West and
especially the United States, could exploit the disunity in the ranks of the OAU to
justify their opposition to Tanzania's friendship with China which had demonstrated
a genuine friendship towards Tanzania and Zambia by building the TANZAM
Railway. This would assist Zambia's to reduce her economic dependence on the racist
regimes. Tanzania was, after all, a safe haven for the liberation movements and
Chinese influence among them would grow. They could not forget what Chou En Lai,
the Chinese Prime Minister said on an official visit to Tanzania in 1965: 'Africa is ripe
for Revolution'. Western governments could, under the pretext of halting 'communist
expansion', advocate 'dialogue', openly trade with South Africa and even supply it
with arms. That is what they had been doing with Portugal, a fellow member of
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NATO. The apartheid regime was therefore provided with an opportunity for a
diplomatic offensive in independent Africa.
Some African leaders fell for this approach. Tanzania and other states like Guinea
opposed this line and for a time kept a low profile. Tandon notes that it was Nigeria's
President Gowon who made a diplomatic whirlwind to Ethiopia and Kenya to arrest
the danger. The dialoguists were isolated and the anti-dialogue states carried the day.
Mwalimu maintained opposition to any compromise with colonialism and racism.
The Tanzanian Government openly challenged the dialoguists. In a document
entitled The Organization of African Unity and the Freedom Struggle, it firmly stood
by the principles of anti-racism and anti-colonialism enshrined in the OAU Charter. It
argued that those who violated those principles should have their membership
reconsidered (Ibid., p. 9). Tanzania did not follow this up because as Tandon correctly
argues, the anti-dialogue states had achieved diplomatic victory and 'insistence on a
consideration of its document might have looked like flogging a dead horse' (Ibid.).
These states were not real supporters of the liberation movements and the serious
struggle should continue regardless of their position. In a statement clearly directed at
the dialoguists and their supporters, the Tanzania Foreign Ministry noted, 'the
freedom of millions of African people in South Africa is not subject to bargaining'
{Tanzania Standard, 30 April 1971).

The victory over the dialoguists was strengthened at the Summit Conference of the
East and Central African States in Mogadishu in 1971. In the Mogadishu Declaration,
the Heads of State reaffirmed their opposition to compromises with the racist
regimes:
We therefore declare that there is no way left to the liberation of Southern Africa except
armed struggle to which we already give and will increasingly continue to give our fullest
support; that the policy of dialogue advanced by a small group of African leaders which has
already been rejected by the OAU is again rejected because it is a play to hood-wink the

African people (Quoted in Tandon, ii., p.10).
Mwalimu was later to clarify the significance and difference between the Lusaka
Manifesto and the Mogadishu Declaration:
The Lusaka Manifesto was a statement of principles. It was not an outline of strategy. It
said, if independence can be won peacefully then people should not die unnecessarily; and
further, if independence cannot be achieved peacefully, the people concerned must use
violence rather than accept permanent domination.

He added, that when racist and colonial regimes and their backers ignored the Lusaka
Manifesto, 'we issued the Mogadishu Declaration and intensified the armed struggle'
(Africa, 1975:15).
The context of Tanzania's militant stand must be established. The liberation
movement, especially in the Portuguese colonies, was gaining much ground. The
colonial army panicked especially in Mozambique where FRELIMO opened new
theatres of combat in Tete, Zambezia, and Manica e Sofala Provinces. For months the
colonial army, under Kaulza de Arriaga, launched a vicious offensive known as the
Gordian Knot in Cabo Delgado to eliminate FRELIMO; FRELIMO defeated the
enemy. This was 'a strategic victory , a decisive victory for the balance of forces, a
victory which led to the disintegration of the colonial army'. Thereafter, enemy action
was rendered ineffective. (FRELIMO, 1977:12-13). It was during that period and after,
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that the Portuguese colonial army constantly violated Tanzanian territory, bombed
and killed Tanzanian civilians at the Kitaya Ujamaa Village. Portuguese military
aircraft were downed by Tanzanian forces and popular militia. She was not to be
bullied into giving up support for the liberation movement; if anything, it
strengthened her commitment. There was popular mobilisation in the border areas
and air defences were consolidated. As Second Vice President Rashid Kawawa put it,
The struggle for the liberation of colonised countries was Tanzania's struggle as well, and
Tanzania would continue to give moral and material support to various freedom
movements ... [The enemy's plans would fail] because the war of liberation in Mozambique
was also our war and we must see that it triumphs (Tanzania Standard, 8 February 1972;

17 April 1972).
He warned the enemy that 'We shall not allow any nation in the world to play with us.
We want the whole of Africa to be independent' {Zambia Daily Mail, 8 June 1972). Let
us consider that commitment with respect to Mozambique a bit further.

Mwalimu & the Liberation Struggle in Mozambique
Mozambique shares a common frontier with Tanzania. It was in Tanzania that the
Mozambique Liberation Front, FRELIMO, was founded in 1961. Mwalimu, provided
the necessary assistance that Tanzania could afford to enable FRELIMO to carry out
the armed liberation struggle. If there was a liberation movement that was closer to
the Tanzanian people, it was FRELIMO. Mwalimu's friendship and brotherhood with
the FRELIMO leadership was very close.
All liberation movements waged struggle within their ranks in order to prevent
enemy infiltration, to strengthen unity and, through practice and experience on the
battlefield and in the liberated zones, to clarify the strategic objectives of the struggle.
Revolutionary leaders were the target of assassination. The progressive world
remembers with profound sorrow, the assassination in 1969 in Dar es Salaam of the
first President of FRELIMO, Dr Eduardo Mondlane, and in 1973 in Conakry, of
Amilcar Cabral, the leader of PAIGC. There were many other revolutionaries who
suffered the same fate at the hands of the agents of Portuguese colonialism.The
assassination of Dr Eduardo Mondlane was preceded and followed by a struggle to
defeat counter - revolutionary elements in the FRELIMO leadership. Those elements
sought to sow disunity, adopt adventurist positions, oppose collective forms of
production in the liberated zones, oppose the liberation of women, etc. They wanted
privilege rather than service to the popular masses. They adopted the weapon of
assassination against the leadership.They sought to close the border with Tanzania in
order to prevent the movement of supplies to the fighters. They even occupied part of
Tanzanian territory to carry this out. There were, therefore, grave dangers for
FRELIMO as a real effective fighting movement and for Tanzania too.
At a meeting convened by FRELIMO and the Tanganyika African National Union
Executive Committee, the counter-revolutionaries condemned the revolutionary line
and declared the secession of Cabo Delgado Province from Mozambique. Their
attempt to install one of their leaders, Simango, as President of FRELIMO was
defeated. Had the counter-revolutionaries succeeded, FRELIMO would have disintegrated and would have given Portuguese colonialism an upper hand. (Frelimo
Central Committee, 1977). It would also have carried grave implications for
Tanzanian security and the future of the liberation struggle in Southern Africa. It is
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clear that Mwalimu could not allow this situation to escalate. There is no doubt that
he, TANU, the Tanzanian state structures, the revolutionary leadership and members
of FRELIMO and the Mozambican masses in the liberated zones defeated the counter
revolution. On the occasion of Mwalimu's retirement as President of Tanzania in
1985, President Samora Machel gave a moving tribute in which he remembered
Mwalimu's key role in assisting FRELIMO during trying times:
I remember the days after the assassination of President Eduardo Chivambo Mondlane and
the subsequent treason of some members of the FRELIMO leadership. President Nyerere
received me and in a long conversation sought to know in detail the situation of our
struggle. His wise observations and his advice were an important contribution for a
strategy that led us to victory (Samora Machel, 1985).

It is important that Mwalimu called upon Samora Machel rather than Simango, one of
the leaders of the counter revolution. Mwalimu followed the crisis in detail and by
calling on Samora Machel who was at the time Chief of the FRELIMO armed forces, he
had recognised the most principled leadership in FRELIMO. As President Samora
recalled,
I remember too, with emotion, the stimulating words and encouragement that he gave us in
all difficult moments. Nyerere followed our war and understood our victory. It is this
dimension that gave us meaningful and profound consciousness of militant solidarity and
the sacred value of African liberation ... All that reflect the most profound personal
convictions, the coherence of action, the courage, the combativity, the lucid politics and the
great love to the cause of liberty, of peace, of justice and of progress which characterise the
life and work of our dear brother, our comrade in arms, President Julius Kambarage Nyerere

(Ibid.).
The victory of the Mozambican people and its independence in 1975 was also a
victory for Tanzania, a victory for Zambia which was another rear base. President
Samora was deeply grateful to both countries. 'By joining hands with the
Mozambican people and participating in the liberation of Mozambique', he noted,
'they had extended the base of the African Revolution. All small pockets of
colonialism which have resisted up to now will be destroyed' (Mozambique Revolution,
1975). He saw Mwalimu as the symbol of that victory:
When in Mozambique we speak of Nyerere, we remember the names that are landmarks of
our history. When we invoke the name of Julius Nyerere, we remember Kongwa, the
military camp where we trained the guerrillas that purified the liberation struggle; we
remember Tunduru, where our children learned a new life that we are building; we
remember Bagamoyo, our education centre that prepared the cadres for victory which we
knew was certain; we remember Mtwara, our rearguard hospital, where we treated our war
wounded, and where we formed new cadres for our health services. With the name of
Nyerere we remember with profound emotion, Nachingwea, the laboratory of our struggle,
the camp where we trained our best soldiers and where, in our day to day work, a New Man
was constructed. With President Nyerere, we live moments that can never be extinguished
from our memory (Ibid.).
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The Struggle for Angolan Independence
In 1973, Portuguese colonialism was in an acute crisis. The liberation movements
(PAIGC in Guine-Bissau, MPLA in Angola, and FRELIMO in Mozambique had
inflicted heavy defeats on the colonial armed forces. The PAIGC had declared
independence for Guine-Bissau and African states and progressive states all over the
world had recognised Guine-Bissau's independence. The Portuguese fascist regime
was in a terminal state. Unlike Mozambique and Guine, Angola did not have one
movement but three: MPLA, FNLA, and UNITA. It is well known that the FNLA and
UNITA were opposed to the MPLA and that very often they fought against it. UNITA
under Jonas Savimbi frequently collaborated with the Portuguese colonial forces
against the MPLA. This presented the OAU and the Front Line states with an urgency
to create a united front among the three movements. The danger of an all out war
between the three would be exploited by the colonial forces and other external forces.
Under the aegis of the OAU Liberation Committee in 1972, the MPLA and the FNLA
signed an accord under which they agreed to establish a Supreme Liberation Council.
Under that accord, the two movements would create a unified military command, coordinate recruitment, training, logistics, operations and intelligence.
It was Mwalimu Nyerere who co-ordinated the attempts to maintain a coherent
political line among the Front Line states. This would include Mobutu Sese Seko of
Zaire whose support for the FNLA and later UNITA was well known. After a meeting
held in Lubumbashi and attended by Mwalimu, and Presidents Kaunda and Mobutu
(and probably Holden Roberto, the leader of the FNLA), Mwalimu invited Holden
Roberto to Tanzania and arrived with him in Dar es Salaam. At a press conference,
Tanzania's Foreign Minister, John Malecela, said the three Presidents had discussed
'good neighbourliness' and the struggle for liberation. He added they had stressed the
importance of African unity and 'brotherly co-operation'. The leaders of the liberation
movements were, he maintained, 'counterparts' of the Heads of State {Sunday News,
1973). In a subsequent meeting, held in the Tanzanian city of Mwanza, the three
Presidents were joined by Dr Agostinho Neto, President of the MPLA, and FNLA's
Holden Roberto. The two leaders briefed the Presidents on the struggle but no details
about unity were given. At that meeting, the Presidents were unexpectedly joined by
an uninvited President Amin of Uganda {Daily News, 1973). His presence was not
commented on but it was probably at the instigation of his friend Mobutu. Amin's
anti-MPLA position was well known. That notwithstanding, it is safe to argue that
Mwalimu Nyerere's conciliatory line towards Mobutu and Holden Roberto was a
diplomatic move to keep the two in line rather than an approval of their political line
on Angola. It was important to keep informed about what Mobutu's plans were. He
could not be ignored since Zaire shared a common frontier with Angola. Political
conditions within the OAU at the time were not conducive to a confrontation with
Mobutu or the FNLA. Tanzania, as the headquarters of the OAU Liberation
Committee, and a staunch believer in African unity, could not be seen taking sides. It
did not make diplomatic and political sense at the time and would have greatly
undermined the position of the MPLA. This we shall come to later in our discussion
on American and apartheid South Africa's aggression in Angola.
With the support of the OAU, the MPLA, UNITA and Portugal as the colonial power,
signed an accord in December 1974 to establish a common platform for a transitional
government. This would also involve the FNLA and would encompass military and
political cooperation {Daily News, 1974). The concept of transitionality was central to
Mwalimu's position on the progress to complete independence. Transitionality
would enable the liberation movement to consolidate itself. In January 1975, an
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Interim government was formed between the MPLA, FNLA, UNITA, and Portugal.
The four parties shared ministerial portfolios {Daily News, 1975). This was a very
fragile arrangement because the FNLA and UNITA had their own ambitions and
utilised their presence in the interim government to prepare for a seizure of power
and because the political situation in Portugal was unstable with the Spinolista
conservative forces and the progressive Armed Forces Movement in the armed forces
contending for state power. President Neto of the MPLA was critical of those in the
other two movements who were predicting civil war. He warned of a creeping
American aggression, of a 'silent invasion'. He reiterated the necessity of 'understanding between the three organisations'. We speak of the necessity of a common front,
but not of civil war', he emphasised (Sempre Fixe, 1975).
What President Neto had been warning about unfolded itself in the months prior to
independence in November 1975. Western powers, particularly the United States,
France, and others increased arms supplies to the FNLA through Mobutu's Zaire.
Mwalimu Nyerere's position on this was clear. During a state visit to Belgium and the
Netherlands in September 1975, he warned the West to stop meddling in Angola. The
West, he noted, 'was trying to gain control of Angola and to make it a puppet state
which they can exploit for their own benefit... War in Angola is no longer a conflict
between Angolans'. Without foreign intervention, he argued, 'Angolans would, with
the help of Africa, be able to solve their own problems more quickly and with much
less suffering' {Daily News, 1975).

South African & US Intervention in Angola
It was the South African invasion of Angola and its all out support for UNITA and
FNLA and the tacit approval and involvement of the United States in that aggression
that provided favourable political conditions for Mwalimu to throw a challenge to
those OAU member states who wavered over which organisation to support in the
Angola conflict. He called on all member states to bury their differences. 'Despite our
differences', he added, 'it should be possible for many African countries to speak with
one voice against the involvement of South Africa. Even those countries which were
hesitating in their condemnation of foreign intervention can now take a position'. He
told Africa that FNLA and UNITA did not deserve support because of their collusion
with the enemy. His support for the MPLA was unequivocal: We would not hesitate
to pass arms to the MPLA to fight South Africa. It would still be proper for the
Government of Angola to ask for help'. It did not matter where that help came from so
long as it was directed at defeating South Africa and he expressed the hope that the
Soviet Union would support the MPLA (Ibid., 1975).
Mwalimu's challenge to the OAU member states and his emphasis on the South
African factor and US intervention was within the remit of the OAU Charter and the
remit of its Liberation Committee which was based in Dar es Salaam. The South
African apartheid regime was the enemy of African dignity and humanity. Its
aggression against an independent African state had to be taken as aggression against
all Africa. No compromise with it was justified. In an article he wrote in the London
Guardian (13 January 1976), he reminded the waverers that:
South Africa wants a client state in Angola now that it has no Portuguese ally in that
country. It wants it so as to strengthen its hold on Namibia -for South Africa itself has no
border with Angola. And it wants it so as to weaken Africa's united approach to its
opposition to its internal racialism and exploitation.
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This was a powerful argument which no self respecting Head of State could fault. But
Mwalimu faced those who were more preoccupied with the tedious tune that the
Soviet Union was the principal enemy and that the MPLA was a tool of Soviet
expansion. These states included Mobutu's Zaire, Amin's Uganda, Burundi, the
Central African Republic, Gabon, Mauritania, Senegal and Togo. They held on to the
thesis of a government of national unity for Angola regardless of the South African
aggression and US complicity in it. Interestingly, the then leadership of the People's
Republic of China, for reasons that are well known, held a similar position. In a
message to Idi Amin, the then Chairman of the OAU, the then leaders of People's
China, praised Amin's efforts 'in promoting the unity of the three organisations in
Angola, maintaining the African unity and dignity of the OAU and opposing the
interference of the Soviet Union in Angola and African issues'. We cannot guess what
Mwalimu thought of such analyses and what he may have told the then leaders of
People's China. Neither can we guess what he thought of the position of Zambia, a
front line state. In The Times of London (19 February 1976), Rupiah Banda, the then
Zambian Foreign Minister maintained that while Zambia 'acknowledged' Angola as a
sovereign state, it did not recognise its government. The strategic implications of this
position for MPLA's struggle against UNITA in particular is difficult to ascertain. But
this was a very unhelpful line to adopt given that other Front Line states, particularly
Mozambique and Tanzania supported the MPLA unconditionally.
Tanzania continued to remind Africa about what was at stake in Angola. A Radio
Tanzania commentary of 18 November 1975, stressed that the western powers were
interested in installing a puppet regime in Angola in order to exploit its resources:
Angola is so rich in natural resources. A great deal of capitalist high-handedness to pave the
way for the kind of administration that sings the capitalist tune was to be expected. The
MPLA which now rules the former Portuguese colony is the only truly national liberation
movement. The FNLA and UNIT A are capitalist puppets.

When Cuba sent internationalist military support to the MPLA in order to safeguard
Angola's sovereignty and independence, the United States President Gerald Ford
dispatched a letter to the African Heads of State declaring that it would not 'stand idly
by' if Soviet and Cuban support for the MPLA continued. He sent Assistant Secretary
of State William Schaufele to emphasise his position. The choice of countries that he
visited is very revealing because it was the then governments of these states which
toed the US line and supported the anti-MPLA alliance. Ford's letter was very
offensive. Mwalimu, while on a visit to India, described it as 'arrogant and uncalled
for' and reminded Ford that 'if my country is attacked by South Africa, I will call for
foreign aid, including troops. That is nothing new' {Daily News, 19 January 1976). But
the fissures within the ranks of the OAU were widening. Mwalimu Nyerere, with
other Heads of State who supported the MPLA, maintained their position. The old
thesis of a united front of the three Angolan movements was no longer tenable.
Mwalimu argued that the crisis in Angola was the continuation of the liberation
struggle which began in 1961. The struggle continued because:
those who supported Portugal have sought out and found others to act in their interests.
Some of these others are Angolans who are confused, some are Angolans who are traitors to
the reality of independence, and some are Angolan supporters of racialism - both black and
white. The MPLA is the movement which bore the brunt of the anti-colonial struggle.
UNITA did little fighting sometimes, although at others it fought the MPLA. The FNLA
existed in exile. It did little more (Guardian, 13 Januaryl976).
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Mwalimu was particularly incensed by US and Western insistence that the Angolan
struggle was a struggle between 'Communists and anti-Communists'. Rather, he
insisted that it was a 'fight for real independence, and against racialist South Africa'.
He was particularly nauseated by Western patronising Africa as a 'victim' of a
mythical Soviet expansion, and by implication that we Africans cannot think for
ourselves. This provided the West with a pretext of intervening to 'protect' Africa
from the Soviet Union. He tolerated no fools, no bullies, and those who showed no
respect to humanity. It did not matter how powerful they might be. He berated them
for their 'arrogance' and their hypocrisy because even in diplomatic negotiations,
they 'say one thing in public and another in private'. He told the United States that
they were 'simply not thinking' and that their intervention in Angola was 'selfdefeating and dangerous for world peace'. He reminded them to remember the
lessons of Vietnam: 'It is still within America's power to get out of Angola, to save
itself from another Vietnam' (Ibid.; see also Daily News, 29 September 1976).
Mwalimu defended the right of the MPLA to seek military assistance from anywhere
and that Africa 'must welcome' such assistance to fight against South Africa. He
highly appreciated Soviet and Cuban assistance to MPLA {Guardian, 13 January 1976).
He was critical of those African leaders like Mobutu who actively participated and
offered their territory as a bridgehead in aggression against Angola. The diplomatic
characterisation of such leaders as 'brothers' no longer served any purpose so long as
they sided with the enemies of African liberation, of humanity. Thus when Mobutu
faced an internal rebellion in Shaba which threatened his regime, he alleged that
Angola, the Soviet Union and Cuba were behind the rebellion and sought to
internationalise the crisis by calling in American, French and Moroccan troops.
Mwalimu rejected Mobutu's request for a reconciliation meeting with President Neto.
Instead, Mwalimu saw the US Ambassador and advised the United States not to
internationalise Zairian and other African internal conflicts. It was not a snub on
Mobutu. Rather it was an informed acknowledgement that Mobutu was a puppet of
those who were the principal destabilisers of the region. Mwalimu defended Cuban
internationalist assistance and on a visit to the United States in 1977, he objected to US
insistence that Cuban troops should withdraw from Angola: 'We do not want them to
leave until we are sure that both the Western countries and South Africa are not
entertaining the idea of overthrowing the government of the MPLA' {International
Herald Tribune, 8 August 1977).

It is without doubt that Mwalimu understood the strategic importance of Angolan
independence in the ultimate liberation of the whole of Southern Africa. The defeat of
the apartheid South African troops by Cuban, Angolan, and SWAPO troops paved the
way for the liberation of South Africa itself. Giving in to Western demands would
give South Africa greater leeway to install client regimes, to bantustanise the region.
The Holden Robertas, the Savimbis, the Mobutus fell into that scheme.
Tanzania was committed to defeating such schemes because they posed great danger
to her independence. In that connection, Mwalimu always strongly maintained that:
Tanzania's independence is linked with the independence of the other Front Line states. We
have never in the past had our people participate directly in the liberation wars. But
aggression against an independent state is a very different thing. I am saying Tanzanian
troops will be used if the independence of Mozambique, Zambia, etc., is threatened {Daily
News, 29 September 1976).
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That was a reaffirmation of supporting the liberation movement even more because
Angola and Mozambique had gained independence and had become rear bases for
the liberation struggle in Zimbabwe, South Africa and Namibia. They with other
Front Line States were therefore targets to destabilisation by the racist regimes.
The massive destabilisation campaigns by South Africa arid the Smith regime against
Mozambique, Zambia, Botswana and Lesotho are well known. In the case of
Mozambique, they created puppet groups whom they supported militarily, causing
terrible suffering. Mwalimu committed Tanzania's solidarity with the Mozambican
people. True to his word, he deployed troops in Mozambique against the aggressors
and their local hirelings. The Tanzanian people mobilised material support. This was
accentuated in the wake of the death of President Samora in an air disaster that was
clearly planned and executed by the apartheid South African military. The profundity
of the sorrow which Mwalimu and the Tanzanian people expressed was indicative of
the brotherhood which was born in the common struggle which both peoples waged.
A Mozambique Assistance Fund was created under the auspices of the CCM (.Chama
Cha Mapinduzi) - the ruling party of which Mwalimu was President. Mass
organisations mobilised the collection of financial and other material support. The
media dedicated much coverage to the struggle, and many Tanzanians offered to
enlist to fight. It demonstrated the depth of a selfless political culture that was
characteristic of Mwalimu (Mavie, 1987).
A popular song in Kiswahili by a Tanzanian band, Afro 70, encapsulated that political
culture:
Mozambique, Mozambique
O Mozambique
Mozambique, Mozambique
Presidente Samora, Marcelino dos Santos, Joaquim Chissano
Muito obrigado
Oho Oho Oho!
Muito obrigado
Oh Mocambicana
Oh Mocambicano
Tanzania and Mozambique let us stand strong
Like stars let us shine and consolidate our unity
Let us maintain vigilance and defend our frontiers
Nyerere and Samora strengthen our unity
Let us not be lax lest we be weaklings
With hard work and knowledge let us develop our nations
Tanzania and Mozambique are now one nation.
{Source: Radio Mocambique grabacoes, 1977).
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After Angola and Mozambique: Zimbabwe and Namibia
With the defeat Portuguese colonialism in 1975, Mwalimu convened an extraordinary
session of the OAU Council of Ministers in Dar es Salaam. It was an historic meeting
in that it identified Rhodesia (Zimbabwe) and Namibia as priorities. It issued the Dar
es Salaam Declaration by which it demanded the withdrawal of South African
military and economic support for the Smith regime. It called on South Africa to abide
by the United Nations Security Council resolutions to end its occupation of Namibia.
It called for the intensification of support for the liberation movement.
In an analysis of the Dar es Salaam Declaration, Mwalimu identified South Africa as
'the effective authority' in Rhodesia (Zimbabwe), Namibia and South Africa itself.
Britain was the colonial power in Rhodesia, but he qualified this by emphasising that:
the only external influence which could have any real effect is held in South Africa. Thus
Africa's confrontation in Southern Africa now is basically with South Africa. That is, South
Africa as a colonial power in Namibia and - to all intents and purposes - in Rhodesia; and
as a racist regime in South Africa itself. [The Dar es Salaam Declaration was not] about socalled Dialogue or Detente with South Africa ... [It] is about the liberation of Southern
Africa: its purpose is to make sure in our own minds about how we should proceed now,
after the successes of the freedom fighters in Angola and Mozambique.
Mwalimu declared that was ready Africa having talks about decolonisation with
South Africa if the latter was ready likewise. But he warned against complacence.
Africa and the liberation movement must strengthen their armed forces in order to
talk form a position of strength {Africa, 1975:20).
Thereafter, with his Front Line and other OAU colleagues, he worked tirelessly to
ensure unity among the liberation movements in Zimbabwe. The Smith regime, like
South Africa in Namibia, sought to reach accommodation with puppet movements in
order to blunt the effectiveness of the liberation movement. Unity was therefore a
priority. The creation of the Patriotic Front comprising of ZANU and ZAPU, the
support of SWAPO against the South African supported Turnhalle Alliance, were
essential to secure victory. The defeat of Portuguese colonialism, the defeat of South
African aggression in Angola with the support of Cuban internationalist forces, and of
the racist regime in Zimbabwe, greatly encouraged the intensification of the struggle
against apartheid in South Africa. Mwalimu must have been very proud to witness
the end of apartheid.
As President Samora noted in 1985, 'to speak of Nyerere is to speak of the liberation of
Africa'. He 'is a symbol that cannot be substituted' (Machel, 1985). He will remain the
source of inspiration in the struggles for justice equality and human dignity for Africa,
Asia, Latin America and the entire world. Ahsante sana Mwalimu.
Shubi Ishemo, Trinity and All Saints College, University of Leeds, UK. E-mail:
s.ishemo@tasc.ac.uk
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Tributes to Mwalimu Julius Nyerere in the South African
Parliament
On 20 October 1999, a motion was moved in the National Assembly in Cape
Town on the death of Dr. Mwalimu Julius Nyerere, former President of
Tanzania. The following extracts from that debate are reproduced with the
permission of the Speaker, Dr Frene Ginwala, who herself spent many years
in Dar es Salaam, and was in fact appointed by Mwalimu as the first editor
of the English language newspaper, The Standard, after it was nationalised
in 1969. In sending the text of the debate, she remarked on the 'tributes
paid by the opposition parties' as well as ANC MPs.

The Deputy President, J G Zuma, opened the debate in these terms:
The continent has lost one of its greatest sons and an outstanding leader in the true
sense of the word. He was Mwalimu the teacher, who taught the African continent
about peace, democracy and unity; Mwalimu the freedom fighter, who became one of
the leading commanders of the liberation of Africa. ...
We, the South African Government, are proud to ackowledge the fact that Mwalimu
made a valuable contribution to the process of bringing about democracy in our own
country. The ANC is honoured to have known Mwalimu, and to have walked and
worked with him for many years. We are proud of being part of the Tanzanian people,
to have shared their lives and benefitted from their generosity, and, indeed, to have
contributed to their well-being in several ways....
Those who have interacted with great leaders of the world have never hesitated to
raise Mwalimu's name as one among those giants. He influenced the events that have
shaped the history of this century through his skilful leadership and incisive thinking.
Indeed, some of his theories and actions will continue to impact on the political
perspectives that will dominate debates in the next century.
Mwalimu's name permeates all the significant moments of the development of the
continent from its colonial past. ...
The search for social systems that will benefit the most disadvantaged and the poorest
of the poor, which was one of Julius Nyerere's abiding passions, must be taken up
with the greatest commitment and dedication by all of us on the continent.
Our President, Comrade Thabo Mbeki, has mooted the idea of how we could tap the
collective experience and wisdom of former leaders of the continent. He mentioned a
few such leaders, including our own internationally ackowledged statesman, Nelson
Mandela, and, of course, Mwalimu. Indeed, Julius Nyerere was among leaders from
the continent who were recently invited to attend the launch of the African
Renaissance Institutute. He could not attend as he was seriously ill at the time....
The Speaker then took the floor herself and after stressing that it was 'fitting today ...
that South Africans recall and ackowledge in particular the major contribution he
made in ending apartheid and furthering struggle for democracy in our country and
throughout Southern Africa', she added her own footnote to history:
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In April 1960 I found myself in Dar es Salaam, seeking the leader of the nationalist
movement, TANU, in what was still the British protectorate of Tanganyika. I knew
him only through a letter he had writtenin 1959 to a South African magazine,
supporting the boycott of South African goods. ...
But in 1959 I needed to inform that leader that in less than 24 hours the Deputy
President of the recently banned ANC, Oliver Tambo, and other leaders would be
arriving in his country to seek sanctuary, and to appeal to him to intervene and to
ensure that the British government would not deport them and return them to South
Africa, from which they had just escaped.
It was in the evening when I found the leader in a meeting of his national executive
committee. He immediately left the meeting and in a short time otained the necessary
assurances from the British Governor, Sir Richard Turnbull. The next day, with the
arrival of Oliver Tambo, the ANC had found a home in exile. And many liberation
movements followed.
That leader was Julius Kambarage Nyerere, and his ready response to our appeal
helped to shape the struggle for this country's liberation and the course followed by
other liberation movements.
In the years that followed, he never failed in his opposition to racism and commitment
to building a non-racial society based on justice that had impelled him to act the way
he did. It was these principles he cited when he nominated Chief Albert Luthuli for the
Nobel Peace Prize and when he informed the Commonwealth that to allow apartheid
South Africa to remain a member would be a vote to exclude the soon-to-be
independent Tanganyika.
This also motivated him to close down the Witwatersrand Native Labour Authority
and ban the recruitment of Tanganyikans to work in the mines of South Africa,
notwithstanding the economic costs to his country.
Tanganyika provided sanctuary to thousands of Southern Africans - Mozambicans,
North and South Rhodesians, Malawians, Angolans and Namibians - hosting our
creches and schools, as well as our military camps, and giving refuge to people frm
the Congo, Rwanda and Burundi.
As early as 1958 at the All Africa People's Conference in Accra, Julius Nyerere
assembled the delegations of the liberationa movements and political parties of
Southern and Eastern Africa and led them in an impromptu rendering of Nkosi Sikele
(now the national anthem of South Africa and Tanzania), sung in the many languages
of the region....
His people bestowed on their leader the title Mwalimu - the teacher. He had an
incredible capacity to communicate complex political and economic issues to the
mass of the people in simple language - a skill that many of us in this House must
envy and could well emulate! But most importantly he taught by example.
Immediately after becoming the Chief Minister, he cut his own salary and that of his
Ministers. Within six weeks of assuming office as the first Prime Minister of
independent Tanganyika, he resigned in order to give leadership to TANU and bridge
the gap between government and the national movement. He illustrated his dislike of
ostentation and pomposity and his sense of humour when he called for an end to the
absurdity of large escorts and outriders that led to the closing of streets as he drove
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around Dar es Salaam. He complained that the President had become the biggest
public nuisance in the capital city.
Later his party was to impose a strict code prohibiting leaders from owning real
property and imposing other limitations on engaging in commerce. Honourable
members will recall his visit to Parliament and the profundity of his address, in
contrast to his humility as he questioned what he could tell us that was new, his
nervousness when he heard that President Mandela would be joining us and, above
all, his humour and infectious laughter.
His personal integrity and honesty led him to publicly ackowledge that he had failed
in implementing some of his policies, a rare admission made by few, if any other
leaders. Yet no one can deny that though amongst the poorest nations of our
continent, Tanzania stands out for its unity and stability, in contrast to the violence
and ethnic conflict that surround it.

Note: Tributes to Julius Nyerere can also be found in nos. 81 and 82 (1999) of this
journal.
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Briefings
Address by Commonwealth
Secretary-General HE Chief
Emeka Anyaoku to the International Conference on
the Making of a New Constitution for Zimbabwe
It is an honour and a privilege to have
been invited by the Commission to open
this International Conference on the Making of a New Constitution for Zimbabwe.
I say so not only because the process of
constructing a new constitution for any
country, much less one as important as
Zimbabwe, is an extremely arduous and
delicate task, but also because Zimbabwe
has a special place in the history of the
modern Commonwealth.
The Unilateral Declaration of Independence by the Smith regime, on 11 November 1965, precipitated the first meeting of
Commonwealth Heads of Government
outside London in Lagos, Nigeria, in
January 1966. In the course of that meeting, Heads of Government reinforced
their determination to support effective
international sanctions against the Smith
regime.

The Harare Declaration outlined the fundamental political values of the Commonwealth principally as:
democracy and democratic institutions
which reflect national circumstances, the
rule of law and the independence of the
Judiciary, just and honest government;
fundamental human rights, including
equal rights and opportunities for all
citizens regardless of race, colour, creed
or political belief.

Let me say from the very beginning that it
is not for me, or any other outsider for
that matter, to tell Zimbabweans what
should be in their constitution. There is a
well-founded suspicion in Zimbabwe,
and in Africa as a whole, of anything
smacking of superior wisdom from outside.
Like much else in African history, such an
attitude goes back to the days of slavery
when the horrors of the slave trade were
presented in Europe and America as
positive deliverance of its victims from
the scourge of ignorance, superstition
and squalor.

When colonialism succeeded slavery, that
too, in its turn was presented as a duty of
Christianity and civilisation towards a
The Commonwealth went on to play a race still in the infancy of mankind and
key role in supporting the transformation without the blessing of the art of good
of Zimbabwe into a non-racial democ- government and of spiritual progress.
racy.
No other continent has suffered so much
It was in Harare that the Commonwealth from the solicitude and pontification of
in 1991 established its guiding principles others. On this occasion, however, there
through the adoption by Heads of Gov- is no cause for concern.
ernment of what became known as the
Harare Commonwealth Declaration.
It is the people of Zimbabwe and their
government that have decided of their
own volition to embark on this process of
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constitutional reform. And what better
time to reflect on the achievements and
shortcomings of the past and to chart a
new course for the future than at the end
of a millennium and the beginning of a
new one?
Those of us from outside have come to
Harare as friends of Zimbabwe, invited
by the Commission not to preach about
the merits of democracy to Zimbabweans
but, as the Chairman indicated in his
letter of invitation, to exchange ideas and
experiences and to provide comments
and a critique of the Draft Constitution
for Zimbabwe.

The question before the people of Zimbabwe is how the constitution of the country can be made to underpin and safeguard
multi-party democracy and protect the
national interests of all Zimbabweans.
The Harare Commonwealth Declaration
refers to democratic processes and institutions 'which reflect national circumstance'. This qualification is a recognition
of the different historical experiences,
and diverse cultural and religious identities within the Commonwealth. Constitutions and institutions must therefore be
tailored to these varying histories and
identities.

Of the many definitions of a constitution It is up to the people of Zimbabwe to
which I have come across, the one I find decide for themselves, for example,
the most apt is Thomas Paine's in his whether an executive presidency or cabiwork 'Rights of Man 'in 1752. Paine wrote net government is more suitable to their
and I quote:
national circumstance; which particular
kind of electoral system to adopt; and
whether they want a centralised or decenA constitution is not the act of a
tralised administration.
government, but of a people constituting
a government, and a government without a constitution is power without right
... A constitution is a thing antecedent to
a government; and a government is only,
the creature of a constitution.

A constitution is, therefore, essentially
about a people deciding how they are
governed. It is not about the government
or anyone else telling the people how
they ought to be governed.
In this regard, it is vital that the constitution comes from below and not from
above. In practice, this means consulting
the people in drafting as well as in
approving of the constitution. I am greatly
encouraged to learn that the Constitutional Commission has toured the length
and breath of Zimbabwe, sounding out
the opinion of ordinary people and consulting widely with civil society organisations. Everything must be done to
encourage every Zimbabwean to be part
of this process of determining the fundamental law of the land.

Nonetheless, 'respect for national circumstances', does not mean that there is a
less demanding path to democracy for
Zimbabweans or indeed for Africans; nor
that undemocratic forms of government
are tolerable provided they can conform
to the outward appearance of democracy,
such as the holding of stage-managed
elections.
There are certain essential attributes which
are common to all democracies regardless of national circumstances. Democracy and democratic processes and
institutions in this context mean the
holding of elections at regular intervals
under conditions which guarantee the
free expression of will by the people in
the choice of their representatives.
The two most important of these conditions are free speech and freedom of
association. Free speech means the right
of the population and groups within it to
criticise the performance of the government and to espouse alternative policies
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by various means, including through the
press, without fear of retribution. Freedom of association includes among other
things, the right to form pressure groups
and political parties to pursue the interests of their members, including through
peaceful assembly and demonstrations.
These and other fundamental freedoms
must be protected by the constitution if
democracy is to flourish.

democratic constitution must therefore
provide specific measures to guarantee
their independence and impartiality. Such
measures could include providing judges
and other judicial officers with security of
tenure and making it difficult for judges
in good conduct to be removed from
office or for the terms and conditions of
their service to be altered to their disadvantage.

Secondly, it is fundamental to every
democracy that human rights are promoted and protected by law. Indeed, the
recent passion for democracy throughout
Africa is based partly on the belief that a
democratic system of government offers
the best possible safeguard for human
rights.

This brings me to the issue of accountability. The concept of those who govern
being accountable to the people is at the
heart of every democracy. Without accountability, there is really no democracy. It is society's insurance policy against
those who form the government at any
given time. Corruption and lack of accountability in public life have been used
by nearly all coup makers in Africa and
around the world to justify the overthrow
of elected governments even though the
ensuing military regime may turn out to
be more corrupt and less accountable.
The separation of powers between the
three branches of government, and especially the independence of the judiciary
are all classic mechanisms to hold governments to account between elections.
However, the constitution may need to
provide additional measures to ensure
just and honest government.

Zimbabwe is a signatory of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the
African Charter of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms, both of which
provide a comprehensive list of the kind
of fundamental rights the people of Zimbabwe may wish to be specifically spelt
out in their constitution. May I just add
one thing as far as fundamental human
rights are concerned: that is, there is little
value in having rights which are not
enforceable. It is essential in this regard
that the constitution provides a mechanism to make fundamental human rights
and freedoms judicially enforceable.
Some African countries have created
specific anti-corruption agencies, while
A third cornerstone of democracy is the others have strengthened the powers of
rule of law and the independence of the national audit offices to scrutinise all
judiciary. The law must apply equally to public expenditure and to report directly
everyone, including the government and to parliament and to the people. Throughits agents. And, while a clear separation out the machinery of government, transof powers between the legislative and parency must be the order of the day.
executive branches of government is not
necessarily a prerequisite for democracy, Beyond the essential ingredients of a
it is almost universally accepted that the democracy which I have outlined in very
independence and impartiality of the broad terms, a democratic constitution
judiciary is fundamental to every democ- should be seen as a liberating document
racy. The judiciary are not only the which not only limits the powers of the
guarantors of the sanctity of the constitu- state and its institutions but guarantees
tion, they also serve as an important the kinds of liberties and freedoms that
bulwark against the abuse of power by will make the pursuit of happiness and
the other branches of government. A self-fulfilment a reality for the people. I
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have in mind especially the issue of
women's rights and equal opportunity
for all citizens irrespective of gender,
race, religion or ethnic background. Equal
opportunity for all is a mark of true
liberation. It ensures that the benefits of
economic development accrue to the
many and not to the few and that all
citizens have a chance to live up to their
potential and to achieve self-fulfilment.

loyalty, above and beyond their political
differences and conflicts of interest, but
also because accepting electoral defeat
does not condemn them permanently to
the political wilderness or exclusion from
all means of self-fulfilment because of a
'winner takes all' policy. The question
then is how this degree of mutual trust
between political rivals, and between
electorate and government, can be established in African conditions.

Democracy is more than just a form of
government and a set of formal mecha- Part of the solution lies in the developnisms. It needs to be embedded in a truly ment of a new democratic ethos among
democratic and civil culture.
the major political players. Parties that
have won elections must be allowed to
Indigenous civil society organisations in rule but they must not rule in such a way
the form of religious and communal as to appear to be gathering for themassociations, professional groups, wom- selves all power and influence within the
en's organisations, trades unions, student state, thereby denying the rights of the
groups and other non-governmental or- opposition parties. Similarly, in dischargganisations have a vital role to play in ing their duty of opposing the governthis. They serve as a check on the power ment and holding it to account, the
of the state and also provide opportuni- opposition parties must remain loyal to
ties for self-fulfilment that are truly inde- the institutions and interests of the country and must not seek to couple constitupendent of state patronage.
tionalism with a readiness to exploit
Without independent social and eco- unconstitutional means to gain power. In
nomic institutions, personal ambition is particular, they must not be so deterlikely to be concentrated on capturing the mined to win power as to become colstate itself, thus making it difficult for laborators or agents of external groups
those who have won power to surrender whose aspirations may be subversive of
it. The constitution must ensure that the the true national interests of the countries
institutions of civil society do not survive concerned.
on sufferance but as of right, so that civil
society can exist alongside, and under, But there are a number of institutional
the protection of the state, rather than in and technical arrangements that could
opposition to it.
also help in bridging the gap between
government and opposition. Mention has
On the issue of measures in response to already been made of the importance of
the specific 'national circumstances' I ensuring that the laws pertaining to the
would like to offer you a number of conduct of elections are truly independent of the government of the day and
observations.
provide for a level playing field for all the
No government in the world is likely to political competitors. Experience within
surrender power willingly; but in demo- the Commonwealth suggests that an incratic societies governments accept the dependent electoral commission with the
verdict of the polls and the timetable for requisite financial and operational auperiodic elections provided for in the tonomy helps considerably in enhancing
constitution or electoral law. They do so public confidence in the electoral process.
partly because they share with the oppo- There may be merit in the state providing
sition parties an overarching national the main opposition leaders, especially
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those in parliament, with adequate financial and administrative support to carry
out their functions effectively. It may also
help if the leader of the largest opposition
party in parliament were to be given a
status by state protocol commensurate to
that position. These measures together
could provide an incentive for political
leaders to accept the function of a loyal
opposition.
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sion and in support of democracy, freedom and human dignity.

I hope, therefore, that in embarking on
this process of creating a new democratic
constitution you will take account of the
lessons of the last twenty years and be
guided by the need to do justice to the
high ideals of all those living and dead
who fought for the liberation of this
country. I wish you all well in your
Thirdly, ways need to be found to pre- deliberations.
serve the dignity in retirement of those
who have served their country in the
highest office. Where a Head of Government retires or is not eligible to run for
office again, the state should as a matter
of right provide that person with a
pension commensurate with his or her The Durban Summit &
former status and, where appropriate, Beyond: Whither the Comwith security protection.

monwealth? Speech by
Commonwealth SecretaryGeneral Chief Emeka
Anyaoku

The cultural, ethnic and religious diversity of African countries should not
necessarily militate against the survival
and progress of democracy. It is the
deliberate exploitation of this diversity The Royal Institute of
by individuals and political groups seeking or exercising power that has very International Affairs, London,
often proved to be a threat to democracy. 24 November 1999
Chatham House has been long known as
What I call constructive pluralism goes a think-tank of high quality on internabeyond mere passive toleration of differ- tional issues, and I know the enormous
ence to the establishment of policies, influence it exercises in Britain and abroad.
practices and programmes by the govern- The Commonwealth Secretariat has had
ment aimed at promoting peaceful coex- long and fraternal relations with Chatham
istence and understanding between House; I welcome this opportunity to
different groups and communities within share and reflect on the outcomes of the
the state. This may mean considering a Durban Commonwealth Heads of Govmore decentralised structure for the state; ernment Meeting which concluded barely
giving local communities more say in the a week ago, and to look to the future.
running of their own affairs through
strong elected local government; and
giving consideration to adopting an elec- The Significance of Durban
toral system that ensures more propor- CHOGM
tional representation designed to favour The Durban meeting was remarkable for
a more inclusive parliament.
many reasons. It was the first Commonwealth Summit ever on the soil of South
As I drove into Harare yesterday, I could Africa. Commonwealth Leaders had
not help but remember that thousands of waited long for this moment. If the
people fought and died in this country Commonwealth can take pride in having
against minority rule and racial oppres- stood by the people of South Africa in
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their long struggle against the evil of
apartheid, South Africa has in turn done
more to shape the modem Commonwealth than any other country. It was
also, for the second time in its history, a
meeting without the representatives of
military regimes or one-party governments present. The emergence of the
Commonwealth as a 'club of democracies' was clearly evident.
The Durban meeting also coincided with
the 50th anniversary of the London Declaration of April 1949, which, by accommodating republics within the association,
encouraged the development of the modem Commonwealth, enabling new bonds
of friendship to replace the old order. If
today the Commonwealth is a distinctive
and dynamic organisation making a difference in the world, that is largely the
outcome of the decision taken in London
in 1949.

decade old but in the time it has been in
force, it has transformed the Commonwealth morally and politically. The establishment of the Commonwealth
Ministerial Action Group (CMAG) in
1995 'to deal with serious or persistent
violations' of the Harare Declaration's
fundamental political values represented
a further step forward by providing the
Commonwealth with a mechanism to
invigilate compliance with those values.

From the time of its establishment, CMAG
concerned itself with countries under
military rule, namely, the Gambia, Nigeria; and Sierra Leone, and in each of
these cases the Commonwealth played a
significant role in assisting their transition to democratically elected governments. It was indeed sad that prior to
Durban, as we were ready to celebrate
these successes, the Commonwealth was
confronted with the military coup in
Pakistan. This prompted an immediate
Of the 52 countries who attended the and firm response from the association,
meeting, 47 were represented by Heads with the swift suspension of that country
of State or Prime Ministers, the largest from the Councils of the Commonwealth.
number ever.
Thereafter, CMAG despatched a MinisteThe Queen's participation in the opening rial Mission to that country with a view
ceremony as Head of the Commonwealth, to persuading General Musharraf to refor the second time in succession, was store democracy and return to constituwidely appreciated, and marks the Com- tional governance. CMAG's report
monwealth as a self-assured organisa- covering its work since Edinburgh, its
tion, unburdened of the fears of the past. Mission to Pakistan, and its recommendations on its own future role was the
Commonwealth Leaders also met at a subject of much discussion at Durban.
time when the Commonwealth's role had
been taking an enlarged and distinctive In regard to Pakistan, Heads of Governdirection in the past decade, and when it ment saw the recent military coup as a
promises to offer much to the new cen- clear setback for the Commonwealth and
tury.
condemned it. They believed that no
legitimacy could be accorded to the
military regime and called for the restoraCommonwealth Fundamental
tion of civilian democratic rule without
Political Values
delay. And they endorsed the suspension
If one area of activity can be said to have of the military regime from the Councils
been emblematic of the Commonwealth of the Commonwealth. They requested
in the period since 1991, it has been the CMAG to keep the situation under repromotion of democracy and good gov- view and be prepared to recommend
ernance. The Harare Declaration adopted further measures to be taken by the
by Heads of Government is hardly a Commonwealth if progress to democracy
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was not made speedily. They also urged
that Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and
others detained with him be released
immediately and that the rule of law in
Pakistan be duly observed.
At Durban, Heads of Government were
concerned at the continued existence of a
Decree in the Gambia, which appears to
proscribe the political activities of certain
political parties and individuals in that
country. It was remarkable that a candid
discussion could take place on this with
the active participation of President Yahya
Jammeh, who extended an invitation to
CMAG to visit his country and assess
first-hand the Gambia's compliance with
Harare Principles.
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from member countries from the developing world, which makes Commonwealth's agenda for democracy a forceful
and sustainable one.
There was considerable discussion of the
relationship between political values and
sustainable development, with many
Leaders recognising the inter-dependence of the two, and calling for international cooperation to support democracies
in achieving benefits for the poor. They
were also much concerned with the impact of corruption on democratic processes, noting that corruption has become
global in reach and that it must be tackled
comprehensively through action at both
national and international levels. In this
connection, I should mention that Commonwealth Leaders endorsed the Framework for Principles for Promoting Good
Governance and Combating Corruption
proposed by a Commonwealth Expert
Group and endorsed by Commonwealth
Finance Ministers. They called on the
Secretary-General to formulate strategies
to facilitate the implementation of the
Framework.

Heads of Government also gave considerable attention to the future role of the
CMAG, in particular the desirability of
adopting some guidelines in dealing with
situations of serious or persistent violations of Harare Principles other than
military or one-party rule. It was recognised that such abuses could take place in
countries with elected governments, but
developing suitable criteria for intervention was more problematic.
In a world where internal conflicts seem
to have replaced interstate conflict, affectWhile some governments clearly wel- ing peace and political stability, Comcomed the adoption of such guidelines, monwealth governments are increasingly
others felt that the guidelines should also using help from the Secretariat to resolve
encompass wider questions, essential to these conflicts or defuse tensions. My
proper functioning democracies. As a response has usually been to send an
result, it was felt that this matter should emissary or to go myself when the
be considered further by the Common- situation necessitates it. In the period
wealth High Level Group established at since 1991, the Commonwealth has proDurban to review the role of the Com- vided good offices in this manner to
monwealth and how best it could re- Bangladesh, Guyana, Kenya, Lesotho,
spond to the challenges of the new Papua New Guinea, Sierra Leone, Solocentury. I will be coming back to the mon Islands and Tanzania to name only
subject of the High Level Group and its some.
wider mandate later on.
The involvement of the Secretariat in
The question of democracy featured what are essentially domestic affairs is a
prominently at Durban, with much ro- tribute to the Commonwealth connecbust and constructive debate. Signifi- tion. At Durban, Heads commanded the
cantly, much of the arguments for an valuable contribution made by the Secreenlarged role for the Commonwealth in tary-General's good offices role to peace,
the deepening of democracy have come democratic order and political stability
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through the prevention and resolution of
conflict situations in member countries,
and this is clearly a role that is much
prized by member countries.

People-Centred Development:
The Challenge of Globalisation
The discussions at Durban touched on
many political matters including those
related to the territorial integrity of Cyprus, Belize, and Guyana, and the conflicts in Angola and the Democratic
Republic of Congo, and issues related to
Small Arms and Terrorism. But the Special Theme of the meeting was 'PeopleCentred Development: The Challenge of
Globalisation'. The ensuing debate led to
the adoption of the Fancourt Declaration.
That statement, while recognising that
globalisation was creating unprecedented
opportunities for wealth creation and the
betterment of the human condition, expressed concern that nearly half the
world's population lived on less than $2
per day, with the poor marginalised in
today's globalised world. Heads agreed
with President Mbeki that poverty and
human deprivation made global peace
and security fragile, limited the growth of
markets, and forced millions to migrate
in search of a better life. They were
unanimous in recognising that the persistence of deep poverty on such a colossal scale constituted a deep and
fundamental flaw in the world economy.
In looking for solutions, Heads of Government did not call for an abandonment
of the commitment to market principles.
They recognised that globalisation was a
reality and called for ways of ensuring
that its benefits were shared more widely
through greater equity for countries in
global markets.

Declaration on this very complex issue is
indeed very positive in that it recognises
the need both for liberalisation of trade
and for equity, and urges that the needs of
developing countries be taken into account. Heads called for the Round to be
balanced in process, content and outcome. And they were able to achieve a
genuine bridging of positions when they
said that while it was important to
uphold labour standards and protect the
environment, these issues must be addressed in a way that did not, by being
linked to trade liberalisation, end up
effectively impeding free trade and causing injustice to developing countries.
The overall message of the Fancourt
Declaration is clear. It calls for the elimination of poverty and the promotion of
human capabilities to be moved to the
centre of national and international agendas in the new century. It recognises that,
crucial to achieving these objectives, is
the importance of participatory processes
and good governance at both national
and international levels.

Other Developmental Issues
Heads of Government were also able to
discuss a number of other related developmental matters and reach significant
conclusions. They stressed that the Commonwealth should continue to be a driving force in international efforts to secure
a lasting exit from debt for the poorest
and most indebted countries in the world.
While welcoming the recent HIPC agreements, they asked for their swift implementation, and agreed that it was
important that the procedures relating to
the poverty reduction strategies should
not delay access to timely debt relief, and
that the enhanced HIPC framework should
be financed in a way that provided
additional resources and avoided adverse effects on other poor developing
countries.

The forthcoming Ministerial Meeting of
the WTO at Seattle, convened to discuss
the launch of the next round of negotiations on trade, was the subject of much
discussion among Commonwealth Lead- Advancing the cause of gender equality
ers at Durban. The language of the has been a major Commonwealth objec-
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tive. The development of the Commonwealth Plan of Action on Gender and
Development in 1995 sought to accelerate
the empowerment of women, strengthen
women's affairs machineries in member
government and integrate gender issues
into the mainstream of all governments
and Secretariat activities. At Durban,
Heads of Government reaffirmed their
support for these objectives and endorsed
the updated Plan of Action, to be presented to the next meeting of Ministers
Responsible for Womens Affairs scheduled to take place in Delhi in early 2000
for their detailed consideration.
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Small States

It has been clear for a long time that the
Commonwealth has a particular sense of
responsibility for the welfare of small
states, with 29 of its 54 member states
falling into that category. It has sought to
convince the international community
that small states had special needs which
have to be differentiated from those of the
generality of developing countries and
accorded appropriate attention. To the
old, unresolved, vulnerabilities of small
states have now been added new
vulnerabilities arising in the main from
globalisation, which threatens small states
At Durban there was grave concern over with further marginalisation.
the devastating social and economic impact of HIV/AIDS, particularly in sub- The Commonwealth Ministerial Mission
Saharan Africa, and they agreed that this on Small States, established at Edinconstituted a Global Emergency. They burgh, took this argument to the internacalled that greater priority be attached to tional community and was successful in
research into new methods of prevention, achieving the setting up of a World
the development of an effective vaccine Bank/Commonwealth Secretariat Joint
and effective ways of making affordable Task Force. The purpose of the Task
drugs for the treatment of HrV/AIDS.
Force is to assess the case for special
treatment for small vulnerable states and
enable the Bank and other international
Commonwealth Business Forum
financial and trade institutions to examCommonwealth Leaders have been in- ine their instruments for assisting these
creasingly supportive of the essential role countries in coping with their unique
of the private sector as a partner in problems, including their vulnerability to
pursuing sustainable development. The marginalisation, natural disasters, exterCommonwealth Business Council, estab- nal economic shocks as well as the
lished by Heads of Government at Edin- transitional problems associated with the
burgh, was able to bring together at changes in international trade rules that
Johannesburg, immediately prior to the followed the implementation of Uruguay
Durban CHOGM, more than 600 busi- Round Agreements.
ness persons and governmental leaders
to discuss ways of promoting a suitable The interim report of the Task Force was
climate for enterprise and investment, welcomed by the Ministerial Group on
and the management of the globalisation Small States, which met in the margins of
process in a way that benefits all. The CHOGM, as a landmark document, and
report of the Business Forum was appre- encouraged the Task Force to complete
ciated by Heads of Government and had its report in time for the meetings of the
some bearing on their decisions. The Development Committee of the World
Business Council is playing a very valu- Bank and the IMF in Spring 2000. The
able role in enabling contact between Ministerial Group also urged the next
governments and business persons across WTO Ministerial Meeting in Seattle to
the Commonwealth.
consider special measures, including special and differential treatments, for vulnerable small states. These decisions of
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the Ministerial Group were endorsed by have spawned conflicts in Europe, Africa
and Asia. The challenge of divisive pluCommonwealth Leaders at Durban.
ralism cannot be addressed effectively
unless
policy and opinion makers
Civil Society
throughout the world accept our comThe CHOGM has now evolved as an mon humanity. If there is a grouping of
event with much happening in its mar- nations that can make a contribution in
gins. The 'peoples' Commonwealth' is this regard, that grouping is the Comreflected in the participation of numerous monwealth whose diverse members are
Commonwealth, international and local committed to the pursuit of unity in
NGOs at the Commonwealth Peoples diversity. I hope that the Commonwealth
Centre in Durban, which was visited by will continue to develop as a growing
many Commonwealth Heads of Govern- force for democracy and good government and citizens of Durban. Under the ance, and as an effective exemplar in
aegis of the Commonwealth Foundation, making the world safe for diversity. I
a Commonwealth NGO Forum, the third believe that the Secretary-General's good
in a series, was organised to discuss the offices role is making a unique CommonTheme: 'The Peoples Future: Citizens and wealth contribution in this regard, and I
Governance in the New Millennium'. The look forward to member countries makobjective of this project was to discuss ing increased use of it in future.
ways of strengthening citizen action and
civil society throughout the Common- The third challenge is related to exploitwealth. The report of this forum was well ing more effectively Commonwealth links
received by Heads of Government who and connections for the expansion of
declared that people-centred develop- trade and investment. The Commonment implied that people must be di- wealth Business Council with the Comrectly involved in the decision-making monwealth Business Forum is a first step.
process and in the implementation of I believe that Commonwealth members
development plans and programmes realising tangible economic benefits from
through their own organisations.
the Commonwealth association would be
an essential counterpart to the advantages of belonging to an organisation
The Future
known for its democratic principles.
As we stand on the threshold of the new
century, one might ask: what are the The fourth challenge is related to the
major challenges that confront the Com- emergence of regional blocs. The Commonwealth and how might it respond to monwealth, with its global reach, will
them? I believe there are four major gain increasing relevance as a mechanism
challenges.
for inter-regional consensus building. It
can do this by mobilising its capacity to
First, there is the challenge of how to fashion a sense of common purpose out
convert the Fancourt Declaration on glo- of the diversity of its membership, and by
balisation and people-centred develop- using its qualities of flexibility and pragment into a programme of action, in the matism and its wide ranging networks at
same fashion as the Harare Principles the level of peoples.
have been followed by the Millbrook
programme of action.
A tangible benefit for many members of
belonging to the association are the many
Second, there is the threat from increas- technical co-operation activities that help
ing intolerance and xenophobia in many to promote sustainable development and
pluralistic states: a phenomenon I have strengthen the processes and institutions
referred to as 'divisive pluralism' that of democracy and rule of law. For the
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Commonwealth to play an enlarged and
distinctive role that the challenges of the
new century would require of it, it is
clearly necessary for member countries,
particularly those who are at higher
levels of income, to channel more of their
multilateral aid budgets through the Commonwealth, thus reversing the recent
declines in Commonwealth Fund for
Technical Co-operation resources.
The decision by Commonwealth Leaders
at Durban to establish a High-Level
Group, comprising ten of their number
under the leadership of the President of
South Africa, to advise them on how best
the Commonwealth could respond to the
challenges of the new century augurs
well for the association. It indicates the
keen interest of the Commonwealth at the
highest political level to make the association strong and adaptable in facing the
challenges of the new century. I have no
doubt that my successor, Mr Don
McKinnon of New Zealand, will contribute much to this process.

Isis WICCE Continues to
Bring Women Together
Ruth Ojiambo Ochieng
It is a well-known fact worldwide that
Isis is one of the oldest and most productive women's organisations since the
1970s, when it joined other organisations
to spearhead women's emancipation. Isis
visualised that effective communication
enhances change of attitudes since it
builds women's trust in their own ability
to make decisions. Access to information,
ideas, means of expression and solidarity
action can enable women to participate
actively in searching for solutions to
common problems as perceived and defined by them.
Even after two decades of work, the
vision remains valid especially to women
in the developing world. This has
prompted Isis to evolve and grow.

In 1983, that part of Isis which remained
in Geneva adopted a new programme
that has since become a vibrant aspect of
its activities. 'The Women's International
Cross-Cultural Exchange (WICCE) programme brings women together from
various cultural set-ups to share ideas
and experiences in order to break the
isolation of women from different parts
As I look forward to demit my office at of the world.
the end of March 2000, I do so with a
sense of satisfaction that the Common- Isis-WICCE moved to Africa in Novemwealth has become a force for democracy ber 1993, thus becoming more familiar
and development, and an effective with the position and status of African
facilitator of international understanding women and getting more involved with
in a manner that few of us could have women's networks and organisations on
anticipated even a decade ago.
the continent.

The decision by Heads that in future the
chairman of CHOGM should be able to
play a representational role at other
international platforms in the period
between CHOGMs will help the Commonwealth to acquire an enlarged voice
in global affairs.

Being an information and communication service organisation, Isis-WICCE
holds to the vision of building a wellinformed and gender-sensitive society
where women are empowered. Various
strategies, including the exchange of skills
and experiences, documenting women's
lives, information gathering, producing
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and sharing as well as networking, pur- One major innovation allows the participants in three-week workshops to have
sue that vision.
hands-on practical experience in their
Since the move to Africa, Isis-WICCE has own situation after capacity-building inbeen faced with unique challenges. These puts on an identified theme. This strategy
have to do with, for example, patriarchal has been found not only to be useful to
structures, the high illiteracy rate among the participants but to their countries of
African women, inadequate methods origin and to Isis-WICCE well. It has been
available for communicating relevant in- very successful in enabling the organisaformation to women, language of com- tion to document women's experiences in
munication, and the lack of indigenous different circumstances, thus developing
information among the collection ac- indigenous information about women in
quired by the organisation since its incep- Africa and other developing regions.
tion.
Uganda in particular is a country that has
The new situation therefore called for gone through turbulence of conflict and
Isis-WICCE to review its mandate and this has brought about disunity among
commitments in order to work more our communities. In the future, a local
effectively. Thus, after a decade of exist- exchange will be introduced that will
ence, it undertook a process of self- give rural Ugandan women an opportudiagnosis and strategy reformulation. nity to share experiences with one anThe long and exhaustive phase of devel- other, understand each other's plight and
oping the organisation helped Isis-WICCE together strategise for a positive way
to reflect on its core values and see more forward for their communities and the
clearly how it could relate to the needs of country at large. The thinking behind this
women in Africa, particularly in Uganda. plan is to demystify the present belief
It also helped Isis-WICCE to analyse its among communities that certain commuinternal and external processes in build- nities are favoured while others are
ing programmes that have relevance to ignored. But this is not the reality in most
local situations and at the same time cases, as far as rural communities are
maintain its international outlook concerned. From the experience of IsisWICCE's activities here, all rural women
(Endnote 1).
in Uganda face similar problems: domesAfter the Fourth World Conference on tic violence, poverty due to continuous
Women in 1995 which stipulated the conflict, lack of clean water, failure to
declaration and platform for action for educate their children and worst of all,
the empowerment of women. Isis-WICCE poor reproductive health. At the same
rightly perceived the recommendations time, as women on whom the country's
reached as the 'Covenant for the New food security and family depend, they
share in the responsibility to build up a
Millennium' (Endnote 2).
more united country.
Exchange Programme
The structure of the Exchange Programme
was reviewed in order for the programme to fulfil its mandate and have an
impact on all targeted groups, as well as
to keep abreast of the changing environment in the women's movement, and
enable it to create stronger networks.

The Exchange Programme has initiated a
monthly dialogue in which issues of
concern to women in Uganda, particularly women's rights, are discussed. This
activity aims to raise awareness on issues
which in many cases have already surfaced, but whose impact upon effective
national development has not been sufficiently reflected upon. Isis-WICCE also
plans to move these discussions to rural
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communities where ideas need to be
exchanged on the meaning of concepts
such as 'empowerment of women', 'engendering of policies and guidelines that
concern communities', 'equality7, among
others.

other women's organisations both in
Uganda and Africa, Isis-WICCE expects
to launch a consultative effort that will
lobby and advocate support for these
women. Isis-WICCE plans to have a
regional training institute where women's community leaders and trainers'
This rural strategy is planned in collabo- trainers would learn skills that would
ration with other women organisations, help them support victims in their own
rural women's groups, community-based localities.
organisations, development agencies as
well as local government councils.
Accordingly, an antiwar coalition is being proposed by Isis-WICCE along with
groups of women in similar situations
Information & Documentation
(mainly from West Africa). The objectives
Programme
of this coalition would be to:
As indicated earlier, the founders of Isis
perceived information as the core vision • put pressure on states, through solithat would help women uplift their stadarity with other agencies, to end the
tus. It has remained the heart of Isisprevailing war;
WICCE's activities since all programmes
are centered on the issue of knowledge • lobby for support for women in the
and skills as these relate to the ability to
country that is in conflict;
access Information.
• assist in training and developing
One of the main reasons for the move to
sensitisation programmes;
Uganda was to tap the voices of the
African women in order to integrate them • popularise women's rights and the
in the global women's movement. This
gendered nature of problems that
became Isis-WICCE's most complex chalwomen face during and after the armed
lenge: to start the documentation of
conflict; and
women's lives as a mechanism of getting
their voices heard. Isis-WICCE explored a • collect, process, and disseminate infornew landscape by involving the women
mation that would help in addressing
themselves in documenting their own
the problem (Endnote 3).
lives. This enabled them to appreciate
that the exercise is for their own benefit Another major activity is the creation of
since the production of their 'voices' effective, conducive and affordable
(information) would be in their own mechanisms of disseminating informalanguages and about their own experi- tion locally, regionally and internationences and thus useful to them. The initial ally. In this regard, Isis-WICCE has been
documentation focuses on Ugandan wom- faced with the challenge of reaching
en's experiences in armed conflicts.
illiterate and disadvantaged groups in
rural Africa where community media are
The findings from one of the affected lacking in most parts. It has been found
communities have already given sub- necessary to initiate rural information
stance for Isis-WICCE to consider if the units as pilot projects. Here tape recordobjective is for African women, and ers are made available so that rural
Ugandans in particular, to attain their women can record their views and share
self-determination. War exacts a heavy these with other communities as well as
toll on the physical, mental and psycho- the general public through the mainlogical health of women. Together with stream media.
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Isis-WICCE plans to progressively introduce new information and communication technologies (ICTs) to enhance the
accessibility and visibility of rural women's experiences in Uganda and Africa in
general. It is within this framework that
Isis-WICCE needs to seek out relevant
partners to identify and create effective
means of making this possible. Partners
at the community level would participate
more in terms of content and of course
give communities the chance to be directly involved in processing, producing
and disseminating

Information
Isis-WICCE's future direction In this matter looks promising, with the various
initiatives taking place at all levels to
help women organisations make their
voices visible and accessible through an
affordable and efficient means of communication. Therefore, the strategy is to use
integrated channels of communication.

Publication Programme
A lot of information on African women is
being generated by Isis-WICCE and other
women's organisations on the continent.
This is received in various formats, for
instance, through ICTs: visual, audio and
print. Since we have three levels of
clientele (national, regional and international) the future direction of the programme is to effectively reach out to all of
them. The publication programme remains a mouthpiece for Isis-WICCE and
its production will be shared with the rest
of the world through our website <http:/
/www.isis.or.ug>. Meanwhile, the publication programme continues to repackage
information in forms that suit our clientele - radio programmes, talk shows,
video programming as well as simplified
booklets, using information acquired
through local generation and through the
new information and communication
technologies (Internet).

It is important however, to note that
women in Uganda still have not interacted much with the new information
and communication technologies. Even
those living in cities have not had the
opportunity to get near a computer and
therefore, they do not relate the technology to their well-being. In the future. IsisWICCE plans to open an Internet cafe
where women from all walks of life can
have hands-on basic training in the use of
ICTs. The strategy is also aimed at:
• encouraging women to use ICTs;
• enabling them to receive and send
messages worldwide: and
• demystifying fears of the technology.

Conclusion
If women hold up half the sky why can't
they have the opportunity and the right
to freedom of opinion and expression, as
well as to gain access to valuable information that can promote their self-determination?
Ruth Ojiambo Ochieng is the Director of
Isis-WICCE. © Isis.
For more information, contact Isis-WICCE,
P.O.Box 4934, Kampala, Uganda; Tel:
(256-41) 543-953: Fax: (256-41) 543-954; Email: <isis@starcom.co.ug> or visit our
website <www.isis.or.ug>
Endnotes
1. Isis-WICCE 'Change Process and Strategy
Formulation: CD Intervention Report', 1999.
2. 'Covenant for the New Millennium: The
Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action.
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3. 'The Aftermath: Women in post-war
coalition', June 1999.
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Namibian Elections: SWAPO
Consolidates its Hold on
Power
David Simon
Namibia's second general and presidential elections since independence in 1990
passed off peacefully, despite one violent
confrontation between rival supporters
in Swakopmund late in the campaign.
Held over two days, on 30 November and
1 December, the turnout was high, with
reports of people queueing even before
polling stations opened. Several international observer missions monitored the
elections, but they did not raise substantial questions of bias or impropriety.

Context
The ruling South West Africa People's
Organisation (SWAPO) won the UNsupervised pre-independence election in
1989 but with less than the two-thirds
majority required to amend the constitution unilaterally. For this reason and in
order to promote national reconciliation,
SWAPO invited representatives of some
small progressive parties to join the
Cabinet. In 1994, SWAPO won an absolute majority in the National Assembly
and has ruled alone since then, using this
power base to vote through a controversial constitutional amendment in 1998
that would enable Nujoma to seek reelection for a third term, on the grounds
that his first term had been won in an
election before independence. This flimsy
pretext was felt by many, both inside and
outside the party, to be setting a dangerous precedent. In addition, President Sam
Nujoma, now aged 70, would gain much
credit for retiring while still seen as the
popular 'father of the nation', as Nelson
Mandela did recently in South Africa,
rather than seeking to prolong his grip on
power into his declining years in the style
of many autocratic African leaders.
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Several other factors suggested that
SWAPO might suffer an erosion of support. The government has failed so far in
several key commitments made during
the liberation struggle and since independence, especially in terms of job
creation and comprehensive land reform
to tackle the high levels of unemployment and landlessness. Demobilised
former SWAPO guerrillas have taken to
the streets in protest at their plight on
several occasions in recent years. Following the most recent such incident, the
government announced that it would
employ them, adding up to 9,000 people
to the already heavy civil service salary
bill. Although controversial, this measure probably saved the government many
votes in its political heartland. Even more
unpopular, not least among its supporters, was the government's hasty decision
in mid-1998 to commit substantial numbers of soldiers and the associated hardware to the war in the Democratic
Republic of Congo alongside those from
Angola and Zimbabwe in support of
President Laurent Kabila's embattled regime.
In protest at these events, and the general
autocratic and unaccountable state of
SWAPO politics, Ben Ulenga, a former
Robben Island political prisoner, then
trade union leader, deputy cabinet minister and ultimately High Commissioner in
London, resigned his post in August
1998. In March this year, following his
departure from SWAPO, he led the establishment of a new political party, the
Congress of Democrats (CoD) specifically to challenge SWAPO in the elections. Its platform has been to remain true
to SWAPO's independence commitments
and policies, which it claims the ruling
party has since reneged on.
The hitherto official opposition, the Democratic Tumhalle Alliance (DTA), has been
losing support and momentum since
revelations of South African covert support ahead of the 1989 elections. In
October 1998, Mishake Muyongo, former
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DTA president and its presidential candidate against Nujoma in 1994, led an
exodus of some 2,500 refugees from the
Caprivi Strip into Botswana following
what the army claims was the discovery
of a secessionist plot led by Muyongo.
Many have since returned under a government promise of safe conduct, but the
torture of some senior local DTA and
Muyongo supporters following the armed
attack on the regional capital, Katima
Mulilo, in early August 1999, has been
well documented. The Caprivi remains
somewhat tense, so the election there was
keenly awaited.

3.0%. In the National Assembly, the Cod
emerged as the new official opposition,
with 9.9% of the votes. This was only 2.5
percentage points ahead of the DTA, on
9.4%. The UDF gained 2.9%, enough for 2
seats. The only other party to win representation in the National Assembly was
the Monitor Action Group (MAG), comprising white former National Party members. Its 3,600 votes (0.7%) gained it a
single seat, compared with 7 each for the
CoD and DTA. SWAPO will have 55 of
the 72 seats in this, the third parliament,
an increase of 2. Several smaller parties,
including SWANU, one of the original
liberation movements established in the
1950s, have faded badly and will probElection Results
ably disappear from the scene. SWANU
The final results announced by the Elec- gained only 1,885 votes countrywide. Its
toral Commission on 7 December pro- main support base has traditionally been
vided better than expected news for among OtjiHerero-speakers.
SWAPO. None of the controversies and
concerns seems to have had significant Hence, although the CoD succeeded in its
electoral impact in terms of its previous aim to become the leading opposition
support base. Although nobody expected party, its electoral performance was
anything other than a SWAPO victory weaker than expected and hoped. Most
and a third term for President Nujoma, commentators had expected it to gain 10commentators differed somewhat in their 15% of the vote, and possibly as much as
expectations of the National Assembly 20% if it succeeded in gaining votes from
vote. Key points of interest were how disaffected grassroots SWAPO supportwell the CoD would perform, both rela- ers. In fact, it seems to have gained votes
tive to the DTA and in terms of its ability very largely from the DTA, which had
to woo SWAPO supporters. Since it is led won some 20% in 1994. This will disapby disillusioned ex-SWAPO members point Ulenga and the rest of the CoD
who profess continuing loyalty to its leadership. Ulenga has complained at
principles, it was felt that the CoD would aspects of the election voting and countbe the most likely beneficiary of any ing process. For those ordinary Namibians
swing away from SWAPO. It had been becoming frustrated at SWAPO's growwidely expected that Nujoma would gain ing arrogance and the effective one-party
a higher share of the votes in the presi- democracy, the outcome will also be a
dential poll than SWAPO would win in disappointment.
the National Assembly election.
The geographical breakdown of votes
In fact, Nujoma's percentage of the vote underlines the challenge that still lies
(76.7%) was virtually identical to that of ahead if SWAPO's grip is to be weakened
SWAPO in the National Assembly (76.3%). in the future. SWAPO won all the seats in
This reflects the ruling party's better than the five regions comprising the former
expected showing. Nujoma's leading chal- Ovamboland and Kavango bantustans in
lenger, the CoD's Ben Ulenga, gained the north, its political base, as well as four
10.6%, ahead of the DTA's Katuutire out of six in the troubled northeastern
Kaura on 9.7% and the United Demo- Caprivi region. Nevertheless, the CoD
cratic Front's Justus Garoeb with only performed best in Caprivi, where it gained
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37% of the vote, mainly from former DTA
supporters. SWAPO also won five of the
six seats in Erongo region, the powerbase
of the UDF's Justus Garoeb, and seven of
the nine in Khomas region, which is
centred on the capital city, Windhoek. In
the two sparsely populated southern
regions of Hardap and Karas, SWAPO
won four and five of the six seats respectively. Only in the arid northwestern
Kunene region, did SWAPO gain minority support - two of the six seats. The
other four seats there are shared by the
DTA and UDF. One of the ethnic groups
in this region is the OvaHimba, seminomadic pastoralists whose ancestral
lands along the Kunene River are threatened by the proposed Epupa Dam and
hydro-electric scheme.

Conclusion
The Namibian electorate has given continued backing to the ruling SWAPO
party of President Sam Nujoma, despite
some policy failures, major recent controversies, and the establishment of a new
political party headed by former SWAPO
members. The CoD has become the official opposition by a small margin but will
be disappointed by the result. There is
now little prospect of a substantial change
in government policies over its coming 5year term of office. Further consolidation
and autocratic rule by the ageing Nujoma
are likely, but economic stability will
probably be maintained, with little substantive change of policy direction.
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Today, young militants are strongest at
points of intersection between the global
and the local; that is, oil extraction in the
Niger Delta by the world's most powerful oil multinationals, trade between suppliers of imported and native goods in
cities, logging in Cross River State of
hardwood in excess of official limits by
foreign companies in collaboration with
indigenous timber dealers and government.

they are perceived as not 'sharing' oil
company monies with the communities
whose land supplies oil or carries oil pipe
lines. Youth also lead boundary 'wars'
between neighbouring villages of the
same ethnic group, and figure prominently in city market riots by 'Christians'
against 'Muslims' (and vice-versa), as
each struggles for control over trade in
valued resources (that is, the parallel
money market, guns and cartridges, licences to operate fuel tankers and filling
Since the early 1990s Caroline Ifeka has stations) (Ogunjinmi, 1999).
worked in the forests of Cross River state,
where she has established a grass-roots Youth's re-birth as a militant political
NGO for bio-diversity conservation and category is taking place through their
poverty alleviation. Through this work struggles in the Niger Delta and elseshe has acquired first-hand experience of where (Cross River, Ondo states) against
the ways in which 'youth' construct multinational agencies. Companies and
NGOs/park management/Shell oil as international NGOs have expatriate and
oppressive alien agents of external domi- affluent Nigerian managers (Mobil/Chevnation and unwanted control. Youth are ron or conservation agency staff) living in
increasingly pursuing their demands by compounds located alongside poor vilviolent means: is this a mirror image of lages - veritable points of intersection
the repressive, anti-democratic practices between the global and the local. Youth
of military regimes and elites?
and older men quickly become dependent on companies and NGOs for wage
labour, women become house staff, prosYouth Leaders & their Causes
titutes and bar owners. Educated youth
Resistance to militaristic practices mas- refuse to farm: today's farmers are largely
querading as democracy, initiated during men and women over thirty five years
the post-1993 struggle for President-elect old, relatively or entirely uneducated,
M.K.O. Abiola's release, is becoming a engaging in hard labour in this unmass movement, especially in southern mechanised, hand tool dependent sector.
Nigeria. Political consciousness of the Lacking work, seeing oil money or conhuman rights of citizens to a better deal servation agency funds flowing, youth
from oil companies (less gas flaring, zero accuse oil companies and NGOs of peroil spillage, sustainable development) is petuating their community's impoverishmost advanced in the Delta where 'youth' ment and oppressed status (Alashi, 1999).
leaders have been active since the early
1960s, and have periodically attacked Recently, in a remote area of Cross River
government (police, army), oil company State, a handful of discontented youth
installations and pipelines. (By 'youth' is persuaded about twenty small Troys' and
popularly meant younger males under a few 'girl' supporters to mobilise against
the age of thirty-five, though older men the grassroots NGO established by the
may also don the title 'youth leader7). writer; they locked project staff out of
Today, youth's struggle for 'real' not their office and farms for a week, and
'fake' democracy in southern Nigeria engaged in physical intimidation. Led by
assumes the form of attacks against large the NGO's former trainee manager, the
NGOs, police and militia and oil compa- youth organised themselves into an assonies. Employees as managers or engi- ciation. They claimed the NGO was
neers are liable to kidnapping because 'really' a wealthy multinational and they
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were like 'Niger Delta youth' (a good 500
km distant) because they were 'punishing' the NGO for only 'helping' its
friends, not themselves, with scholarships, micro-credit and technical assistance. Moreover, youth in villages close to
or enclosed in the adjacent Cross River
National Park periodically hijack Park
vehicles and motor bikes, assault Rangers
and 'chase them out', because they are
preventing villagers from clearing forest
for farms and hunting endangered species.
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tants were believed to be holed up with
guns and armories (Ojewale, 1999).

'Boys' Revolts
Contemporary conflicts between youth
and government, or NGO/oil company,
re-run colonial uprisings known in southeastern Nigeria as 'boys' revolts'.
(Rowlands & Warmer, 1988). In the past
these youth challenged rather than overthrew the elders' authority and superior
standing: 'boys' looked forward to becoming elders so they hesitated to attack
the position of elder itself. However,
since the 1970s, military regimes have coopted traditional rulers and rendered
them complicit in looting public revenues for private gain; many youth believe this alliance has enabled elders and
chiefs to block development in the villages. Consequently, 'elders' have lost
esteem and authority. But in the absence
of economic and political modernisation,
beset by widespread poverty, most villagers still rely on traditional ways of
offsetting cash flow shortages by securing loans and gifts ('dashes') from kinsmen, elders addressed as 'father' or 'Pa',
and a few more affluent men. At times
youth pay perfunctory obeisance to elders;
on other occasions (witnessed by the
writer) youth abuse elders, walk out on
chiefs without apology, and behave with
disrespect.

Militant youth belonging to various Ijaw
organisations (Ijaw Youth Forum, Ijaw
Youth Council, the Egbesu society) in
Delta and Bayelsa states struggled in the
aftermath of President Obasanjo's election on 29 May 1999, to increase the Niger
Delta's share of oil revenues from 13 to
50%. The Federal Government opposes
this demand: over 90% of Nigeria's hard
currency earnings comes from oil sales revenues which fund central and state
government expenditures. Ijaw, Ikwerre
and Ogoni youth began to militate for
self-determination by demanding that the
Obasanjo government by-pass the National Assembly and hold a sovereign
national conference (Ejiofo, 1999; Mba,
1999). This demand is strongly supported
by the Oodua Peoples Congress (OPC), a
militant off-shoot of the Yoruba-based
civil rights organisation NADECO based
in Lagos and responsible in late 1999 for
mass killings of Hausa traders in Lagos Adopting the idiom of witchcraft, youth
and Shagamu.
periodically accuse certain elders of enriching themselves at the expense of poor
In November this year Ijaw Egbesu youth, relatives whose blood they suck. In some
equipped with machine guns and 'armed' villages militant youth hold public antiwith secret medicines to protect them- witchcraft trials intended to identify,
selves against bullets, killed twelve po- humiliate and punish witches so obstruclicemen despatched by Bayelsa state tionist elders ('witches') will cease to
authorities to restore law and order. The impede economic development. Though
Bayelsa state Governor, possibly complicit the customary youth/elder relationship
with Egbesu youth in their self-determi- still informs relations between political
nation demands, was 'unable' to locate players in the new 'democratic' dispensaand identify the killers. So, two weeks tion, it is being undermined by youth's
later, after due warning, the Federal widespread desire to overthrow - not
Government sent in 3,000 troops; they merely challenge - the customary elder/
laid waste to Odi town where the mili- youth relationship and its subordination
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of youth to elder's behest. Indeed, youthled political violence has the potential to
unravel Nigeria's colonial and post-colonial political institutions, and the historical role of traditional rulers in governance
at the grass-roots.
This trend is most marked in the core
Niger Delta states (Bayelsa, Rivers, Ondo,
Delta) where the stakes (oil revenues) are
highest. Here, youth appeal to 'traditional' notions of young men's 'authority'
to lead their village against external
enemies as neighbouring villages and
witches. Enemies are re-presented as oil
corporations, conservation NGOs, National Parks. Militant youth's growing
influence in local and state level politics
may signal the terminal decline of their
customary counterpart and alter ego elders, chiefs and traditional rulers.
In the early 1960s the Ijaw youth leader,
Isaac Boro, led a rebellion against the
Federal government's perceivably unjust
appropriation of oil revenues belonging
to Ijaws and failure to bring 'development' - that is, physical infrastructure,
education, health and employment; the
rebellion was brutally suppressed. Forty
years later, in the mid-1990s, mass resistance to political marginalisation, widespread impoverishment, and gross
environmental damage caused by multinational oil companies resurfaced in the
wake of the trial and judicial murder of
Saro Wiwa and the Ogoni Eight. Educated 'youth', graduates in their thirties,
are reviving historical notions of 'youth's'
identify as radical junior males resistant
to senior males (elders) who control
access to local government revenues and
therefore village power.
Oronto Douglas, leader of the Pan Niger
Delta Chikoko Movement, the late Saro
Wiwa, leader of the Movement for the
Survival of the Ogoni People (MOSOP),
and Nnimmo Bassey - leader of the Benin
based Environmental Rights Action (ERA)
now associated with Friends of the Earth.
Publicly non-political NGOs as the Niger

Delta Wetlands Centre (Port Harcourt),
Pro-Natura Nigeria (Lagos) and the Nigerian Conservation Foundation (Lagos,
Calabar) contribute survey data on the
impact of unregulated gas flaring and oil
spillages on the unique ecology and flora
and fauna of the Niger Delta's mangrove
swamps, creek fisheries, and human morbidity and mortality. International NGOs,
especially in Canada and Scandinavia,
give funds and support radical monitoring groups such as Oil Watch, Environmental Rights Action, etc. Equipped with
or seeking funds, new youth leaders
emerge daily: some intend to heal divisions in their ethnic group's associations
by forming umbrella organisations, other
support pan-Niger Delta claims that 'the
Niger Delta' now has its own 'constitution' in preparation for 'self-determination' and possible secession from the
Federal Republic. (At least seven states
claim to be Niger Delta states: Bayelsa,
Rivers, Cross River, Ondo, Delta, Abia
and Imo - though the bulk of Nigeria's oil
is located on or off-shore in Bayelsa,
Rivers and Delta states).

Elders' Complicity
Federal Government officials and spokesmen for the Presidency note that 'youth'
do not move on their own. Rather, they
are said to have support from elders and
traditional rulers as well as state and
national level politicians. More darkly,
the press quotes President Obasanjo's
advisers, who talk of retired generals and
mallams interested in democracy's collapse and replacement by a northern
(Muslim) dominated military (Ojewale,
1999). In this scenario, the youth/elder
divide is not absolute: it is qualified by
covert cross-cutting 'marriages' of convenience without political principle but
for financial gain in which certain big
men including those in the state security
services (SSS) hand over 'brown envelopes' (money) to traditional rulers, who
in turn pass on smaller 'envelopes' to
militant youth. The latter may be invited
to mobilise against political opponents,
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for example sub-ethnicities competing
for control of local government revenues.
Complicity between some youth and
some elders implies that traditional rulers - representatives of the ancestors,
guardians of their clan and ethnic group's
ritual regalia and sacred sites - have lost,
or are fast losing their status and social
distance from junior males, as the latter
acquire increasing influence and political
power through control of well-armed
grassroots vigilante groups.
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contemporary example of covert youthelder alignments is the ongoing 'war' of
Ijaw youth and their traditional rulers
against the Itsekiri people over the location of a local government secretariat in
the oil town of Warri (Delta State). The
Olu of Itsekiri had secured its removal
from a largely Ijaw area to Warri South
West inhabited by Itsekiri (Ojewale, 1999).

Observers also note widespread, tacit
support from most sections of Niger
Delta villages, as well as some elders and
chiefs, for militant youth and their drive
to change the structural relationship of
domination and dependency between Federal Government and Delta sates (Tobs,
1999); resistance is thus endemic. Crosscutting ties between youth and elders,
governors and loose footed 'area boys'
mean that resistance cannot be suppressed by violent action enforced by
state police or the federal army. Equally,
the newly established Niger Delta Commission will fail to change the centre/
periphery struggle if, as is widely expected, aid for infrastructural and social
welfare development is married to Delta
Commission officials mis-appropriation
of funds so village level development is
starved, devolution of powers is checked
and the centre continues to dominate
(Obiora, 1999).

This version of an old conflict between
Itsekiri and Ijaw commenced in late 1997
under the Abacha regime, but expanded
when a third ethnic group, the Urhobo,
traditional allies of the Ijaw, also became
involved in the war against Itsekiri.
Another example of big men's money
reproducing elder/youth alliances is
Abacha's 1996-7 hiring of street boys
(Youths Earnestly Ask for Abacha, YEAA)
to drum up support for his 'transition'
into a civilian president. Yet another
instance is the 'war' in 1998 over a long
land boundary between two neighbouring villages in Anambra state (Iboland).
As in the Warri 'war7 reviewed above, a
third village also became involved, and
abandoning its traditional role of peacemaker between the two larger villages,
sided with one of them. Over 500 people
were killed as Christians from families
converted 80-100 years ago, mobilised
behind gun toting youth (warrior) leaders, bringing out empowering j'ufu, charms
and body potions to defend themselves
against enemy bullets.

A political economy approach to
kleptocratic under-development argues
that power is monopolised by elites
(elders/chiefs, big men politicians, generals) who (mis-) use public monies for
private gain and political goals. For
example, big men 'encourage' (pay) militant youth to pull state and local governments into complicit opposition to the
Obasanjo regime. Youth leaders say they
are engaged in the (forceful) democratisation of militarised institutions so as to
empower marginalised groups, villages
and ethnicities, and if certain authorities
give them support, well and good. A

Youth-led violence challenges authority
(represented locally by family elders and
village chiefs) in the name of equal rights
and empowerment of marginalised exploited groups. On the one hand, youth's
political ascendancy affirms their move
away from dependency on older men and
towards independence. This is taking
place by violent means that resulted last
year in Ijaw beheading an Itsekiri traditional ruler {Punch, 4 June 1999). On the
other hand, youth's ties with patrons and
donors reproduce dependency. Relationships between youth and elders are thus
conflictful and ambiguous.
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Political & Cultural Underdevelopment
Since the 1970s popular notions of 'development' have focused on political struggles by elites at local, state and federal
levels to secure for 'their' ethnic or subethnic group at least a local government
authority, at best a state. 'Development'
is thus inextricably associated with the
politics of de-centralisation or state creation, a strategy favoured by ethnic minorities for counteracting perceived
subjection to politically and demographically dominant large ethnic groups
(Yoruba, Hausa - Fulani, Ibo) that still
dominate the Federal Government. Niger
Delta minorities as the Ijaw, Ogoni and
Ikwerre resist post-independence domination by northern (Hausa) elites who
perceivedly have transformed a federation of states into a (non-federal) unitary
state. State creation to give each ethnicity
its 'homeland' authorises the establishment of new local government authorities who often represent sub-ethnic
groups; these in turn support customary,
kin-based hierarchies in which elders
rank as superior to junior males (youth).
'Development' in Nigeria is still identified with state creation. In popular belief,
'development' is largely a political not a
social or economic process.
Social and economic development is held
back by the low quality of recruits into
pivotal government departments - agriculture, health and education - and into
tertiary teaching institutions. Secondary
school graduates usually write and count
at levels considered inadequate for Primary Six leavers in the 1960s. Nigeria's
thirty-seven plus universities and scores
of polytechnics, colleges of advanced
education and agriculture are noted for
their pursuit of mindless rote learning
and murderous secret societies (Ugwu,
1999). Independent thinkers often collect
lower class degrees and so may be less
likely to secure fast track positions in
departments of town planning, agricul-

ture, women's welfare and forestry with
responsibilities for grass-roots development. Not only are the nation's youth
short-changed by the education system,
but many remain susceptible to the traditional 'sciences' of magic and witchcraft
for explanations of obstructed development (Horton, 1969).
Emerging militant youth culture draws
on popular representations of the enemy
as 'witch'. In the Niger Delta and Cross
River state, Shell company managers and
NGO directors are imaged as greedy,
sucking out the lives of their victims
(oppressed youth/village communities)
so as to increase their own powers of
money-making. This is especially wicked,
because it is malevolent and covertly
achieved by magical means. In their
recent campaign against the writer's NGO,
militant youth claimed that when the
project director travels to Abuja, she
visits donors and banks, collecting tillions of Naira' for 'chopping' with
complicit NGO staff - not sharing it
'unselfishly' with youth or the wider
community. Youth's portrayal of the
corporate manager or project director as
a witch mobilises popular cultural ideas
of the (ruling) dominant class as greedy
individuals penetrating the victim's blood
at night by secret, mystical and violent
means. Pre-scientific explanations of obstructed development and persisting poverty co-exist with Nigerian elites equation
of development with the kind of government funded, top-down large scale agriculture, reforestation and industrialisation
projects pursued in the 1960s and 1970s
that invariably flopped. Ajoakuta, Nigeria's multi-billion dollar rolling steel mill,
and the alumina smelter at Ikot Abassi,
have experienced so many 'management'
(corruption) problems that the plants
have still not commenced operations.

Obstructed Development
Two decades of rapid population growth
(3% per annum from the 1980s), and the
continuing decline of manufacturing to
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under 20% capacity utilisation in the
mid-1990s, have spawned a vast army of
under - and unemployed young men and
women between the ages of 15 and, 35.
Persisting under-development - the collapse of cash incomes from over $800 per
capita in the early 1980s to $160 in the late
1990s and $66 (and less) in the poorest
households in Cross River villages studied by the writer (Ifeka & Abua, 2000), encourages people to rely on kinship ties
and customary political relationships for
collective income sharing. In customary
(village) society elders share money and
'dash' titbits to youthful clients; large
numbers of dependants 'feed' on a single
wage earner, however young. Family
welfare rewards collective sharing and
demotivates individuals from working
hard for commercial success.
Economic development through the market and individual enterprise is thus held
back by people's reliance on the family
for economic support; the extended family supplies welfare assistance that the
state persistently fails to deliver. In Cross
River and the Niger Delta, youth with
secondary and even tertiary education
roam their villages aimlessly, clad in
reeboks and jeans, seeking gratification in
locally grown marijuana and alcohol,
habituated to living off the sweat of their
mother's labour (women do most of the
farming, and fishing in less polluted
creeks where fish still survive. Fired by
ganja (marijuana) and 'hot' (locally distilled alcohol), they take on the perceived
perpetrators of their predicament - elders,
government authorities, NGOs and oil
companies.
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tion-making expresses a need articulated
by minority leaders in the Delta as Isaac
Boro (mid-1960s) and Ken Saro Wiwa
(mid-1990s) for ethnic nationalities to
exercise their right to self-determination:
they should opt either for a confederal
relationship with the political centre or
outright independence by secession
(Chipbo, 2000).
Conflict between centre and periphery
has punctuated Nigeria's political 'development' in the twentieth century, and is
often spearheaded by 'youth'. For example, in the past 30 years young Captains
and Lt. Colonels have often led coup
d'etats against Federal Governments perceived to be devolving too much power
to the states, or contrariwise, to be too
autocratic and centrist. Student members
of campus cults kill 'enemies' (academic
registrars and faculty deans) when the
latter allegedly refuse to bend the rules to
record a student's course grade of fail as a
pass. (Cultist killers are difficult to bring
to court on murder charges, because they
are often the sons of Trig men', who
protect their offspring from the due
processes of the law).

Youth in the oil-rich Delta rebel against
the Federal Government because it appropriates the bulk of oil revenues. In
densely populated Ibo states (Anambra,
Enugu, Ebonyi, Abia, Imo) youth-led
land wars interrupt largely unrecorded
post-colonial economic histories. Uprisings this century - from resistance to
colonial rule and Troys revolts' against
elders to coup d'etat and militant secret
societies - show continuities in the warrior roles assumed by youth and the
judicious governance role claimed by
Conclusion
elders and chiefs. Youth-led political
violence
articulates historical centre-peContinuing power struggles since inderiphery
tensions
in the colonial and postpendence nearly 40 years ago over the
country's constitution articulate, on the colonial Nigerian political system.
one hand, a perceived 'need' for a strong
centre that may unify Nigeria's 200 and On some occasions, youth mobilise
more ethnic groups; successive military against federal/state/local government
regimes all emphasised this view of so as to assert their (youth) claims to
governance. On the other hand, constitu- share in political decision making and
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dissolution of existing political institutions is countered by oil companies and
their counterparts in the state and Federal
Government (i.e. Minister of Petroleum,
Minister of Energy, Steel and Power,
Minister or Finance) who claim that they
do much to 'help' Delta villages whose
oil they harvest. Likewise, donors hold
that the NGOs they fund are strengthening civil society at the grassroots by
participatory (egalitarian, human rights
conscious) programmes for accountability and empowerment of marginalised
groups (women, unemployed youth) for
sustainable economic and social development; donors and NGOs work for the
political growth of the existing federal
For example, equipped with government system.
funds, chiefs and village elders initiate
placatory 'development' projects as health However, we need to ask if these laudcentres and access road construction, but able programmes are not contributing to
when the project flops because of mis- escalating political violence because they
management and insufficient funding, seek to empower youth and women
invariably these notables are accused of within the existing system built on politi'chopping all'. Lack of trust between cal control by older men and the subordirulers and ruled contributes to obstructed nation of younger men and women. Is
development at all levels of the Nigerian empowerment not encouraging youth's
polity. Where there is no trust, there can struggles by armed for 'real' not fake
be no sustainable growth in the capacities democracy? Are militant youth who take
of village, local/state and federal govern- on elders, chiefs and Mr. President with
ment to manage resources for income periodic outbursts of lethal violence regeneration for all.
playing the historic brutality of the military against Nigeria's ethnically divided,
Youth see themselves as egalitarian fight- enfeebled civil society?
ers for real, not 'fake' democracy, on
behalf of all Nigeria's 'ethnic nationali- Certainly, youth groups believe theirs is a
ties'. Current thinking by the most politi- legitimate campaign against the murdercised youth in the Niger Delta and the ers of innocent civilians by state police
Yoruba states of south-western Nigeria, and Federal Army soldiers allegedly hired
is that democracy should be based on the by oil companies to remove youthful
right to self-determination, guaranteed political saboteurs and oil pipeline vanby a new constitution to be negotiated at dals.
the proposed sovereign national conference. (If held, a sovereign national confer- References & Notes
ence would dissolve the present Federal
House of Representatives and Senate, the This Briefing was written in Cross River
President also would be deemed redun- without access to library materials; availdant; a national conference held through able academic sources and articles about
the people's elected representatives would the Niger Delta in the daily press and
recognise the legitimacy of representa- weekly magazines are cited below:
tives, senators and Mr. President elected
in May, 1999). This trajectory towards
governance; subsequently, elders may
seek to co-opt militant youth by encouraging some to stand for election to village
councils, customarily the domain of elders
and chiefs (Ifeka & Flower, 1998). On the
other occasions, after clashes with highly
aggressive and charged youth groups,
elders may seek to reassert their political
superiority by rushing to state and Federal Governments for funds. They use
this money to appease sections of their
village communities who covertly support youth's campaigns against elders
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Defence {DefesaNational), Tobias Joaquim Culture (Culturd), Miguel Costa Mkaima;
Dai; was retired general and secretary- was director of National Art Museum
general of Defence.
(Museu National de Arte)
Planning & Finance (.Piano e Finangas), Environment (Coordenagao da Acgdo
Luisa Diogo; was vice-minister.
Ambiental), John William Kchamila; was
Minister of Minerals and Energy.
Justice (Justigd), Jose Ibraimo Abudo; no
Labour (Trabalhd), Mario Lampeao
change.
Sevene; was member of parliament.
Interior and Minister in the Presidency
for Defence & Security (Interior e para os Public Works & Housing (ObrasPiiblicas
As sun t os de Defesa e Seguranga da e Habitagao), Roberto Costley White; no
Presidentia da Republica), Almerino da change.
Cruz Marcos Manhenje; no change.
Youth & Sport (Juventude e Desportos),
State Administration (Administraqao Joel Matias Libombo; was vice-minister.
Estatat), Jose Antonio da Conceiqao
Chichava; member of Maputo local as- Women & Social Action (Mulher e
sembly (city council).
Coordenagao da Acgao Social), Virginia
Bernarda Neto Alexandre dos Santos
Agriculture & Rural Development Matabele, was deputy-leader of Frelimo
(Agricultura e Desenvolvimento Rural), bench in parliament.
Helder dos Santos Felix Monteiro (formerly Muteia); was vice-minister.
Minister in the Presidency for Parliamentary & Diplomatic Affairs (Ministro
Industry & Commerce (Indiistria e na Presidentia para os Assuntos ParlaComercio), Carlos Alberto Sampaio mentares eDiplomdticos), Francisco Caetano
Morgado; was member of National Elec- Madeira; no change.
tion Commission (CNE) and vice-president of the national airline LAM Tourism (Turismo), Fernando Sumbana
(vice-Presidente do Conselho de Admini- Junior; was director of Investment Prostraqao das Linhas Aereas de Mogambique). motion Centre (Centro de Promogao de
Investimentos)
Minerals & Energy (Recursos Minerals e
Energid), Castigo Antonio Correia Langa; Higher Education, Science & Technolwas vice-minister.
ogy (Ensino Superior, Ciencia e Tecnologia),
Lidia Maria Ribeiro Arthur Brito; was
Transport & Communications (Trans- recently appointed academic vice-rector
portes e Comunicagoes), Tomas Augusto of Universidade Eduardo Mondlane
Salomao; was Minister of Planning & (UEM).
Finance.
Fishing (Pescas), to be named. TemporarEducation (Educagad), Alcido Eduardo ily Helder dos Santos Felix Monteiro will
Nguenha; was member of parliamentary do this job as well.
Permanent Commission (Comissao Permanente da Assembleia da Republica) and head Five former ministers were elected to
of the Pedagogic University.
parliament: Eneas Comiche, Arnaldo
Nhavoto, Aurelio Zilhao, Alfredo Gamito
Health (Saude), Francisco Ferreira and Mateus Kathupa.
Songane; doctor and was head of Beira
central hospital.

Briefing: Sahel: Women Power Rules the Economy

Parlimentaiy Leaders Selected
Eduardo Mulembwe was relected speaker
of parliament (Presidente da Assembleia
da Republica). He was nominated by
Frelimo; Francisco Masquil, former
Frelimo Central Committee member and
leader of the opposition group in the
Beira city council, was nominated by
Rename
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ally women do their share of work in the
fields and then regularly devote their
afternoon to maintaining their own plots
of millet or groundnuts. Furthermore, in
the face of an uncertain climate, women,
through their production of foodstuffs
and sale of part of their produce to
generate supplementary income, guarantee that the household will have at least
some basic form of nutrition.

Armando Guebuza remains head of the
Frelimo parliamentary bench. RenamoUE selected Ossufo Mize Quitine to
replace Raul Domingos as leader of the
opposition bench. Deputy head is Jose
Samo Gudo, a member of one of the small
parties in the renamo-UE coalition, Fumo.

Their involvement in economic life is not
a recent phenomenon in African societies,
although in recent years it has grown
because of the pressure exerted by a
number of factors such as soil degradation. A further, more recent factor has
been structural adjustment policy. Since
the 1960s, the Sahel has undergone a
number of changes which have profoundly modified the structure of its
Mozambique Peace process Bulletin, landscape and its people. Most Sahel
countries have experienced sudden rural
Issue 24a, 18 January 2000, supplement.
depopulation which, in certain areas, has
drastically reduced males of working age
due to urban migration. Major urban
centres saw huge numbers of 'newlyurbanised' migrants swelling the ranks of
the unemployed and those in low-paid
Sahel: Women Power Rules jobs. The countryside was depopulated.

the Economy
Due to this, women have played a vital
role in initiatives to place their precarious
existence on firmer footing, both in urban
and country areas. It is they who, in
towns and cities, have often had to earn
money as their husbands are unemployed. At the same time, in the villages,
soil degradation and poor plant cover
(also a consequence of rural depopulation, the reduction in raw-materials prices
African women have always played a and drought) has led women to devote
part in production and trade, activities themselves to cultivating new crops.
which have more or less specifically
devolved upon them. In the Sahel, they In the villages, it is mostly the men who
have not only traditionally been associ- are the first to leave; they head for subated with upkeep of the family small- regional centres or go much further afield
holding (sowing, weeding and to seek the income they are unable to earn
harvesting), but also developed parallel at home. However, there may sometimes
activities involving essentially the tend- be a one or two year gap before the
ing of a kitchen garden and small-scale emigrant son or husband is able to send
trade in foodstuffs. In the morning, gener- back the first CFAF 50,000 or 100,000,

Women in the Sahel region are in the
forefront of an ambitious scheme to alleviate
poverty. They have joined forces to build a
popular urban economy. Their success, write
Newslink Africa's special correspondents
Bella Diallo andMarieme Sow, shows women
can play a full part in public and economic
life.
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which the family needs to survive. Dur- pretext of regulating economic life, would
ing this, the family will have no resources be disastrous in social terms.
other than those the women are able to
Another responsibility of women is food
contrive.
processing and packaging of primary
Ownership of a plot of land for growing products. They also find employment as
food crops, cumulative experience of domestics, at cheap restaurants, hairtrade and the sale of small amounts of dressers, seamstresses etc.
produce will in such a case be crucial to
the safeguarding of equilibrium in fami- Many extremely important areas of the
lies for whom existence is precarious. popular urban economy, although princiSometimes for example even in Le Baol - pally service activities which keep them
the centre of groundnut production in from the means of production, are domiSenegal - it is the women who journey to nated by women. While their husbands
town to obtain their basic household were working in the fields, unprepared
needs. They work as crushers, take posts for carrying on basically commercial
as maidservants - if they are young activities, they have, on the whole adapted
enough, or work as washer-women. How- better to their new environment, contribever small the income they earn, it will be uting here also to alleviating the consesent back to the village. When the rural quences of poverty within the family.
population does not emigrate on such a
large scale, it is the sale of crops out of Long at the forefront of individual strateseason elsewhere which will provide gies to combat poverty, women have seen
families with the resources they need. In their level of responsibility increased
regions such as Les Nyayes, crops have under structural adjustment plans. These
long been put to use both by men and result in large scale lay-offs in the towns
women, but elsewhere, such as in Le Baol, and cities, especially among civil servthey have been grown in times of crisis ants, which in turn results in a fall in the
and have been used by women to keep number of jobs available in the formal
the family above subsistence level.
sector and also in purchasing power, and
leads to a slide towards production and
The influx of large numbers of people popular services. Moreover, in both urfrom the countryside into West African ban and rural areas, structural adjusturban centres has been too sudden for the ment restricts access to credit. Although
latter to be able to absorb these new the traditional distribution of tasks between domestic activities and productive
inhabitants easily.
employment has less relevance in an
urban
environment, the scarcity of liquid
In the region's towns and cities, there is
assets
in the rural environment has promassive under-employment and the modern economy represents only a small part moted small-scale food production to the
of activity. Here, women demonstrate detriment of larger farms .
remarkable motivation, attending to urgent things first, by investing in a number In both cases, the role of women within
of income-generating activities. Small- the family has been strengthened. In the
scale trade in foodstuffs is traditionally towns and cities, they have often taken on
the preserve of women. The scene in the commercial activities besides their dostreets of Dakar, Bamako, Ouagadougou mestic tasks. This has enabled them to
or Ndjamena is ample illustration of its supplement revenue to that earned by
importance.
their husbands. In the villages they have
stepped up cultivation of their plots of
Needless to say, restrictions on or the land and marketing their produce. Afrirepression of small-scale trade, under the can women have used tontines (savings
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groups) as a way of saving, but progressively, these have been shown to have
limits in this context of a crisis which has
increased tenfold.
Tontines' members pay a set sum each
month and receive an annual payout. In
fact they are more an individual than a
collective response to the problem of
money shortage, systematised by economic difficulties. It has become necessary for a positive 'mutualisation' of
risks, in other words collective risk prevention. Women in particular have felt
the need for collective working capital, as
a way in which to generate economic and
social activities with a view to stabilising
their situation in a time of crisis.
The creation of savings and credit funds
has made it possible to finance economic
activities and to get around the tontines'
time constraints. Such funds are often
multipurpose in nature and the existence
of a cash reserve makes it possible to
remedy urgent social problems. Central
purchasing points have also been set up,
in the form of groups, to promote the
purchase of foodstuffs at lower cost.
Techniques from village-based practices
have progressively become modern management methods. Some groups are also
engaged in activities traditionally undertaken by men, including the management
of community equipment such as water
posts.
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have been seen to destroy a water post
installed and managed by women out of
fear that their status within the family
and the local district would rapidly
diminish. Not all projects or discourse
prompting humanity have been called
into question but in this field, as in others,
intellectuals and people at grassroot levels, whose approaches are complementary, have still to converge. The situation
is indeed evolving and it must be reinforced in concrete ways, with care being
taken to ensure that ideology does not
hold up progress in the field. Whatever
happens, if the 21st Century allows
women to play a full part in economic
development, those in the Sahel will be in
the vanguard.

Can Africa Exploit the
Internet?

Will the Internet deliver to Africa? Will
Africa exploit the opportunities offered by the
Internet to be at par with the rest of the
world? A product of information technology
explosion, the Internet could be a chance that
Africa has been waiting for and critically,
could be the last chance that Africa can
exploit to move up the ladder of economic,
social and political well-being, writes
Newslink Africa's special correspondent Steve
Activity on the part of women in areas Mbogo

traditionally occupied by them has increased, and they have also begun to
carry on activities which were formerly
exclusively for men. There is now no area
of the popular economy, indeed the
economy as a whole, where women are
not involved although their access to the
means of production is still sometimes
disputed.
However, there are fears that a system
established over the years is being upset
too abruptly and advantages will bring
with them drawbacks. In Dakar, men

A major feature that predominates the
Internet is the electronic trading - otherwise known as e-commerce. When the
Internet evolved, it was a crucial means
by which interconnected users exchanged
information. Currently, this information
exchange is increasingly being added
economic value by transforming it as a
means that facilitates exchange of goods
and services. Among the good features of
this mode of trading is that it is efficient,
requires minimal capital investment and
knows no infrastructural barriers.
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Could this be what Africa has been
waiting for? In 1998/99 growth of trade
in Africa outdid growth of trade in any of
the other continents. It suggests that
Africa could exploit the opportunities
offered by the Internet to increase her
growth in trade by even a larger margin.

ISPs across Africa. Africa's ISP growth
rate of 36 per cent as measured by
Network Wizards is twice that of world
average. The number of subscribers to the
dial-up e-mail accounts provided by ISP
hit a 400,000 mark by late 1999 and it is
estimated that each computer with an
Internet or e-mail connection supports an
What of the fact that growth of trade is a average of three users. This is according
major feature that will shape the 21st to the United Nations Economic Commiscentury? Africa's ability to participate in sion for Africa (ECA).
the global trade will therefore depend on
the speed of adapting existing and new This translates into about 1.2 million
information knowledge that predomi- Internet users in Africa although this
nates the changing world. Facts on the number is growing by day, 60 per cent of
ground indicate that if Africa is to utilise these users being in South Africa. Africa's
Internet opportunities effectively, much average is one Internet user per 1,500
groundwork still needs to be covered. For people connected compared to the world
instance, note that out of the estimated average of one per 38 people. Europe's
300 million computers in the world, only average is one user per every four people
one per cent of them are in Africa.
connected.
Additionally, despite Africa having 12
per cent of the world's population, it has
only two per cent of the world's telephones. It is important to note that
computers and telephones facilitate
Internet connectivity hence communication that leads to electronic trading.
But there are widespread views that
Africa should get to fully exploit the
Internet opportunities by whatever means
necessary. The continent has to claim a
sizeable share of about US$109.3 billion
that was transacted over the Internet
during 1999.
Over the years, the use of Internet in
Africa has been increasing as the number
of computer literate people increase. Africa's prime Internet service provider ISP,
Africa Online, has continued to expand
its subscriber base across the continent.
The firm, currently worth over US$100
million is regarded as the fastest growing
company in Kenya and its recent listing at
the London Stock Exchange under the
Africa Lakes Limited says much about its
success. Current statistics indicate that by
early 1999, there were over 300 public

Further ECA survey established that the
average level of Internet use in Africa is
about one incoming e-mail and one outgoing e-mail per day, averaging three to
four pages with people communicating
with those outside the continent.
About 25 per cent of the e-mail in Africa
are replacing the telefax while 10 per cent
are replacing telephone calls. And 65 per
cent of e- mail consists of communication
that would not have been made in the
absence of an e-mail system.
One area that Africa could enormously
venture into is trade in services. The
World Bank's 1999/2000 World Development Report says that the tremendous
growth of trade in services and more
recently in e-commerce is part of the new
trade pattern (that will dominate global
commerce fraternity).
In line with this, the potential of Africa's
tourism industry is not debatable. The
World Wide Web (WWW), the Internet
equivalent of book or newspaper pages,
offers a viable marketing and promotional tool for tourism services in Africa.

Briefing: Ethiopia's Plans for the Kalub Gas Project Unfair

Marketing tourism services over the
Internet will additionally reduce the need
for overseas representatives hence cutting the industry's operational costs that
can be diverted into improving service
output.
Africa consultants can now trade their
services through the Internet, a feature
that will enable them expand their market base. For instance, doctors could give
instructions from their desktops to
patient(s) in any corner of the world in
what is increasingly being known as
telemedicine.
The increasing need for e-commerce will
consequently spark the need for enrolling
for computer courses especially among
the young people, yet another business
opportunity.
The chat groups over the Internet that
allows for exchange of views no matter
the distance or the content of such views
will boost Africa's democratisation process. Establishing virtual banks and putting
our stock exchange markets on the Internet
are among other opportunities calling for
attention.
There are some problems that have to be
addressed before Africa becomes fully
hooked into the e-commerce craze. Among
them are the high international tariffs
charged by the telecom operators that
discourages ISP from establishing multiple links and having enough bandwidth
to enable them deliver or carry enough
Web pages over the Internet.
In this connection, ISPs are calling for the
discontinuation of telecommunication monopolies in various African countries to
allow for a competitive playground that
will affect the tariffs downward. The low
level of education and especially computer literacy is an impeding factor to ecommerce. The cost of both personal
computer and surfing the Internet is also
curtailing many Africans from being ecommerce players.
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The low use of credit cards in Africa also
impedes e-commerce. E-commerce eliminates the need for cash transactions in
favour of credit cards where the buyer
only needs to feed his/her credit card
number into the net while the bank
facilitate funds transfer. However in Africa, credit cards use is still minimal. In
general, misinformation, ignorance and
the high incidence of poverty are factors
that continue to affect Africa's capacity of
exploiting information technology opportunities. To address some of these
problems, the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) in its 1999 Human Development Report proposes what
it calls a 'bit-tax' on high volume e-mail
users. These funds will then be diverted
into developing information technology
in developing countries. © Newslink
Africa, London.

Ethiopia's Plans for the
Kalub Gas Project Unfair
Mohamud H. Khalif
The recent preliminary agreement between the Federal Democratic Republic
of Ethiopia (FDRE) and the Houstonbased American oil company, Sicor (see
'American Gas Company Signs Preliminary Agreement for Kalub Gas', The
Reporter, 8 December 1999) regarding the
exploitation of the natural gas deposits in
the Ogaden basin is completely unjust to
the local people. The deal between the
two parties disregards the rights of the
inhabitants of the Region, as neither their
development needs nor their future plight
resulting from the project itself has been
taken into consideration. Worse still, the
people have never been consulted on the
project and the repercussions it may have
for their future environmental and economic welfare. Notwithstanding the fact
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that this agreement deprives the indigenous people of their fundamental right
to their natural resources, it belies the
democratic pretensions of the Zenawi
government.
As the agreement stipulates, a pipeline
will be constructed from the well sites in
the Region to Awash, a city that is 600 km
away from the petroleum source. According to the deal, Sicor will build refining
and storage facilities in Awash, and the
gas and other oil products of the project
will be transported directly from Awash
to Addis Ababa. In addition, other plants
for processing petrochemicals accompanying the gas will also be built in Awash.
Awash is 220 kilometres east of Addis
Ababa and is the provincial capital of the
Southern Nations, Nationalities and Peoples' Regional State. Between this State
and the one in which Kalub is located, the
Somali National Regional State, are two
other Regional States, namely Harar and
Oromiya.
This latest twist to the Kalub Project is at
variance with the earlier plans of the
federal government to the effect that the
infrastructural development necessary for
the proper extraction of the immense
natural gas deposits in the Ogaden will
be put in place in the Region. Apparently,
the metamorphosis of the government's
plan is based on the fact that both access
to energy and road conditions are better
in Awash than in the Ogaden. But despite
the validity of the official reason for the
government's change of heart, one cannot
help but call into question the shift of the
venue of the Project operations and its
timing. As though this was not traumatic
enough for the local communities, the
agreement intends to allocate a miserable
one per cent of the revenues realised from
the undertaking for wildlife protection.
Nothing for community development,
environmental protection or pollution
cleanup. To add insult to injury, this one
per cent will be shared with Awash.
Consequently, in the minds of the people
of the Somali National Regional State,

this deal raises more questions than
answers, and more fears and anxieties
than hopes.
Certainly, the government has not just
learned of the fact that the Ogaden region
is one of the least developed provinces in
Ethiopia, yet its plan all along was to
invest in infrastructure development
projects in return for the gas exploitation.
As such, one can be forgiven for entertaining the actuality of what conspiracy
theorists insist is a continuation of a timehonoured stratagem against the Somalis
in Ethiopia by the powers-that-be in
Addis Ababa.
A more credible explanation for the
about-turn of the scheme is the security
concerns that arise from giving a foreign
company concessions in a venture like
this one. Given that Sicor is going to
acquire a controlling share in the deal, the
security of its expatriate employees is of
prime importance to the future standing
and credibility of the Ethiopian government, especially in the eyes of the omnipotent American government. That
armed secessionist movements such as
the Ogaden National Liberation Front
(ONLF) and Al-Itihad have since 1992
been active in the region lends substance
to this proposition.
Conquered by Menelik II in the turn of
last century in connivance with the then
major European colonial powers, the
Somali-inhabited region in Ethiopia (also
known as the Ogaden) has been effectively annexed to by Ethiopia in two
instalments in 1948 and 1954, with the
help of Britain. Since then, armed conflicts and wars have been some of the
most enduring features in the region's lot.
In 1963 and 1977, the Ethiopian and
Somali governments fought over the
Region amid local nationalist insurgency
that was subsequently transformed into
an irredentist border conflict by the
overbearing involvement of Somalia. After the disintegration of the state in
Mogadishu and the change of govern-
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merit in Addis Ababa, there emerged a
number of liberation fronts, this time
some of them distancing themselves from
any association with Somalia proper. The
timing of their uprising seems to attest to
the authenticity of their claim in that
regard.
The appearance of the secessionist movements on the scene, however, was preceded by a peaceful spell in which many
local parties, prominent among them was
ONLF, accepted to participate in an
ethnic-based democratic federalism within
the framework of a new constitution that
provided for self-determination for 'nations' up to and including secession. Each
nation was to have its own autonomous
self-governing regional system. Unfortunately, however, even before the transitional phase of the Federal Government
was over, it turned out that the central
government and the elected, ONLF-dominated, regional administration were unlikely bedfellows. Neither did the Addis
regime get along well with subsequent
Regional State administrations after the
ONLF took to the bush for secession in
early 1994. What followed was a ludicrous drama of supplanting presidents of
the Regional Government every few
months. As a result, over a span of few
years, the office of the Regional State
chief changed hands five times, the pretext being that each had embezzled public funds. But despite their having been
incarcerated for a while none of the
deposed former governors, perhaps with
the exception of the last one, Idd Dahir,
was arraigned formally of misconduct.
In terms of development, all the Ethiopian governments, including the current
one have neglected the region, and it has
never been part of any national development programme. Despite some initial
high expectations, the incumbent government has taken the same path and applied the same economic (and probably a
bit harsher political) policies as (than) its
predecessors. In the period between 1992
and 1996, for instance, the overall GDP of
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the country grew at an annual rate of
6.5% in real terms, and in 1997 the GDP
growth declined a little bit to 5.6%.
During the same periods, the region's
economy grew, if at all, at way less than
1%. The total number of projects carried
out in the region was 15, while the
national average was 330. Only Gambella
had 15 projects implemented during that
period; all other states had far more
projects, with Addis Ababa and Tigray
regions having 1,176 and 374 respectively.
If we ignore Addis Ababa and consider it
a special case due to its status as the
national capital, the Somali region should
have got more projects and development
programme than Tigray, for instance. The
simple reason being that the Somali State
is far bigger than Tigray, almost four
times bigger to be more precise. The area
of the former is 300,000 square km while
the latter's is only 80,000 square km. In
terms of population, according to the last
national census of 1994, the Somali region's people numbered 3,439,860 and
the Tigray region's total number of population was 3,136,267. Yet, in the Somali
State, which is the second largest in size
after the Oromiya State, there were only 3
secondary schools a couple of years ago
with an overall enrolment of 1,287 students, a number that had obviously been
deliberately inflated by the census authorities.
On the other hand, secondary schools in
Tigray were in the hundreds if not
thousands. Consequently, the wide discrepancy between the level and magnitude of investment, and development in
general, in the two regions cannot be
accounted for but by the skewed power
balance in favour of the Tigray State. If
one considers the Somali-Tigray comparison unrealistic, the Somali State does
not come near any other state with the
mere exception of perhaps the Afar and
Benishangul/Gumuz States, which are
still more privileged than the Somali one
in many respects.
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It is against this backdrop of deep underdevelopment and political subservience
of the Region that the current agreement
between the FDRE and Sicor must be
evaluated. The implication of this decision on the Kalub project for the people of
the Somali State is both negative and
quite far reaching, to say the least. First, it
means that they are going to suffer the
environmental as well as ecological (and
the economic thereof) consequences alone.
Second, the benefits, both direct and
indirect, will go to the rest of Ethiopia. In
other words, the direct proceeds of the
project will be appropriated and expended by the federal government as,
when, and where it deems fit. Employment opportunities will shift to Awash
and, to a lesser extent, Addis Ababa as
well.
In a region where unemployment rates
have never been below 80% of the total
population (that is when self-employment in the informal sector is taken into
account, otherwise it is much higher), the
hope against hope has always centred
around the Kalub Project ever since the
vast natural gas deposits were discovered in 1973 by Tenneco at the behest of
the Haile Selassie government. However,
considering the feeble political importance and the historical marginalisation
of the region, the prospects of the Region
getting the fox's (let alone the lion's)
share is nothing but a mirage of an
illusory hope. More to the point, infrastructure development programme that
were expected as a result of the gas
project are now completely shattered. So
are hopes of employment opportunities
and the resultant economic prosperity
and political stability that the Region so
desperately needs.
From all angles and respects therefore,
the new plan is a sure recipe for disaster,
and human as well as environmental
catastrophe. Contrary to their expectations, the residents of the villages surrounding the Kalub gas wells are more
likely to become worse off in the future

than they are today as a result of this
project. They might well live through an
ordeal worse than the experience of the
Ogonis in Nigeria with the Shell Royal
Dutch company in the mid-1990s. And if
history is anything to go by, deeper
political turmoil and social upheavals
will be inevitable. Whether it will lead to
the execution of the Saro Wiwas in the
Region (if there are any, in the first place)
remains to be seen.

Human Security in Sudan:
The Report of a Canadian
Assessment Mission Prepared for the Minister of
Foreign Affairs Ottawa,
January 2000
Executive Summary [excerpts]
Introduction
On October 26,1999, Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Lloyd Axworthy and the Minister for International Co-operation, Maria
Minna, announced several Canadian initiatives to bolster international efforts
backing a negotiated settlement to the 43year civil war in Sudan, including the
announcement of an assessment mission
to Sudan to examine allegations about
human rights abuses, including the practice of slavery. An Assessment Mission
was agreed on, mandated to:
Independently investigate human
rights violations, specifically in reference to allegations of slavery and
slavery-like practices in Sudan, and
To investigate and report on the alleged link between oil development
and human rights violations, particularly in respect of the forced removal of
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populations around the oilfields and Greater Nile Petroleum Operating Comoil related development.
pany, GNPOC, and from this base visited
a number of communities in the vicinity.

Human Rights & Slavery
Leonardo Franco [UN Special Rapporteur on Sudan] expressed the view that
'the war and the pernicious strategies
employed had also revived and exacerbated the problems of slavery in the
Sudan', and was concerned about the
plight of internally displaced persons,
evidence that the war was being conducted in disregard of the principles of
human rights, and the GOS bore the
largest share of responsibility for violations.

Locations in the south were also accessed
from Lokichokkio, in northern Kenya, the
operating base of Operation Lifeline Sudan.

Slavery or Abduction: A
Distinction without a Difference?

The core allegation of slavery in Sudan is
not any sensational claim, which can be
criticized for inflation of numbers or
ignorance of complexities. It is a matter of
record. It is the continued assault on lives
and liberty of the Dinka people of Bahr El
Oil & the Exacerbation of Conflict Ghazal by Arab raiders, the murahleen
first armed by the GOS in 1985 and
The October 26 Policy Statement on figuring, one way or another, in the 'war
Sudan stressed that Canada is deeply strategies' of the GOS today.
concerned about reports of intense fighting in the regions of oil development, and The central question to which the Assessthat oil extraction may be contributing to ment Mission turned was whether the
the forced relocation of civilian popula- GOS has been 'sponsoring' these raids
tions residing in the vicinity of the oil against the Dinka and others through the
fields in the interest of a more secure practice of 'hiring' Baggara tribesmen, in
environment for oil extraction by the effect the feared murahleen, as a protecGOS and its partners, which include tion force which takes its payment not in
Talisman Energy Inc.
cash or kind from the GOS but as booty,
the goods and people they can make off
The October 26 Policy Statement declared with.
that if it becomes evident that oil extraction is exacerbating the conflict in Sudan, Abhorrence of slavery is professed everyor resulting in violations of human rights where, including Sudan, where we were
or humanitarian law, the Government of strongly told, and not just by the GOS,
Canada may consider applying economic that slavery does not, and could not exist.
and trade restrictions.
UNICEF now follows the practice of the
UN
Commission on Human Rights, and
Mission
no longer uses the term Slavery, referring
The mission met in Khartoum, with GOS, instead to Abduction. The contention
opposition, human rights, civil society, over terminology is not simply one of
and diplomatic representatives, as well semantics, but is an attempt by persons
as with displaced Southern Sudanese and rejecting the term Slavery to blunt the
the UN officials trying to help them. In allegations of its existence by raising
addition, visits were made to oil pipeline instead the tribal practices of Nuer and
sites north and south of Khartoum, and to Dinka, who have had a history of reciproDilling, in the lower reaches of the Nuba cal raiding and abduction. Setting aside
Mountains. The mission spent three days the debate over the word used to describe
at the Heglig operating base of the it, the Assessment Mission was con-
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cerned with the practice itself, and there
is ample evidence that it is organized,
and is accompanied by violence. And
there is the end result: the wrongful use of
a human being by another; one exercising
'ownership' over another.

Some Conclusions
[The government's creation of The Committee on the Eradication of Abductions
of Women and Children] is a first step,
but so far an insufficent one, towards
ending a practice, Abduction into a condition of being owned by another person,
which must be stopped. At this time,
perhaps 15,000 Sudanese women and
children live in such a terrible status. The
GOS, focusing on the visible absence of
«classical Slave markets», bridles at the
use of the term Slavery more than at the
plight of these women and children, and
for this absolute misplacement of moral
indignation there can be no sympathy
whatsoever. Certainly, all our sympathy
is with the women and children and their
devastated communities.

were given compensation.We were also
interested in the non-Arab peoples who
lived near oil development, and we
learned that in Khartoum there is a
Pariang Association. Pariang, sometimes
known as Faryang or even Panriang, was
described to us by Talisman Energy Inc.
as a Dinka village located on the eastern
edge of the GNPOC concession.
The Pariang Association represents people, mainly Dinka, displaced from the
Pariang area and now living in the camps
for IDPs near Khartoum, camps such as
Mayang. The major displacements, or
what some have referred to as forced
removals, for one part of Unity State, the
Pariang area, coincided with the outbreak
of factional fighting around the state
capital, Bentiu, in May, 1999....

On 9 May 1999, a new offensive was
launched from the Nuba Mountains and
Pariang. Antonovs and helicopter gunships supported troops using armoured
personnel carriers. Roads built by the oil
companies enabled these to reach their
destinations more easily than before. The
village of Biem 1 was destroyed, and the
Internal Displacement & Forced
burning of tukuls and theft of cattle
Removals
ranged as far as Padit. Biem 2, which we
Leonardo Franco has stated that up to 4.5 visited, was badly damaged.
million people have been displaced in
Sudan since the beginning of the current The offensive lasted almost two months,
phase of civil war in 1983 ... The UNDP not the ten days mentioned by Leonardo
believes that as many as 1.5 million IDPs Franco, who may have been thinking
are now living around Khartoum, which only of the use of ground troops,and the
is overwhelming the authorities.
movement of these was stopped by the
rains in June. The offensive was characterized by bombing runs and helicopter
Displacement & Oil
gunships flying low enough to kill peoWe were naturally interested in people ple, and stop cultivation. From April to
moving, or being moved, because of oil July 1999, the decline in population in
development, which led us to travel Ruweng County seems to have been in
outside Khartoum, once to the north, the order of 50%.
along part of the pipeline route to the new
refinery being built mainly by Chinese It is difficult to avoid Leonardo Franco's
contractors, and once to Dilling, in the conclusion that a 'swath of scorched
Nuba Mountains, to the site of a pumping earth/cleared territory' is being created
station on the pipeline. On each occasion, around the oilfields.
we were assured that local people who
had to be moved because of the pipeline
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Canadian oil company ask our permission to take our oil, and sell it? Why is
Talisman Energy Inc. is the largest inde- Canada, a rich country, taking our oil
pendent oil and gas company in Canada, without our permission, and without any
and perhaps the third or fourth largest in of benefit to us?'
the world but the distinction of being the
first foreign oil company to seek to The preponderance of Southern opinion
capture oil in the Muglug Basin of south- we encountered was that Oil was hurting
ern Sudan goes to Chevron, which was their people. ... Leonardo Franco's predgranted a concession in 1975 and started ecessor as Special Rapporteur, Gaspar
drilling in 1977 ... The Canadian com- Biro, has been quoted as saying that if the
pany, Arakis, entered the scene after oil companies don't know what's going
Chevron withdrew following armed at- on,they're not looking over the fences of
tacks against its facilities ... Arakis was their compounds.
able to pick up the Chevron holdings for
a small stake. But development required It is certainly fair to acknowledge that the
a much bigger stake, one which was durable civil war in Sudan is not fundarevealed as being too big for Arakis: enter mentally about oil, but oil has become a
Talisman. On October 8, 1998, it com- key factor. The IGAD Declaration of
pleted the acquisition of Arakis Energy Principles, cited in the October 26 policy
Corporation, thereby acquiring a 25% statement, gives a clear account of the key
interest in the oil exploration and devel- issues - democracy, human rights, reliopment project in Sudan being operated gion and state, and self-determination.
by the Greater Nile Petroleum Operating But oil is now part of the war, and the
Company (GNPOC).
Assessment Mission has had to ponder
whether the current oil operations exacLeonardo Franco gave attention to claims erbate this war, or advance the pursuit of
that 'long-term efforts by the various peace.
governments of the Sudan to protect oil
production have included a policy of The evidence we gathered, including the
forcible population displacement in or- testimony of those directly involved dider to clear oil-producing areas and rects us to conclude that oil is exacerbattransportation routes of southern civil- ing conflict in Sudan.
ians, who were suspected of supporting
sabotage actions by the SPLA'.
We also learned, and have reported, that
flights clearly linked to the oil war have
We certainly met Southerners who saw been a regular feature of life at the Heglig
oil as the way forward for their people, airstrip, which is adjacent to the oil
but it has to be said that these were workers' compound. It is operated by the
mostly in Khartoum, trying to give real- consortium, and Canadian chartered helicopters and fixed wing aircraft which use
ity to the Khartoum Peace Agreement.
the strip have shared the facilities with
In the meantime, many Southerners be- helicopter gunships and Antonov bomblieve, and told us on several occasions, ers of the GOS. These have armed and rethat oil in Western Upper Nile is being fuelled at Heglig and from there attacked
extracted under the authority of a gov- civilians.
ernment which has no legitimacy; they
insist that oil can be taken from the area Ordinary people in the South, even their
only when the South is under the author- leaders, can confuse Talisman, which
ity of a government they recognize. In operates north of the Bahr El Arab and
fact, villagers, militia commanders, po- Bahr El Ghazal rivers, with other oil
litical figures all asked us: 'Did the companies such as IPC, which holds the

Oil & Conflict Examined
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concession, known as 5A, around which
war is raging south of these rivers, but
two things are certain. First, the gunships
and Antonovs which have attacked villages south of the rivers flew to their
targets from the Heglig airstrip in the
Talisman concession. Second, it is a
prominent perception of southern Sudanese that Talisman, 'the Canadian oil
firm', is in active collaboration with the
GOS, economically, politically & militarily; it is also the perception of these
southerners that the Government of
Canada is either supportive of or indifferent to that collaboration. In short, they
identify oil extraction not as of positive
development but as a major grievance
with a Canadian label and say it must be
stopped.

Oil Money

There are only two ways of neutralizing
the negative impact of oil. One is to halt
production until real peace is attained;
the other is to set GOS oil revenues aside
for use when such a peace is in place.lt is
difficult to imagine a cease-fire while oil
extraction continues,and almost impossible to do so if revenues keep flowing to
the GNPOC partners and the GOS as
currently arranged. The «trust fund»
proposal warrants first moved by the
NSCC warrants careful consideration,
and Canada should engage the parties in
South Sudan in discussions of the conditions necessary for them to consider the
proposal. Talisman should make it clear
that it acknowledges the destructive impact of oil extraction and will work
The underlying reality is that there has towards a trust fund arrangement acceptbeen, and probably still is, major dis- able to the southern parties.
placement of civilian populations related
to oil extraction. Furthermore, Oil has Certainly, while we heard that the new
become a major focus of the fighting. constitution provides for the equitable,
Worse, the oil operations in GOS-control- and peaceful-use, sharing of oil revenues,
led territory are used, even if to a limited many people have asked why should the
extent, and possibly without the knowl- GOS be trusted, and they were not
edge or approval of the oil companies, to allayed in their suspicions by any referdirectly support GOS military opera- ence to the International Monetary Fund.
tions. Talisman has now informed us that
these are 'defensive purposes', and latest We recommend that Canada provides
reports indicate that, in any event, the assistance in the fields of forensic acGOS denies the facilities were used for counting and auditing to make workable
military purposes. Which sounds like a any sharing scheme which can win tentastate in and of denial. We can only tive approval in North and South Sudan,
conclude that Sudan is a place of extraor- and that it offer to play a full part in
dinary suffering and continuing human maintaining any temporary «trust fund»
rights violations, even though some for- answer to the use of oil revenues during a
ward progress can be recorded, and the cease-fire as recommended above.
oil operations in which a Canadian company is involved add more suffering.

A Step-by-Step Approach

Is There a Way Forward?
A Cease-fire Now
The dry season is arriving in South
Sudan, and with it, fears of renewed
ground fighting. Every effort should be
made to achieve a cease-fire right now in
Western Upper Nile.

It is clear that many Canadians, not to
mention Sudanese, want Talisman either
out of Sudan now or at least to have
halted production of oil. But we have
been reluctant to advocate immediate
application of the Special Economic Measures Act because of our strong desire to
have Talisman meet its responsibilities in
full, not be allowed to slip away from
them.
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There is a measured approach requiring
action by the Minister of Foreign Affairs
and in no way precluding his application
of SEMA. He could, in a public statement
expressing grave concern about Sudan
and the mounting evidence that Canadian oil extraction activity is exacerbating the Sudan crisis, announce that certain
exports to Sudan will be subjected to
scrutiny under the Export and Import
Controls Act. If Talisman's operations in
Sudan are not brought to comply with
human rights and humanitarian law,
consideration should be given to placing
Sudan on the Area Control List.

http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/foreginp/
menu-f.asp (French).

Despite the strong conclusions of the
report, following its release on 14 February the Canadian government announced
it would not impose economic sanctions
against Talisman, but instead would reopen its diplomatic representation in
Sudan. The US government simultaneously decided to bar US financial dealings with the Sudan Greater Nile Oil
Project (in which Talisman holds a 25%
stake). However, the Washington measure does not apply to Talisman itself or to
other partners, namely the China NaThe ACL's not an instrument for apply- tional Petroleum Corp. and Malaysia's
ing general economic sanctions.lt is a Petronas.
focussed instrument by which Canada is
able to apply selective trade restrictions Southern Sudanese organizations in
in support of specific objectives.
Canada were planning protest demonstrations across the country for Monday,
Placing certain exports under Export February 21. For additional related news,
http://members.tripod.com/
Controls List scrutiny, and, if necessary, see
putting a country on the ACL, would ~SudanInfonet, http://www.sudan.net/
provide Canada with leverage over Talis- wwwboard/news.html, and http://
man to encourage monitored compliance www. africane ws .org /east/sudan
with the ethical approach the company
says it adheres to.

Meanwhile/ Monitoring Must Go
On
Talisman has yet to acknowledge that
human rights violations have occurred
which can be related to oil operations,
and it has, at various times, maintained
that it would have found evidence of
these were it to be found.
This posting contains excerpts from the
20-page executive summary of the Canadian report 'Human Security in Sudan'
(the Harker report). The full report, including the executive summary, is available at the Canadian Department of
Foreign Affairs web site, in PDF format
only:
http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/foreignp/
menu-e.asp (English)
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Debt Cancellation, Lender
Responsibility & Poor
Country Empowerment
Ann Pettifor
The international financial system of
today resembles the dark ages of the
medieval era, when creditors had the
power to imprison and destroy the lives
of debtors. These days we don't have
debtors' prisons for people; we have
them for countries instead. The IMF,
which effectively acts as an agent for all
international creditors, holds the keys to
these debtors' prisons, public and private. Instead of imprisoning debtors in
irons, creditors today dictate economic
policy to the poorest countries, impose
economic austerity programmes, undermine fledgling democracies and withhold aid. Joseph Hanlon's article in this
issue on cashew and Mozambique shows
the extent to which the international
financial institutions are prepared to use
debt bondage to impose mindlessly ideological prescriptions on poor countries.
Creditors from the richest countries of the
world dominate international lending,
re-scheduling and debt cancellation. They
play the role of interested party, witness,
plaintiff, judge and jury - in the international financial system. This position of
creditors violates all the most basic principles of the rule of law.
Creditors are intrinsically opposed to
debt cancellation and re-scheduling. In
the words of one international banker,
debt relief 'is against my religion'. As a
result, and in the absence of an independent, fair and transparent legal framework,
the unsustainable debt burdens of the
poorest countries have become unbearable millstones. Negotiations have
dragged on endlessly, with countless reschedulings, and no real orderly workout
of economically degrading debts.

Until that is, 1996. In that year, under
intense pressure from popular movements in the north and south, western
government creditors buckled. They halfheartedly launched a debt cancellation
initiative - the Highly Indebted Poor
Country Initiative (HIPC) - under the
World Bank's aegis. This initiative mandated World Bank officials to unite, cajole
and bully the Bank's fellow public and
private creditors into agreeing debt
cancellation. This has been an unenviable
task, with public creditors like the regional development banks resisting inclusion, and private creditors refusing
point blank to co-operate.
The Bank led long and tortuous negotiations amongst these reluctant creditors to •
agree which debtor nations were eligible.
There followed an even longer set of
negotiations to develop an intellectually
unsound set of criteria by which creditors
could determine (and limit) the amount
of debt relief on offer.
Finally, 41 countries were identified as
effectively insolvent; highly indebted poor
countries or HIPCs. Unfortunately for the
creditors the criteria threw up Nigeria as
eligible for debt relief. But then someone
noticed the extent of Nigeria's debts, so,
without explanation, she was quietly
removed from the list. Having pared
down the list and lowered the cost to
themselves, creditors began squabbling.
Three and a half years later, at the
beginning of June 1999, only 2.6% of the
debts of 41 countries had been written off;
and only four countries had received
relief (Uganda, Bolivia, Mozambique and
Guyana). The rise in interest payments
made by HIPCs wiped out any benefit
gained by the four. The total debt of 41
HIPCs remained unchanged: $216 billion
in 1996 and $216 billion in 1998. Even
more disturbing, debt service paid by the
poorest most indebted nations of the
world, rose from $25 billion a year to $28
billion in 1998.
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In 1996 debts owed to Britain by the 41
HIPCs stood at £1.57 billion. By 1999
these had risen to £1.61 billion. Over the
past year debt repayments to Britain from
these countries has risen by 13% from £38
million in 1998 to £43 million in 1999.
In Cologne in June 1999, world leaders
were embarrassed by protests at their
behaviour. Tens of thousands gathered at
their annual Summit and demanding that
they cancel debts. The call was taken up
by millions of Jubilee 2000 supporters
around the world. After much haggling,
the G7 leaders responded with a pledge
to write off $100 billion of poor country
debts 'within a matter of weeks'.
$100bn is not, in global terms a large sum
of money. It represents the debt that
creditors themselves never expect to be
able to collect. It is less than a third of the
debt of $356bn owed by 52 countries that
Jubilee 2000 has defined as burdened by
unpayable debts.
Furthermore, it is clear that many countries in Africa need total debt cancellation
if they are to begin gathering the
addititional resources needed to cope
with plagues like Aids and other emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases.
If countries with per capital GDP of $200
GDP, spend 5% of their GDP on health, it
amounts to no more than $10 per head.
Yet most HIPC countries are coping with
plagues with such small resources, while
spending a much higher proportion of
GDP on debt service.
By the end of February 2000, only three
countries had begun to benefit from the
Cologne commitment. Mr. Wolfensohn,
president of the World Bank, was warning that only 18, not 36 countries are
likely to benefit by the end of the year
2000; and the British Secretary of State for
Development was blaming Washington
for 'delay for delay's sake'.
Of the three countries that benefited,
Uganda will see debt repyments cut by

56% from average levels over the last five
years; Bolivia will have debt repayments
cut by 27% (if the Inter American Development Bank agree to the World Bank's
proposals for debt cancellation); and Mauritania by 31%. Mauritania will continue
to pay in the region of $80 million a year
in debt service. The country has an adult
illiteracy rate of 62%, one of the highest in
the world, and yet spends less on education ($51 million) than on debt service. In
Bolivia, 60% of the population does not
have access to basic sanitation, and one
third has no access to safe, clean water.
Yet Boliva will spend $240 million a year
in paying debt service to much richer
creditors. Uganda will still pay $60-70
million a year in debt repayments, which
is just half of what she spends on health.

Time for a Change
The international financial system is unjustly biased in favour of creditors, who
carry co-responsibility for high levels of
debt, but who avoid risk, and transfer
losses and liabilities for bad loans to
some of the poorest debtors in the world.
During financial crises, such as the recent
Asian crisis, debtors nations, and their
populations - the victims - are disciplined, and creditors bailed out.
International creditors are not only exempt from the rule of law, they have also
enjoyed protection from the rule and
discipline of market forces. When debts
have gone sour, their debts have been
nationalised, that is, transferred to taxpayers in debtor nations, while the IMF
has bailed out creditors from Wall St. and
many other European banks and financial institutions. As Kunibert Raffer has
argued,
this is a system absurdly at odds with the
Western market system. At a time when
riskless decision making by bureaucrats
is abolished in the East, there is no
reason why it should be preserved in the
West. It is the most basic precondition
for the functioning of the market mecha-
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nism that economic decisions must be
accompanied by (co)responsibility: whoever takes economic decisions must also
carry financial risks.

Debt and financial crises will recur unless
the system of international lending and
borrowing is subject to the discipline of
the law and the market. The reality is that
there will never be an orderly and full
workout of poor country debts, as long as
creditors remain in the driving seat.
Creditors who have claims on a debtor
nation, cannot expect to regulate their
competitors for debt repayments - other
creditors who may have larger claims,
and therefore more to lose.
What is urgently required is new partnerships and a new framework for regulating relationships between sovereign
debtors and their public and private
creditors. We in Jubilee 2000 propose an
independent framework for arbitration
when debts become unpayable. We argue that modest alternations should be
made to the international financial architecture, to put such an arbitration process
in place, encourage public scrutiny, participation and accountability; and prevent high levels of debt and default
recurring.

In Nigeria, at least 61 development
projects financed by more than $5 billion
in foreign loans have either failed or
never opened, according to a government
commission. Tanzania owes the World
Bank more than $575 million for 26 failed
agricultural projects, according to the
Tanzania Coalition on Debt and Development. The World Bank's own Operations
and Evaluations Department admitted in
1998 that it failed to involve Tanzanians
in appraising the projects before they
went ahead, and that 'pilot projects went
to the Board as proven undertakings.
Early warnings of failings by World Bank
technical staff and co-financiers were
ignored, and pricing issues were neglected'.

The largest single debt of the Philippines
is the Bataan nuclear power station.
Completed in the mid-1980s at a cost of
$2.3 billion, it was built on an earthquake
fault at the foot of a volcano, and has
never been used. 'Filipinos have not
benefited from a single watt of electricity7, said the national treasurer, Leonor
Briones. It's a terrible burden which
never fails to elicit feelings of rage, anger
and frustration in me. We're talking of
money that should have gone to basic
services like schools and hospitals'. The
nuclear power station was financed by
US export credit agency Ex-Im Bank,
The Myth of Northern Wisdom & the
Union Bank of Switzerland, Bank of
Prudence
Tokyo and Mitsui & Co all of whom are
The international financial institutions still being repaid. Debt service payments
and major creditors have propagated a on the power station are $170,000 per day
myth that the debt crisis was due to the and the debt will not be repaid until 2018.
incompetence and corruption of southern
governments. As always, the rich claim to The nuclear power station was built by
be prudent and wise and dismiss the poor Westinghouse, in spite of a much lower
as corrupt and stupid.
bid from General Electric. The then president Ferdinand Marcos overruled the
Poor country elites have often borrowed choice of General Electric; Westinghouse
unwisely and have corruptly diverted admitted it paid a commission to a
funds. But northern creditors and donors Marcos associate, and the New York Times
have also made mistakes and have pro- estimates Marcos was given $80 million
moted unwise and corrupt borrowing, by Westinghouse. The International
and the cost to the south has been very Atomic Energy Authority noted that attempting to build a nuclear power station
high.
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in an area of such high seismic activity Bank loans - despite complaints about
was 'unique in the atomic industry'.
the human rights and environmental
problems caused. Many of the migrants
We can all be grateful that the plant was were put on marginal land and could not
never put into operation and never be- survive, so the World Bank had to put in
came an Asian Chernobyl. But who was more money to try to support them.
responsible for the $2.3 billion white
elephant? Who is responsible for the Corruption was well known from the
loans which Ferdinand and Imelda Marcos start, but acceptable because the West
used to buy Mercedes and build palaces was anxious to support Suharto. Corrupand white elephants?
tion inflated the cost of World Bank
projects by 10-15% in 1977, but this had
Marcos was not alone. In the 1970s and risen to 30% by the early 1990s. The Bank
1980s, banks were giving loans to coun- Bali case in 1999 exposed further corruptries and then helping their leaders steal tion in World Bank projects, and also
the money. For example, in the late 1970s, exposed World Bank efforts to conceal
when Britain was supporting the Argen- the fact that they knew about the corruptine military dictatorship (before it at- tion.
tacked the Falklands/Malvinas), British
banks made multi-million dollar loans to 'Donor institutions like the World Bank
Argentine parastatal companies - know- have turned a blind eye to the corruption
ing that the money never went to Argen- because they were afraid to offend Indotina, but remained in accounts in London. nesia', said Binny Buchori, executive
In other words, they knew the loans were secretary of the International NGO Fofraudulent.
rum on Indonesian Development. She
said Suharto and his cronies had embezThe circle that brings together political zled 30% of the country's debt. Suharto's
support, bad lending, and corruption is family is listed in Forbes magazine's
nowhere clearer than in Indonesia. In dozen richest families in the world, with
1965 General Suharto overthrew Presi- an estimated $30 billion in stolen wealth.
dent Sukarno and massacred up to 750,000
alleged communists. The next year west- As the crisis grew in Indonesia, the IMF
ern creditors rewarded Suharto with a stepped in with $43 billion, the largest
four year debt service moratorium and in bail-out in Asia, which continued on
1970 Suharto's creditors agreed to a political grounds until, as Alex Brummer
major reduction in debt service pay- commented in The Guardian (22 Septemments. Suharto's appalling human rights ber 1999), 'the sensibilities of the Western
record continued, including the occupa- democracies were offended by the brutaltion of East Timor in 1975. He was ity of the militias in East Timor'. And as
rewarded with $120 billion in loans - the economic crisis increased, Britain was
making Indonesia the third most in- forced to reschedule £130 million ($200
debted developing country, after Brazil million) in export credits for 40 Hawk
and Mexico.
military aircraft which had been used to
attack independence fighters in East
One of Suharto's first projects was to Timor.
move millions of Javanese people to
populate the other islands. Many of the Perhaps the highest costs relate to the
militia members who fought against East debts incurred when the poor fought the
Timor independence were migrants sent Cold War on behalf of the rich. President
there as part of this programme. This Bill Clinton and Secretary of State
'transmigration' programme was funded, Madeleine Albright recently forthrightly
in part, by nearly $1 billion in World acknowledged America's Cold War 'com-
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plicity with tyrants and warlords across
Africa'.

• Creditors colluded with, and gave
loans to dictators they knew were
corrupt and would squander the
money;

When the former Zaire's ruler, Mobutu
Sese Seko, died in 1998, he was of the
world's richest man, with a personal • Creditors gave military and political aid to those dictators - knowing
fortune estimated at $4-$10 billion and
arms might be used to suppress
palaces in Europe and Zaire. Mobutu's
popular opposition;
government was the one for which the
word 'kleptocracy' was first coined. The
Financial Times called it a story 'about • Therefore, successor democratic
governments and their supporters,
personal enrichment and the plundering
who may have been victims of
of the nation, and the international comcorruption and oppression, cannot
plicity that made it possible'.
be trusted.
The West backed Mobutu as a loyal ally
in the cold war. As early as 1974 there
were warnings of loans being stolen.
Karin Lissakers, now US Executive Director of the IMF, reported that in 1978 the
IMF appointed its own man, Erwin
Blumenthal, to a key post in the central
bank. He resigned in less than a year
saying that 'the corruptive system in
Zaire with all its wicked and ugly manifestations' was so serious that there is 'no
(repeat, no) prospect for Zaire's creditors
to get their money back'. After Blumenthal's report to the IMF, it tripled its
lending to Zaire. When Erwin Blumenthal
wrote his report, Zaire's debt was $5
billion. When Mobutu was overthrown
and died in 1998, the debt was over $13
bn.

The Twisted Logic of the Rich
Rich country politicians and bank officials argue that because dictators like
Marcos, Suharto, and Mobutu were kept
in power with Western arms and were
given loans to squander on foolish and
repressive schemes, that the people of
those countries - who often fought valiantly against those dictators - cannot be
trusted not to waste the money released
by debt cancellation.

To many people in the south, this seems
irrational and illogical - the logic of
blaming the victim. It is the logic of
power rather than of integrity, and is
used to benefit the rich rather than the
poor in developing countries.
A similar logic argues that if the World
Bank and government export credit agencies promoted inappropriate and unprofitable projects, then southern governments
proved their inability to control money
because they accepted the foolish projects
in the first place. Thus if money is
released by debt cancellation, it must be
controlled by agencies which showed
their superior wisdom by promoting
those failed projects.

An Independent Arbitration
Process
A major achievement of the international
Jubilee 2000 movement has been to expose the injustice, double standards and
hypocrisy of relationships between debtor
nations and their creditors. Campaigners
from around the world, but particularly
the south, have called for a more just,
independent, accountable and transparent process for managing relations between sovereign debtors and their public
and private creditors.

This may seem confusing to people not
familiar with the logic of the IMF and An independent arbitration process would
World Bank. In summary:
have three goals:
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• to restore some justice to a system
in which creditors play the role of
plaintiff, judge and jury;
• to act as a brake on capital flows
and introduce discipline into sovereign lending and borrowing arrangements - and thereby to prevent
future crises;
• to counter corruption in borrowing
and lending, by introducing accountability through a free press
and transparency - to civil society
in both the creditor and debtor
nations.

partial or total debt service freeze, and
the country could immediately divert all
or part of its debt service payments into a
UN or the Court-run special fund. The
UN or the Court would appoint, with the
consent of both debtor nation and creditors, an independent arbitrator(s) to run a
Debt Review Body (DRB). The DRB
would act as a binding arbitration panel
which would defend the sovereignty of a
debtor nation, while being fair to creditors.

The Debt Review Body would work with
debtor and creditor representatives and
civil society to draw up a agreement or
Such a fair, open and accountable arbitra- 'concordat' between debtor and creditors
tion process does not require an interna- defining how the money released by debt
tional treaty, nor the jurisdiction of an cancellation would be used. This would
international agency. After all the major include:
forum for deciding debt cancellation, the
secretive 'Paris Club' of creditors, is not • Poverty Action Fund to facilitate
the flow of freed up resources to the
formally constituted, we are told by
poor;
creditors, and exists outside any international legal framework. It nevertheless
• a stakeholder commission or body
exercises great power over indebted nato oversee the use of money in the
tions.
Poverty Action Fund;
Kunibert Raffer of the University of
• auditing and monitoring processes
Vienna has argued that a transparent
to ensure that money released from
arbitration procedure could perhaps be
unpaid debt goes into economic
based on the US legal framework for
recovery, reconstruction and povmanaging relations between municipal
erty reduction; and
debtors and creditors - which works
perfectly well for communities from New • a procedure for monitoring and
York and Orange County, California.
scrutinising new loans, as a way of
preventing the country from falling
Jubilee 2000 has suggested one possible
into a new debt trap.
structure, with an independent Debt Review Body (DRB) based on the estab- Transparency and participation by local
lished concept of arbitration, guaranteeing organisations, including opposition partransparency and the participation in the ties, trades unions, community organisaprocess of civil society within the in- tions etc., must be central to debates and
debted nation. This is linked to a 'concordat' decisions in establishing the concordat
or agreement on how the money released and in subsequent discussions of the
by debt cancellation is spent.
stakeholder committee. Local organisations would have 'a right to be heard'.
Any country with debt problems could
apply to the United Nations or the
International Court of Justice for an
independent review of its debt, and for
debt cancellation. There would be a
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Empowering the Poor
Supporters of Jubilee 2000 - north and
south - want money freed up by debt
cancellation to benefit the poorest people.
We want to see the money released spent
on education, health, vaccination schemes,
water treatment schemes.

and debtor - that actually empower the
poor to control the money released from
debt cancellation. And the only way to
prevent future debt crises is by introducing some discipline into negotiations
between international creditors and sovereign debtors.

The difficult question is how to ensure Ann Pettifor is director of the Jubilee
that money released by debt cancellation 2000 Coalition UK
is actually used to benefit the poorest,
and not 'wasted on Mercedes and palaces'.
It is possible to make the money work
twice - to reduce poverty and to empower poor people to fight against their World Bank Debt
own poverty. But this requires a total Concession? There
change in creditor and debtor thinking Extra $10 Million!
toward justice, fairness, transparency and
empowerment; and away from secrecy, JoeHanlon
long-distance monitoring, conditions and
controls; new loans, new borrowings and ever higher levels of debt.

Is No

Was The World Bank
There are no easy answers. There is no Intentionally Misleading?
textbook. And every debtor country will
be different. But creditor control over
lending and conditionality has failed and
is now blocking democratic and transparent alternatives. New ways to control
government borrowing and lending must
be developed democratically and transparently, as people learn from their mistakes.
The poorest people in the poorest countries are the victims of corruption; they
clamour for more power over their reckless elites. They demand a voice in how
money from debt relief is used. From
Ireland to Uganda to Peru methods are
being developed to allow genuine local
control or monitoring of development
funds.

The World Bank is giving Mozambique
no extra debt cancellation, Jeff Katz, the
World Bank's expert and spokesman on
the issue, told me Monday evening 13
March. The Bank is merely rearranging
debt relief which will be given to Mozambique next month under the enhanced
HIPC initiative (known as HIPC-2) proposed by the G8 at Cologne last year and which was planned before the floods.
The World Bank proposes that Mozambique not make any debt service payments to it in the next 12 months, but the
money will need to be paid later - it is not
being written off.

'In the first year we will forgive 100 per
cent of debt service payments, which
means in later years we will forgive less
Remote control and conditionalities by than we had previously planned,' Katz
creditors have failed. The only way to explained. In the jargon or debt relief, 'it
prevent money being 'wasted on Mercedes is front-loading of HIPC-2', he said.
and palaces' is new partnerships - of
north and south, rich and poor, creditor
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World Bank Debt Concession?

Mozambique would have paid $10 million to the World Bank in the next year.
Under HIPC-2, this would have been
reduced, perhaps to $5 million. With the
front-loading in response to the floods,
this will instead be reduced to 0 for the
first year, but the $5 million will still have
to be paid — but in future years rather
than this year.
In a letter to the Maputo daily Metical
published Monday 13 March 2000, the
World Bank representative in Maputo,
James Coates, wrote:
we are proposing that all the debt service
of Mozambique to the World Bank in the
next 12 months will be forgiven. We are
not talking about a rescheduling. The
value of this promise on debt service
(which includes interest and capital
repayments) is estimated at $10 million.

The Portuguese original is:
estamos a propor que todo o servico da
divida de Mocambique ao Banco Mundial
nos proximos 12 meses seja perdoado.
Nao se trata de um rescalonamento. O
valor do compromisso deste servico da
divida (que incluijuros e amortizacao de
capital sobre creditos por pagar) esta
estimado em 10 milhoes USD.

This is at best misleading. Katz said:
This is not a deferral or rescheduling, but
it is not additional money to HIPC-2. It
is just speeding up HIPC-2 debt relief.

This is juggling with words. In laypersons
language, it IS a deferral or rescheduling,
since the money is to be paid at a later
date instead of this year. In no way is any
additional debt service being 'forgiven'.
After 10 years, Mozambique will have
paid the same amount of money.
Mozambique will gain from HIPC-2.
Annual debt service will fall from about
$75 million per year agreed last year
under HIPC-1 to about $45 million per
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year. But this is independent of the
floods. Mozambique gets not an extra
penny in debt cancellation from the
World Bank because of the floods. 'Frontloading' simply takes money from one
pocket and puts it into another - there is
no extra money.
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Book Review
Doctrines of Development (1996) by M P velopment', in the forms of unemployCowen & R W Shenton, Routledge, 554pp. ment and insecurity, they displaced the
Reviewed by Gavin Williams.
experience of 'development' with a 'doctrine of development' which rested upon
Michael Cowen and Robert Shenton have the exercise of trusteeship over society'.
written an extraordinary book. It is a real
'archaeology of knowledge', an intellec- In tracing the lineages of the 'doctrine',
tual excavation of the layers of assump- Cowen and Shenton demonstrate the
tions and ideas which inform the language fundamental and continuing legacy of
of the discourses of the study and practice Comtean positivism for the study of
of 'development' and which shape the 'development' and, indeed, what he called
arguments of its practitioners and of their sociology - even if latter day developcritics in ways they are little aware of. mentalists are unaware of Comte and
Keynes pointed out that practical men of contemporary positivist sociologists wish
affairs turn out, on investigation, to be the to disavow him. Cowen and Shenton
slaves of outdated doctrines. So it is with show the ways in which the concerns of
'development'.
the Saint Simonians entered British social
thought via Comte and J S Mill to shape
Cowen and Shenton begin by asking the the thinking of the Fabians, not least in
apparently simple question of how is their power to influence colonial policy,
development to be defined. They show and exercised a profound legacy in Latin
the inherent ambiguities of a term in America taken up by later theorists of
which the process of development, and development - and of dependency.
its consequences, positive and negative,
are confounded with the intent to bring In Germany, List proclaimed the state as
about development, usually through the the trustee of 'national economic develpractices of the state. As they tell us: An opment'. Latter day socialism in the third
intention to develop becomes a doctrine of world clearly owed its unacknowledged
development when it is attached, or when it is intellectual origins to List (and, via the
pleaded that it be attached to the agency of the Fabians, Comte) rather than to Marx.
state to become an expression of state policy. Cowen and Shenton demonstrate how
Marx criticised a variety of doctrines of
The state and its agents working to socialist, and national, trusteeship which
promote 'development', or those work- have recurred, again and again, in Marxing through non-governmental organisa- ist theories of 'development' - to which
tions (? the 'other state') to promote one might add the proclamation of the
'another development' are, whether they party as the trustee of the development of
like it or not, acting as the 'trustees' of the productive forces on behalf of the
to Comte
development. No longer content on rely- proletariat! The counterpoint
7
ing on 'progress' as the unfolding of and 'development , is the theology of
potential, purposeful improvement, the Newman, who was concerned to rescue
inventors of the doctrine of development 'development' from its 'corruption' and
were concerned, in the language of Comte thus identified in the sphere of ideas the
to bring Order to Progress. By respond- process which Frank came to call 'undering to the negative consequences of 'de- development' as an aspect of 'develop-
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ment' itself. Cowen and Shenton, then,
find in the nineteenth century not only
the origins but the essential elements of
the contemporary doctrines both of development and underdevelopment.

Australia, Asia and Africa. It asks different questions of the works of the major
economists, sociologists and political theories by enquiring into the ways in which
they addressed the central questions of
progress and development and who
At the end of their study, Cowen and would exercise trusteeship over developShenton turn to Schumpeter, situating his ment on behalf of society.
distinctive contribution within the tradition of trusteeship with the bank, through It has recently become fashionable to ask
its function of creating credit, acting as questions about the meaning of developthe 'ephor of development', a task taken ment, to offer alternative versions of
over by the 'developmental state' in East development and, beyond that, to enAsia and increasingly exercised across quire into its presuppositions and to
the states of other parts of the world by expose its pretensions. Colonial developthe (World) Bank. Keynes, they point out ment, and its histories, have become a
following Fitzgibbon, returned to the focus for historical research. Cowen and
Burkean view that progress should be Shenton's investigation of the doctrines
guided by tradition and that public wis- of development, and of the contexts in
dom take precedence over individual which they have found application, are
discretion. In Keynes's hands, unlike more extensive and more complex than
Schumpeter's, these arguments justify the previous studies account. They demonactions of the state to deal with the strate the ambiguities of a doctrine whose
problem of employment.
realisation, of the intent of development,
depends on the achievement of that
The story which Cowen and Shenton tell development they intend.
is therefore not an imperial or colonial, or
even post-colonial one. Development has Theorists, practitioners, and critics of
its origins at the centre as a doctrine development should all read this book
addressed to the problems arising out of and reflect on its thesis. They will not find
the development of capitalist itself and, it comfortable. It does not give answers to
in particular, the problem of unemploy- the question of 'what is development'
ment and the maintenance of a 'surplus and 'how is development to be brought
population'. As Cowen and Shenton show, about' but shows how the questions came
in detail, for nineteenth century Quebec to be asked, in different places and
and Victoria, development was to be different times, and how the answers
promoted, not as a means of attracting share common elements and confront
labour to the colonies but of preventing common dilemmas. It refuses to provide
their emigration from the colonies. an alternative to critics of development,
Schemes for development are taken up showing how from the outset, theories of
internationally - as they show for several the corruption of development origicountries in addition to Quebec and nated in the same assumptions and diVictoria, notably Kenya (extensively) and lemmas. And above all, it shows that the
India, Latin America, Austria and South futuristic concerns of developmentalists
Korea more briefly - as a means of of all varieties are mired in the outdated,
directing the development of the 'pro- and unrecognised, ideas of the past.
ductive forces' and of dealing with its
consequences. Cowen and Shenton's study Note: Michael Cowen died suddenly and
is not, therefore, about the problems of unexpectedly on 6 February 2000 in Helsinki
the 'less developed countries' but about where he was Director of the Finnish Institute
the experience of development over the of Development Studies. He was a fine
past two hundred years in Britain, Eu- scholar, a tough critic, a man of integrity and
rope, the various Americas, as well as a generous friend. GW.
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Book Notes
The following section gives notes of books
recently received which may be of interest to
our readers; some may be reviewed in depth
at a later date. If you would like to review
books for ROAPE, please get in touch with
the book reviews editors - Roy Love (at the
ROAPE office) or Ray Bush and Morris
Szeftel (Politics Department, University of
Leeds, UK). The following has been compiled
by Roy Love.

Martin, W G & Michael O West (eds.)
(1999), Out of One, Many Africas: Reconstructing the Study and Meaning of Africa,

University of Illinois Press.
This book is partly about the meaning of
Africa as it has come out of Africanist
study, but is also, relatedly, about the
tensions that have existed for a number of
years now between the predominantly
white scholars coming from a European
based culture and others. The latter include black African American scholars as
one category and scholars who are African themselves as another, though this is
not to say that these groups do not have
their own tensions. The authors have
garnered a collection of articles of variable interest which together demonstrate
the heterogeneity of orthodox Africanist
studies, ranging from cold war influences
in the United States, through the
decolonisation transition in Britain, to the
more anthropological approach in France.
Given the book's source there is more
about African studies in the USA, and a
fairly depressing picture is painted, than
in Europe or Africa, and there is more
about the view from France than from
Britain. With only one short chapter by

Christopher Fyfe and a two page reference by Horace Campbell there is much,
much more to be said. An interesting,
though again short, contribution by
Zenebeworke Tadesse takes an overview
of African academic institutions, pointing out the growth in non-university
research institutions. The major part of
the book, however, consists of reflection
by authors such as Catherine CoqueryVidrovitch, Eliott Skinner, Jacques
Depelchin and the editors themselves on
the view from the West. There are also
chapters by Tsehloane Keto on the Africacentred paradigm, a short one by
Mahmood Mamdani restating his 'indirect rule' theme and an interesting concluding chapter which seems somewhat
out of place by Micere Githae Mugo on
'orature-based community theatre' though
it does serve to highlight the paradigm
problem.

Chazan, Naomi, Peter Lewis, Robert A
Mortimer, Donald Rothchild, Stephen
John Stedman (1999), Politics and Society
in Contemporary Africa, 3 rd edition, Lynne

Reinner, Macmillan.
It is a brave person who chooses to write
about the politics and society of an entire
continent consisting of some 53 countries.
In this case the burden is shared by five
joint authors and the product is in its
third edition; it is easy to see why. The
contents are well written, arguments
evenly balanced, and the mass of detail
appropriately sifted and selected for inclusion into the text without detracting
from its aim of depicting 'in broad
strokes the complexities and diversities
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of the African world'. After an introductory chapter there are four major parts: on
The Structure of Politics, Political Process
and Political Change, Political Economy,
and International Relations. The first
three of these have four chapters each and
the last has two. In the first part two of the
chapters are on 'social groupings' and
'ethnicity, class and the state' and this
appears to constitute the 'Society' aspect
of the title. The book is therefore predominantly about politics. It is impossible to summarise over five hundred
pages on a topic of this nature and
pointless to look for errors. One general
point is that the only evidence of any
African history before decolonisation is
that old essay topic, the 'colonial legacy',
though the authors do say that they have
deliberately chosen to focus on the period
since independence. It is a theme based
book with country facts scattered throughout which means that students should
also be looking for country case studies to
investigate in greater depth, but this text
would be good starting point.

independence era. A section on the sociocultural environment which follows is
interesting in that he includes here a
discussion of the African novel, thus
taking students away from the somewhat
abstract aridity of many such courses.
The book ends with two sections on
'continuity and change in governance'
and on international relations.
The text is interspersed with boxed case
studies, key terms are highlighted and
brought together at the end of each
chapter, and there are ample references
and notes. It provides a neat and balanced contemporary introduction to African studies to intermediate level
students.

Mbaku, John Mukum (2000), Bureaucratic and Political Corruption in Africa: The
Public Choice Perspective, Florida: Krieger

Publishing.
Whatever one may think of its usefulness
as a theory with universal application the
Schraeder, Peter J (2000), African Politics public choice approach at least has the
and Society: A Mosaic in Transition, Bos- merit of frequently getting economists
away from their equations and such a
ton/New York Bedford/St Martins.
book as this from an economics departOne of the reviewers on the back cover of ment is welcome. The author splits his
this text calls it 'superbly structured and study into two major parts; one on the
clearly written'. This is as it should be concept of corruption, its history and
since the book is based on a teaching impact in Africa, and one on the princicourse at Loyola University in Chicago. ples of public choice theory, their relaIn the space of some 350 pages it does tionship to government and constitutional
clearly and economically take the student reform. The market is never far away,
through the main themes of contempo- however, and a key element in any
rary African studies. Two opening chap- reform is 'to constitutionally guarantee
ters review what the author calls the economic freedoms' (p.167). Four compo'liberal tradition' and the 'critical tradi- nents of this (drawing on other work in
tion' in the study of Africa, including in the area) are macroeconomic stability,
each case a post-cold war assessment. He abandoning development planning, freethen deals with the historical context in ing international trade, and refraining
three chapters on the 'pre-colonial inde- from 'enacting fiscally discriminatory
pendence era', the impact of colonialism, laws to benefit some individuals and
and the emergence of the contemporary groups at the expense of others'. Com-
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petitive principles should be extended to
the state structure too, as it is the failure
of existing state patterns to police themselves automatically through their constitutional rules that allows the opportunism
which is corruption. This leads the author
to advocate greater decentralisation of
state powers so as to dissipate the decision making process, allow exit and
competition.
This short (220 pp) book provides a well
written account of these arguments and
has a number of thought provoking
suggestions for those who are persuaded
by the public choice approach. For others
who feel that public choice is merely old
wine in a new bottle it is a useful
reminder of its provenances and limitations.

Any degree of success of the first two of
these is to a significant degree put down
to adequate resourcing, and , in Botswana's case, to the socio-cultural nature of
that society and its history. The question
therefore arises as to its replicability
elsewhere.

Musah, Abdel-Fatau, J Kayode Fayemi
(eds.) (2000), Mercenaries: An African Security Dilemma, London: Pluto Press.

The publisher's press release on this book
claims that 'the contributors investigate
the links between the rise in internal
conflicts and proliferation of mercenary
activities in the 1990s; the distinction in
the methods adopted by Cold War mercenaries and their contemporary counterparts; the convoluted network between
private armies, business interests and
Doig, Alan, Robin Theobald (eds.) (2000), sustained poverty in Africa's poorest
Corruption and Democratisation, London:
countries; and the connection between
Frank Cass.
mercenary activities and arms proliferation.'
In contrast to Mbaku (discussed above),
who takes a more conceptual approach, On the whole this is an accurate descripthe editors of the present volume place tion, and a combined gathering of quite
more stress on the role of democratisa- extensive empirical detail with a more
tion when linked to devolved forms of philosophical discussion on the role of
government which allow engagement mercenaries make this a useful book in an
with various organs of civil society (equat- area where much is reported but little is
ing this with social capital). This (even substantively assessed . The nine chapshorter) book contains a number of con- ters range from those which survey the
trasting country experiences. Two, on recent history of mercenary activity in
Uganda and Mozambique, provide ex- countries such as Sierra Leone, formerly
amples of failure either to effectively Zaire, and Angola, through those which
address or to control corruption at all take an overview of the phenomenon or
levels. Three, on Hong Kong, Botswana which investigate particular organisaand Australia review, respectively, the tions in detail or which assess more
successes and limitations of the Inde- abstractly the legitimacy of mercenarism,
pendent Commission Against Corrup- to those which examine the various
tion, the Directorate on Corruption and measures which attempt to control the
Economic Crime, and another Independ- activities of 'private military companies'.
ent Commission Against Corruption.
The latter includes the OAU Convention
for the Elimination of Mercenarism and
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Civil Conflicts, which is reproduced in an
appendix. In addition to the editors the
authors include Kevin O'Brien, Khareen
Pech, Johan Peleman, Alex Vines, Kofi
Oteng Kufuor, Eboe Hutchful and Funmi
Olonisakin in a book that is rich and
inclusive in content. The research was
sponsored by the Centre for Democracy
and Development, based in London and
West Africa.

Tanzi, V, K Chu, S Gupta (eds.) (1999),
Economic Policy & Equity, Washington:

International Monetary Fund.

It will perhaps be with a certain degree of
cynicism that some readers of this book
will treat its opening sentence: 'Reflecting
its concern with the social implications of
economic reform ... the IMF held a
conference in June 1998 on economic
policy and equity'. The result is the
present book which does however pull
together a number of papers of interest
mainly to macro-economists, though accessible to non-specialists, and providing
a useful update on recent research into
Clayton, Anthony (1999), Frontiersmen:economic growth and equity.
Warfare in Africa Since 1950, Warfare and
History Series, UCL Press.
In observing that there appears to be no
At first sight this is rather a strange book common pattern across countries due
as it does no more than recount the consideration is given to government
principal details and immediate causes of distributional policies, the distributional
virtually all major conflicts on the Afri- effects of different macro-economic polican continent since 1950, albeit in a well- cies, the impact of the size of government
written narrative form. The author, itself, and to the distributional impact of
however, has links with the Royal Mili- other institutions peculiar to the history
tary Academy at Sandhurst (UK) and his of different societies (such as those which
acknowledgements include a number of affect land rights). Much of the discussion
military officers. This is therefore an is about the industrially advanced counaccount of African wars written for the tries or the transitional economies of
historians of warfare. He concedes that Eastern Europe, but the insights gained
space does not permit an examination of are those of a system which permeates the
wider theoretical War Studies subjects, globe and easily relate to many examples
though he also claims that these are more of macro-economic dynamics in Africa.
the concern of the international political
scientist. For those interested in warfare The main divisions of the book are on
who are unfamiliar with post-1950 Africa perspectives on economic policy and
it provides a useful introduction to the equity, globalisation and equitable
history of various conflicts, though less to growth, equity oriented policy making,
their political origins, and for others it and policy responses. Authors include
offers an occasional reference guide to the Amartya Sen, Antony Atkinson, Lawsequence of events in a particular war. rence Sumners and others from academia,
The title is taken from John Illiffe's IMF staff, and national financial institucharacterisation of the pre-colonial 'war- tions. The book is made more readable by
rior7 as essentially a 'frontiersman', but including comments from panels on the
any conceptual link between this and various papers. Not much of radical
contemporary conflict is barely touched interest, but a useful summary of current
upon. There is little mention of women mainstream thinking.
•
anywhere.
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Njoh, Ambe J, Urban Planning, Housing
and Spatial Structures in Sub-Saharan AfAngius, Matteo & Mario Zamponi, Iiha rica: Nature, Impact and Development Implide Mocambique: Convergencia de Povos e cations of Exogenous Forces, Ashgate, 1999,
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Chazan, Niomi, Peter Lewis, Robert Obosu-Mensah, Kwaku, Food Production
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African Internet Resources
Maghreb Online: A Guide to Internet Resources on North
Africa
Chris Allen
This guide (originally intendedfor inclusion in our recent North Africa issue) is the first of a
series we intend to publish in forthcoming numbers of the Review, now that internet access is
easierfor activists and scholars based in Africa. ROAPE's own website (http://www.roape.org)
will soon have a version of this guide with active links, to make tracking down material easier.
In selecting sites and documents for inclusion, I have reflected the main areas of interest of the
Review, and have not attempted an overview of the full range of internet material available,
much of which is devoted to travel and tourism, business concerns, history, or sport (a search
on Algeria + football, for example, produced nearly 4000 sites and documents). I have also
concentratedfar more on sites and documents specifically concerned with North Africa than
on general sites which have a north African component; these often contain the same limited
set of links. I have also not attempted to cover material on Egypt, as this requires a separate
guide.
In the lists below, bold type has been used to identify themes, certain key sites and authors, to
make reference easier.

Maghreb Materials
Material on the Maghreb is often to be found on sites on the Middle East in general,
though these will normally treat the area as minor and peripheral. Of these, probably
the richest is the Middle East Network Information Center site (MENIC), at http://
menic.utexas.edu/menic/. This is arranged by region and country, with collections of
documents, press reports etc taken from internet news groups; the most useful pages
are under Politics, News, or Society, but several others are worth exploring A search
facility is available, and is worth using, as a remarkable amount of material is hidden
away - as it is in the archive of MSANews (http://msanews.mynet.net/) which
includes press reports and documents from Islamist and other organisations that are
otherwise (now) hard to find. Sometimes worth consulting is the Encylopaedia of the
Orient, though the bulk of entries are short, and not well written (http://i-cias.com/).
News sources include the Maghreb Weekly Monitor, mainly economic news, but
some politics and social material, mostly very brief (http://www.north-africa.com/
news.htm); and AxabicNews.com, which provides daily stories on North Africa,
without attribution; there is an archive, but it appears to be impossible to gain access
to this from their main page, at http://www.arabicnews.com/. General news
sources, such as Africanews (http://www.africanews.org/), IRIN (http://
www.reliefweb.int/IRIN/)
and
the Washington Post
(http://
www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/inatl/africa.htm) have archives of recent reports, as well as (in some casesO links to other sources in individual states. Regular
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commentary, from a US persective, can be found at the Washington Report on
Middle East Affairs site, which has a large archive of short reports, with a search
facility, going back to 1982 (http://www.washington-report.org/html/
backissues.html), and at the North Africa Journal (http://www.north-africa.com/
one.htm), although much of what it publishes is available only to paying subscribers,
rather than free online (a characteristic of many of the news sources on francophone
Africa). General news sources, such as Africanews (http://www.africanews.org/),
IRIN (http://www.reliefweb.int/IRIN/) and the Washington Post (http://
www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/inatl/africa.htm) have archives of recent reports, as well as (in some casesO links to other sources in individual states.
Materials on human rights are covered in the individual countrylists below, as is
much of the material on women. It is worth visiting Le Maghreb des droits de
l'homme, a site for humna rights organisations in the Maghreb and Europe, with links
to organisations, news and other (short) reports on human rights abuses (rather than
substantial analyses), while UN human rights materials summarised from a variety of
general reports are available in 'For the Record' in the Human Rights Internet site,
from 1997 on, at http://www.hri.ca/. There is a a general guide to recent literature on
women in the Middle East, by Ragai Makar at http://www.lib.umich.edu/libhome/
Area.Programs/Near.East/makar65.html, and a small but useful collection of sites
and documents on women in the Maghreb at http://women3rdworld.about.com/
culture/women3rdworld/library/weekly/aa072499.htm,
Several papers exist online on foreign policy and security issues, all from a nonMaghreb stance, such as a 1996 paper from the West European Union's Institute of
Security Studies on security policy in North Africa (http://www.weu.int/institute/
chaillot/chai25e.htm), and a similar paper from the US Army War College's journal,
at http://carlisle-www.army.mil/usawc/Parameters/98autumn/carlson.htm. For
current US policy, see http://www.usis-israel.org.il/publish/armscontrol/archive/
1999/february/defO225c.shtml, and on the European Union's Maghreb policy, a
recent paper by Peter Schlotter (of the Peace Research Institute, Frankfurt), at http://
www.hsfk.de/eng/pub/texte/prif5299.htm.
More scholarly items includeMiddle East Policy, a US journal oriented to current
affairs; the current issue is available complete, plus an archive of selected articles,
several on north Africa (http://www.mepc.org/journal/). Listings of recent articles
on North Africa prepared by the Library of the Moyshe Dayan Centre for Middle East
African studies can be found at http://www.dayan.org/). The majority of the papers
from the third and fourth Nordic Conferences on Middle East studies are available,
but realtively few of these are on the Maghreb (see http://www.hf-fak.uib.no/
institutter/smi/paj/, and http://www.hf-fak.uib.no/smi/nsm/oslo98.html). The
ILO offer a substantial paper on migration from the Maghreb to Europe (http://
www.ilo.org/public/english/protection/migrant/papers/migmagh/index.htm) and
there is a discussion of civil society in the Mediterranean, with a focus on North
Africa, from Development at http://www.sidint.org/publications/development/
41-le.htm.
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Algeria
By contrast to its neighbours, Algeria has a wealth of online material, the result of the
presence of Algerians overseas, and of US and European concern with events since
1991. Four major sites focus on these events, providing both news and commentary:
1. World Algerian Action Coalition (http://www.waac.org/). This site, based in the
US, aims to provide ^balanced' and 'unbiased' information, and is searchable. The
most useful section is: 'articles and reports', which include materials reflecting official
views, news features (notably on the economy), human rights materials and scholarly
analyses (although these are provided by only a handful of authors). A section
on'elections', has data and analysis for the 1999 elections and referendum. In both
cases the bulk of the material is unique to this site, and recent (mainly 1998 or 1999).
Also valuable are a historical background section covering 1962-92 (footnoted, with
bibliography); news summaries (unsourced); a short documents section including
official and legal material (such as the Family Code), and demographic and
sociological material.
2. Algeria Watch International (http://members.tripod.com/~AlgeriaWatch/) is
also US-based, but more campaign oriented, with an extensive collection of links to
human rights and related organisations, and to news sources. It includes an archive of
articles and reports, overlapping very little with the site above, and including
materials on human rights issues, the economy, and a bibliography. It is however
very slow to load (and reload).
3. INCORE provides many individual country guides to online resources on ethnic
and related conflicts, all well organised and with helpful commentaries. This one
(http://www.incore.ulst.ac.uk/cds/countries/algeria.html) would be an excellent
starting point, covering press sources, discussion and news groups, human rights and
other NGO materials, some scholarly commentary (though very far from all that is
available - see below). The last of these categories includes several articles by Rod
Skilbeck, who has more material at: http://www.netspace.net.au/~rod/alg, and a
bibliography at http://www.mq.edu.au/Mec/biblio.html).
4. Algeria Watch (http://www.algeria-watch.de/) is a German site (with a French
version available), that includes a considerable number of shorter commentaries,
often drawn from online sources such as periodicals, and focussing mainly on
repression and violence. The links collection is very useful, with a concentration on
the media, parties and human rights.
Lesser sites that collate useful resources include two that concentrate on Algerian
websites, classifying them crudely into a few categories: Algeriainfo (http://
www.algeriainfo.com./), and http://www.algerianetwork.com/. The MENIC site is
good on the Algeria press, and on the energy sector (though this is somewhat better
served by http://www.doe.gov/international/algeria.html). Sometimes useful are
Adminet (which has material on the 1995 and 1997 elections, and good media links),
the three standard political sites (World Elections, Political resources on the net - good
for parties and NGO links - and Governments on the web); and the Spanish human
rights site Derechos, which brings together human rights information and critiques
from the major sources, and has other political commentary (at: http://
www.derechos.org/human-rights/mena/alg.html). Most Algerian parties that have
sites can be found on one of these; but the FIS site at http://www.fisalgeria.org
appears not be functioning.
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Other than these there are several smaller document collections, and individual
online documents, many making important contributions to an understanding of
events in the nineties. Focus on Algeria is a new online newsletter, reviewing events
and issues (including women, in the January 1999 issue), sited at the University of
Michigan, also with links and recommended reading (http://www.umich.edu/
-iinet/cmenas/algeria/welcome.html). Mario's Cyberspace Station (http://
mprofaca.cro.net/mainmenu.html), a site usually devoted to intelligence services,
has a section on killings in Algeria, which is very slow to load. The International
Crisis Group, a private conflict-resolution organisation, has an Algeria project, which
has a handful of reports in French, mainly on the April 1999 elections, at http://
www.crisisweb.org/projects.algeria, while Le Monde diplomatique has published
ten articles on Algeria so far this year, and seven last year, all of which can be accessed
at http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/ (then look for the index by country). A 1995
UNHCR report on refugees from Algeria (http://www.unhcr.ch/refworld/country/cdr/cdrdza.htm) includes a very helpful account of the main political organisations active in the early nineties, as well as a political and human rights assessment of
1993/95. Compare this with the report on the European Parliamentary mission at
about the same time (only in Italian, on a Green site: http://www.verdi.it/giovaniv/
algeria /missione.htm).
Official US policy and other statements can be found on the Department of State
website (http://www.state.gov/), where the simplest approach is to use the site's
search mechanism, locating both copies of standard items like the anuual human
rights report, or Economic policy and trade practices, and a range of official
statements, including the 1996 policy statement (http://www.state.gov/www/
current/middle_east/960416.htm). This can be supplemented by the edited text of a
1998 forum between W B Quandt and US Ambassador Hume (http://www.mepc.org/
journal/9902_hume.html); a summary of a 1998 speech by Algerian Ambassador on
Algerian politics and the 'battle against terrorism', at h t t p : / /
www.washingtoninstitute.org/watch/Policywatch/policywatchl998/298.htm, and
a short piece on 'terrorism' in Algeria, by former US ambassador Ulric Haynes (http:/
/www.his.comm/~Council/Haynes.htm). The Library of Congress has produced an
'area handbook' for Algeria, reflecting US concerns and prejudices, but offering
lengthy treatment of major political themes, history, the economy, and society; it is
searchable (http://lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/dztoc.html). The bibliography is useful,
and is supplemented by the online one at Cornell, which is regularly updated and
covers events and materials from 1991, particularly on Islam and conflict (at: http://
www.library.cornell.edu/colldev/mideast/algeria.html); it has a long list of websites,
without commentary, at the end.
More extended critical analyses are available from individual scholars (see below)
and from human rights organisations, including reports from the UN Human Rights
Committee (in the form of an 'Eminent Panel' report on the situation in 1998, at http:/
/www.un.org/NewLinks/dpi2007/contents.htm); there is a summary, plus two
press releases from Human Rights Watch (on press freedom, killings) on the APIC site
(http://www.africapolicy.org/docs98/alg9811.htm). Other analyses from from human rights NGOs, include Human Rights Watch's evidence to the Eminent Panel, at
http://www.hrw.org/reports98/algeria/ALGER988-02.htm, reports from Amnesty
International (including their 1998 study Algeria: civilian population caught in a
spiral of violence, at http://www.amnesty.org/ailib/countries/indx528.htm, and
the 1999 Algeria: 'Disappearances' - the wall of sience begins to crumble, at http://
www.amnesty.org/ailib/aipub/1999/MDE/52800199.htm), and by the French FIDH,
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whose Algeria page contains many short communiques, and three long reports, two
on the position of women (http://www.fidh.imaginet.fr/actu/algerie/algerie.htm).
The Arab Human Rights Netcenter (http://arabrights.org/) collates reports on
human rights, but its Algerian material so far consists very largely of links to WAAC.
The Commitee to Protect Journalists has a recent report on press freedom, from http:/
/www.cpj.org/zmideast/AlgeriaSR.html, while the Digitial Freedom Network has
current reports and an large archive of materials on that topic at http://
www.dfn.org/Voices/Mideast/mideast.html.
A valuable overview piece on women's rights, from the International Women's
Rights Action Watch site, can be found at http://www.igc.apc.org/iwraw/
publications/countries/algeria.html. For the official line, try the government report
to the UN Commmitte on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) at http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/algeria.htm. Documents responding to this exist, and can be found in the WAAC site, or at http://
www.un.org/News/Press/docs/1999/19990121.woml079.html; ...woml080.html, and
...woml085.html. An 'alternative report' on women, discrimination and violence in
Algeria is located on http://www.ras.eu.org/maghreb-ddh/actualite/fidhfemmes.html. There is also a small collection of press features on women in Algerian
politics and the 90's violence, at http://women3rdworld.about.com/culture/
women3rdworld/library /weekly /aa092299.htm?once=true&, and an interview (1998)
between the Algerian MP Khalida Messaoudi (who considers herself a feminist) and
the President of the Liberal international, on women and Islam in Algeria (http://
www.worldlib.org/li/executive/interlaken/twilight.html). A more scholarly conference paper (1995) by Nelli Kopola, drawn from work for her PhD at Stockholm, on
interaction between women's political action and official conceptions of 'women' is at
http://www.hf-fak.uib.no/institutter/smi/paj/Kopola.html.
Among the lesser scholarly pieces, several are concerned with the role of Islam,
including a 1996 article by Rod Skilbeck critical of interpretation of conflict in Algeria
as being between traditional and modernist strands in Islam http://
www.library.cornell.edu/colldev/mideast/osctrad.htm, one by Hamou Amirouche
from Middle East Policy (http://www.mepc.org/journal/9801_amirouche.html),
with a overview of 1945-92, but its main focus on islamism and democracy) and also
to be found on the WAAC site; and a comparative essay by Thomas Eriksen on FIS
and a Norwegian anti-EU movement (http://www.uio.no/~geirthe/
Counterreactions.html). Others explore the supposed threat of 'fundamentalist'
Islam; see studies by James Phillips (http://www.heritage.org/library/categories/
forpol/bgl060.html), Graham Fuller (http://www.rand.org/publications/MR/
MR733/) and Peter St John's study for the Canadian Security Intelligence Service
(http://www.csis_scrs.ca/eng/comment/com65e.html). These are more revealing of
North American security concerns than they are of Algerian political dynamics. For
the latter, try the important extended briefing on the 1990s by George Joffe for the
Royal Institute of International Affairs (http://www.riia.org/briefing papers/
bp48html), which is complemented by a political chronology by Anthony Cordesman
(http://www.csis.org/mideast/reports/alger_bk.html).
Also valuable are pieces by W B Quandt on US interests in and policy on Algeria
(http://www.people.virginia.edu/~wbq8f/pivotal.html) Lahouari Addi (http://
masanews.mynet.net/Scholars/Addi/), John Entelis (http://masanews.mynet.net/
Scholars/Entelis/dakhili.html), and Hugh Roberts (http://www.merip.org/
algelc.htm, which is on the 1997 elections). Roberts edits the new Algerian Studies
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journal, whose site provides abstracts of articles (http://www.frankcass.com/jnls/
alg.htm). There is, finally, an overview piece from the early nineties by Robert Irish, a
graduate student relying heavily on press reports, at http://psirus.sfsu.edu/IntRel/
IRJournal/fal994/irish.html. It is more difficult to find material by Algerian scholars,
though the MSANews site can be searched by country, and contains a good deal of
shorter commentaries from Algerian and other sources (http://msanews.mynet.net/
), and there is other material in the sites mentioned at the beginning of this section.
Most of this material is concerned with the period from 1988 to 1997. More recent
events, including the presidential elections, are covered in the general sites
mentioned above, with more extended commentary in the following; 1998 hearings
by the US House of Representatives Committee on International Relations Subcommittee on Africa with evidence from officials, Human Rights Watch, and Mary-Jane
Deeb
(http://commdocs.house.gov/committees/intlrel/hfa47503.000/
hfa47503_0.HTM; the Policy Watch series, which includes includes a paper by MaryJane Deeb on the presidential elections (PW 381), at h t t p : / /
www.washingtoninstitute.org/watch/Policywatch/1999.htm; on the involvement of
the St Egidio Community in peace process (http://www.usip.org/pubs/pworks/
smock20/chap3_20.html); on the international implications of the Algerian crisis
(http://www.georgetown.edu/sfs/programs/ccas/algeria.htm); and on human rights
and the 1999 presidential elections (summary at http://www.africapolicy.org/
docs99/alg9904.htm, full version at http://www.hrw.org/hrw/backgrounder/mena/
algeria-election-0499.htm)
Anthony Cordesman has also produced a long study of the economy in the nineties, at
http://www.csis.org/mideast/reports/algeria.pdf, to which one can add a paper by
Fred von der Mehden on the impact of political, economic social and religious trends
in the Middle East on oil supply and pricing, which includes a case study on Algeria
(http://riceinfo.rice.edu/projects/baker/publications/persiangulf/islam/
islam.html), and a report on the agri-food sector, intended for Canadian businesses
(http://atn-riae.agr.ca/public/htmldocs/e2571.htm).
Morocco
Apart from the general Maghreb sites, there is remarkably little on Morocco available
online. The French Embassy provides a long classified collection of Moroccan
websites (http://www.ambafranc-ma.org/public/webmaroc.htm), and a review of
the Moroccan press (much of which can be reached through the site itself); the latter
covers most of 1999. Other collections of links can be found at http://
www.alakhawayn.ma/morocco/, on 'Political resources on the net' (good for media
links), on Marocnet (http://www.marocnet.net.ma/liens/) which concentrates on
business and the economy, and at http://www.leb.net/~hajeri/morocco.html, a
personal site. The Morocco Channel has links, mainly to the media, and access (on
payment) to press reports, mostly from Maghreb Confidential (http://
www.indigonet.com/channels/ci/morocco-channel.htm). Even the few political
party sites (reached through those just listed) contain little extended or critical
commentary on Moroccan politics; see for example the discussion of the 1997
elections on the opposition USFP site (http://users.mtds.com/~ufsp/).
For criticism, one has to go to the sites on Western Sahara and Polisario, such as the
excellent collection by the support groupo ARSO, at http://www.arso.org/, which
includes UN materials, documents on human rights, women etc, and bibliographical
resources. Amnesty International materials (mainly on the Western Sahara issue) are
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at http://www.amnesty.org/ailib/countries/indx529.htm, while there is a proMoroccan site on Western Sahara, with a nationalist account of Moroccan history, at
http://infoweb.magi.com/~morocco/saharah.html. Despite its title, Morocco Liberty (http://www.abbc.com/morocco/)is very largely anti-zionist, including (among
other dross) the 'Protocols of the Elders of Zion". Other documents of political interest
include a short report on a 1999 visit to discuss political issues (including Western
Sahara) from the North Atlantic Assembly's Meditterranean Special Group (http://
www.naa.be/publications/trip/as79gsm993-morocco.html), a brief discussion of the
role of Islamism (http://www.washington-report.org/backissues/0196/
9601016.html) and two comments on the political situation after the death of King
Hassan (PW 403 and 405 at http://www.washingtoninstitute.org/watch/
Policywatch71999.htm)
Other than human rights materials, there are few individual documents online. The
UNDP mission in Morocco produced a report on human resource development in
1997 (http://www.pnud.org.ma/dh97/dh97htm) and has links to extensive economic information and statistics on its site. A long, semi-official paper on 'Natural
resource aspects of sustainable development can be found at http://www.un.org/
esa/agenda21/natlinfo/countr/morocco/natur.htm, while there is a pdf file on what
is quaintly called 'economic freedom' in Morocco at http://www.heritage.org/
heritage/library/categories/forpol/econ_index/mor.html.cgi (from the Heritage
Foundation).
A guide to the legal status of muslim women in Morocco , by the academic lawyer
Fadela Sebti, can be found at http://www.techno.net.ma/femmes/; see also the page
on the work of Fatima Mernissi maintained by MSA News (http://
msanews,mynet.net/Scholars/Mernissi). Other material on women can be found in
International Women's Rights Action Watch's overview report on women's rights
(http://www.igc.apc.org/iwraw/publications/countries/morocco.html), which is
however rather thin and poorly documented (unlike its Algerian report). For a more
critical account, see the 1996 parallel report to CEDAW by women's organisations
and other NGOs (http://magnet.undp.org/Docs/gov/arab/Engcedaw.htm). For an
anodyne presentation on women's rights in Morocco (elite Moroccan women talking
to Mrs Clinton) try http://www.usia.gov/usa/womenusa/hilround.htm, and for a
paper from 'Development' 42,1 (1999); on women and reproductive health in
Morocco go to http://www.sidint.org/sid-wid/forumbg05.htm. A1994 paper on the
exposure of Moroccan adolescents to the media, and their use of images derived from
the media stresses gender issues (http://uslink.net/~ddavis/mosque.html), while a
short report from a 1997 OECD workshop is in part on women entrepreneurs in
Morocco (http://www.oecd.org/dsti/sti/industry/smes/act/almoro.htm).

Tunisia
Tunisia, too, suffers from too many uncritical collections of links that reflect tourist,
business or official perspectives, such as ArabNet, Tunisia Online (zw/
tunisiaonline.com/), or the similar but more clumsy sites at http://www.tunisie.com,
or http://www.tunisieinfo.com. It is probably simpler to use the standard general
collections, from MENIC, or Political resources on the net. Official material on
Tunisian foreign policy is collected at http://www.tunisiaworld.com/, and a spindoctored account of the economy occurs on http://www.euromed.com/tunl.html).
The media, the bulk of which maintain sites with excerpts from recent issues, are also
uncritical, and one must have recourse to the international press, notably Le Monde
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diplomatique. The October 1999 edition has a valuable piece ('Les deux visages de la
dictature'), and earlier articles cover human rights, media freedom, and women
(http://www.mondre-diplomatique.fr/). For the record of a forum on the recent
presidential elections, convened by Middle East Policy Council, try http://
www.mepc.org/forums/special/9910.htm
The most informative sites are those with a human rights focus. Amnesty
International (http://www.amnesty.org/ailib/countries/) provides numerous press
releases, and two key reports, from 1997 (A widening circle of repression) and 1998
(Human rights defenders in the line of fire). The Derechos site has a number of
standard human rights materials (http://www.derechos.org/human-rights/mena/
tun.html), while two opposition party sites offer exposes - although neither appears to
have been updated since 1997. Ezzeitouna has documents on prisons and on
corruption, plus links to opposition organisations and NGOs (http://
www.ezzeitouna.org/), while Annahdha covers human rights abuses (http://
www.ezzeitouna.org/Annahdha/ANANHDHA.HTM/). Easily the extensive human rights site is Free Tunisia (http://www.angelfire.comm/tn/freetunisia/). This
clear and well organised site has links to opposition and human rights organisations,
and to a wide variety of (mainly short) articles and reports on media freedom and
human rights, plus some political commentary, such as Chris Alexander's 1997 piece
'Authoritarianism and civil society in Tunisia', from Middle East Report, (zw/
merip.org). Other, lesser, resources include a Digitial Freedom Network's site on
press freedom, with current reports and an archive (http://www.dfn.org/Voices/
Mideast/mideast.htmll997) a briefing from Lawyers Committee on Human Rights,
(http://www.lchr.org/121/tunisia.htm) a few collated reports at the Arab Human
Rights Netcenter (http://arabrights.org/), the regular annual reports from Human
Rights Watch ( http://www.hrw.org/hrw/worldreport99/mideast/tunisia.html)
and Amnesty (http://www.amnesty-usa.org/ailib/aireport/ar99/mde30.htm). Both
of the latter URLs are for the most recent reports. A shabby pro-government site set up
to deflect Amnesty's criticisms can be inspected at http://www.rights-tunisia.org/.
Other material is sparse. There are two documents on women: the World Bank
provides a collection of data at http://www.worldbank.org/gender/info/tunisia.html,
and CEDAW's observations on the 1995 official reports on discrimination against
women are at http://wwwl.umn.edu/humanrts/cedaw/cedaw-tunisia.htm. The
Tunisian Government report to UNESCO (1997) on implementation of the convention
on economic, social and cultural rights is at http://www.hri.ca/fortherecordl997/
documentation/tbodies/e-1990-6-addl4.htm. The IMF site has a recent report on
'financial transparency practices' - i.e. financial data dissemination, fiscal and
monetary policy transparency, regulation of the securities market and banking
supervision at http://www.imf.org/external/np/rosc/run/, and there is a short
article on NGOs and ecotourism promotion at http://ag.arizona.edu/OALS/ALN/
aln43 / tunisia .html
Libya
There does not appear to be a comprehensive collection of Libyan links, or of online
materials. The MENIC page for Libya is a good starting point, as is the Libya page at
Columbia (http: / /www.columbia.edu/cu/libraries/indiv / area /MiddleEast/
libya.html), and many of the standard sources will provide limited access to official
materials and sites, the media, and economic data and commentary. Libyaweb (http:/
/www.libyaweb/com/frameset.htm) has a limited set of links, and (unsourced) news
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summaries for 1999, while the Libyan Mission to the UN is good for offical
documents and news (http://www.undp.org/missions/libya/). The 'area handbook' for Libya (at http://www.lecwbz.loc.gov/frd/cs/lytoc.html) reflects US
perceptions, and is dated, but it is still useful, and can be contrasted with Tind out
more about Libya' (http://www.geocities.com/Athens/8644). This latter site includes excerpts from Green Book, and many speeches and statements by Ghadaffi, as
well as Libyan statements on the Lockerbie crash and subsequent sanctions and trial
proposals. A more balanced site is provided by the Institut Jamahiriya d'etudes et
documentation (http://rafale.worldnet.net/~ijed/), which has many official documents (including some on Lockerbie and sanctions), material on the economy and
demography of Libya, links to oppositional groups, and an extensive bibliography,
albeit restricted to material in French.
Much more on Lockerbie can be found at the Lockerbie Incident page, set up by a law
student without much interest in Libya itself (http://www.geocities.com/CapitolHill/
5260). Although tending to be mostly on the crash and subsequent activity, it does
have some background and contextual material. A 1998 study of public opinion in the
US towards sanctions on Libya can be found at http: / / www.pipa.org/OnlineReports,
while an an assessment of the impact of sanctions exists at zw/iie.comn/HOTOPICS/
SANCTION/Libya3.htm (as part of a larger Institute for International Economics
study of sanctions). Libya is also accused of involvement in the development of
weapons of mass destruction; for a speech from the prosecution, see a report to the US
House of Representatives from the Taskforce on Terrorism and Unconventional
Warfare, at http://www.cdn-friends-icej.ca/isreport/taskforce.html.
Human rights issues are dealt with most comprehensively on the Sijill site (http://
www.members.tripoid.com/~sihjill/index.html, whicxh draws together documents
from the UN, US, Amnesty and Libyan NGOs, and has materials on the security
services and on abductions, as well as links to discussion groups and news sources. A
few more documents can be found on http://members.aol.com/libya4ever/
MansurKikhia.htm., and on the National Front for the Salavation of Libya site, which
has two items, a political programme, and a list of 'political murders' (http://
www.nfsl-libya.com/).

